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Abstract
This thesis is devoted to the study of microcavity polariton systems, in which the strong
coupling occurs between more than one exciton or photon modes i.e. multimode polaritons.
The ﬁrst part of this work states the theoretical background of light-matter interaction
starting from quantum well excitons to the non-linear regime of interactions between
polaritons. We apply this knowledge to the case of GaAs based microcavities with
InGaAs/GaAs quantum wells which are experimentally tested. Sample characterization
and optimization are also discussed.
The main results presented on this thesis are separated in two main sections. The ﬁrst
corresponds to non-resonant excitation of 2D microcavity samples, and the second to
resonant excitation of laterally conﬁned polariton systems.
We ﬁrst report on the observation of multiple polariton modes, originating from an
electronic coupling between quantum wells inside a planar microcavity. When shallow
quantum well stacks are placed at the antinodes of a microcavity, we measure a series
of anticrossings when the cavity mode energy crosses that of the diﬀerent excitonic
levels. This is the main characteristic of a multimode polariton system. Comparing
our experimental results with a coupled oscillator model that includes the electron and
hole wave functions allows us to show that the exciton binding energy is aﬀected by the
interwell coupling.
We then study the non-linear properties of these InGaAs based microcavities, in the search
for polariton condensation. We study the eﬀect of Indium content, number of quantum
wells, types of quantum well stacks, number of pairs of Bragg mirrors and magnetic ﬁeld
on the non-linearity of the system. In all cases, we measure a single threshold, and a
clear signature of the transition from strong to weak coupling regime. We discuss the
limiting factors for condensation in our system, namely the cavity losses induced by
optical disorder, the light-matter coupling strength, and the saturation of the quantum
wells.
In the second part of the thesis, we demonstrate the occurrence of spatial multistability
using laterally conﬁned polariton modes. We measure a multihysteresis curve of the
transmitted intensity when we cycle the excitation power of a blue detuned laser with
respect to the polariton modes. At each threshold of the hysteresis loop, we measure
a switching of the spatial proﬁle of the transmitted beam, and an energy jump of all
the polariton modes. We reproduce all main characteristics of our experiment using
iii
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a multimode generalization of the Gross-Pitaevskii equations in the exciton photon
basis. The mechanism behind the spatial multistability is identiﬁed as a repulsive
cross-interaction between polaritons in diﬀerent modes.
Following this experiment, we investigate the eﬀect of decoherence on polariton bistability.
We demonstrate how the polariton hysteresis loop collapses when increasing either the
temperature or the power of a weak non-resonant laser. We explain this eﬀect by the
population of an incoherent reservoir that induces dephasing and repulsive interactions
on the driven polaritons. All experimental ﬁndings are accurately simulated with the
excitonic Bloch equations, and indicate that reservoir induced dephasing can be dominant
over the reservoir induced energy blue shift.
In the ﬁnal chapter, we present ongoing work on polariton lattices, namely measurements
of the band structure for a square, and an hexagonal lattice. We also present preliminary
results on the eﬀect of a magnetic ﬁeld on the band structure of a polariton square lattice.
We conclude by discussing a series of future experiments to continue the investigation of
multimode polaritons.
Key words: III-V semiconductors, InGaAs, photons, Exciton-polaritons, quantum wells,
microcavity, light-matter interaction, strong coupling, multimode coupling, oscillator
strength, Bose-Einstein condensation, strong to weak coupling transition, multistability,
nonlinear optics, cross interactions, dephasing, decoherence.
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Résumé
Les travaux présentés dans cette thèse portent sur l’étude de polaritons en microcavité,
lorsque le régime de couplage fort a lieu soit entre plusieurs état excitoniques et un état
photonique, soit l’inverse : bref le régime de polaritons multimodes.
La première partie de ce travail pose les bases théoriques de l’interaction lumière-matière,
en commençant par l’exciton dans un puits quantique et en poursuivant jusqu’au régime
d’interactions non linéaires entre polaritons. Ce formalisme est transposé au système
étudié expérimentalement, c’est à dire des microcavités à base de GaAs dont les puits
quantiques sont formés d’InGaAs/GaAs. Le travail de caractérisation et d’optimisation
d’échantillons est mentionné par la suite.
Les principaux résultats de la thèse sont divisés en deux sections principales. La première
portant sur l’excitation non résonante de microcavités 2D tandis que la seconde partie
étudie l’excitation résonante d’états de polaritons conﬁnés.
La première partie porte sur l’observation de polaritons multimodes, créés par le couplage
électronique entre puits quantiques peu profonds placés à l’intérieur d’une microcavité.
On mesure une série d’anti-croisements lorsque l’énergie du mode de cavité entre en
résonance avec les diﬀérents états excitoniques des puits quantiques. Ce comportement
est caractéristique d’un système de polaritons multimodes. Les résultats expérimentaux
sont analysés à l’aide d’un modèle d’oscillateurs couplés qui prend en considération les
fonctions d’ondes d’électrons et de trous et nous permet de montrer l’impact du couplage
inter puits sur l’énergie de liaison des excitons.
Par la suite, nous faisons l’étude des propriétés non linéaires de microcavités contenant
des puits quantiques d’InGaAs/GaAs dans le but d’obtenir la condensation de polaritons.
L’étude porte sur l’eﬀet de la concentration d’Indium, du nombre de puits quantiques, du
nombre de puits regroupés, du nombre de paires de miroirs de Bragg, ainsi que de l’eﬀet
d’un champ magnétique sur les propriétés non linéaires du système. Pour tous les cas
étudiés, on mesure un seuil d’intensité unique, caractérisé par une démonstration claire
de la transition depuis le régime de couplage fort vers le couplage faible. Finalement,
nous discutons des facteurs pouvant empêcher la condensation de polaritons dans notre
système, soit les modes de fuite induits par le désordre optique, la force de couplage
lumière-matière, ainsi que la saturation des puits quantiques.
Dans la deuxième partie de cette thèse, nous démontrons l’eﬀet de multistabilité spatiale
à partir d’états de polaritons conﬁnés. Le système est excité à l’aide d’un laser décalé
v
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à plus haute énergie que les diﬀérents modes de polaritons conﬁnés. Lorsque l’on varie
de façon cyclique la puissance d’excitation, on mesure une courbe de multi-hystérèse
de l’intensité laser transmise par l’échantillon. De plus, pour chaque seuil de la courbe
d’hystérèsee, on observe un changement du mode spatial du laser transmis ainsi qu’un
saut en énergie de chacun des modes de polaritons. Les principales caractéristiques de
notre expérience sont toutes reproduites à l’aide d’une généralisation multimode des
équations de Gross-Pitaevskii en base exciton-photon. Il est démontré que le mécanisme
principal pour obtenir la multistabilité spatiale est l’interaction croisée répulsive entre les
diﬀérents modes de polaritons conﬁnés.
Suite à cette expérience, nous portons notre attention sur l’étude de la décohérence sur la
bistabilité de polaritons. Nous démontrons l’aﬀaissement de la courbe d’hystérésis lorsque
la température augmente ou lorsque le système est excité de façon non résonante par un
deuxième faisceau laser. Le phénomène est expliqué par l’apparition d’une population
dans un réservoir incohérent. Celui-ci induit à la fois un déphasage et des interactions
répulsives sur les polaritons cohérents. Les résultats expérimentaux sont simulés avec
succès par un modèle basé sur les équations de Bloch excitoniques dans lequel les eﬀets de
déphasage et d’interaction du réservoir sont pris en compte. Les simulations permettent
de démontrer que le déphasage induit par le réservoir peut être dominant par rapport
aux interactions répulsives.
Le dernier chapitre présente des travaux en cours sur l’étude de réseaux de polaritons.
Nous présentons les structures de bande associées à un réseau carré et hexagonal, ainsi
que des résultats préliminaires sur l’eﬀet d’un champ magnétique sur la structure de
bande d’un réseau carré. Le chapitre conclu sur une discussion portant sur de futures
expériences pour l’étude de polaritons multimodes.
Mots clés : Semiconducteurs III-V, InGaAs, photons, Exciton-polaritons, puits quan-
tique, microcavité, interaction lumière-matière, couplage fort, couplage multimode, force
d’oscillateur, condensation de Bose-Einstein, transition régime de couplage fort à faible,
multistabilité, optique non-linéaire, interactions croisés, déphasage, décoherence.
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Introduction
At its heart, the interaction between light and matter comes from the interaction between
an electromagnetic ﬁeld, and an electric dipole. For an atomic system, light will be emitted
or absorbed if an electron from one orbital is allowed to jump into another one where an
electron is missing. This may happen if there is an electric dipole moment between the
two orbitals. In the solid state, particularity for direct band gap semiconductors, a similar
situation occurs since there is an electric dipole between the valence and conduction
bands, while the band gap energy is in the range of optical frequencies. Hence, we can
excite an electron from the valence band to the conduction band while absorbing a photon,
or to emit a photon in the reverse process. Such materials have proven to be excellent for
harvesting or emitting light, and are commonly used for LEDs, and solid state lasers.
The way semiconductors are engineered for optoelectronic applications is therefore di-
rectly linked to our understanding of light-matter interaction in these systems. When a
semiconductor is excited, the conduction band is populated by electrons while the valence
band is populated by positively charged holes until both recombine, and emit photons.
Since both particles are oppositely charged, they will inevitably interact with one another
via Coulomb interaction. As a consequence, the interaction between the charged particles
will modify the optical response of the material. Hence, studying light-matter interaction
in a semiconductor structure implies studying interactions between electrons and holes. In
the low density regime, an electron and a hole can bind to form a quasiparticle called an
exciton, which is at the basics of low temperature semiconductor optics. It was discovered
in 1958 by J. J. Hopﬁeld [1], that if the interaction between an exciton with a photon
was strong enough, then both particles would hybridise to form another quasiparticle
called an exciton-polariton, a superposition of both light and matter. In order to observe
such light-matter quasiparticles, we must ﬁnd ways to obtain a large coupling strength
between the exciton and the photon. First, can we increase light-matter interaction by
using quantum wells instead of a bulk material, and second, we can encapsulate them
in between two mirrors. That way, photons stay in the system for a longer time, which
increases their chance to interact with the quantum well excitons. This is the principle
behind microcavity polaritons that were ﬁrst observed by C. Weisbuch et. al. in 1992 [2],
and have been commonly used since then to study light-matter interaction.
1
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Although the polariton physics in the linear regime is interesting in itself, the polariton
system really shines when we enter the non linear regime. At large densities, electrons,
and holes interactions are transposed to the excitons, which, in the strong coupling regime,
cause polaritons to interact with one another. These interactions induce a χ(3) non linearity,
and are the basic ingredient for eﬀects like polariton parametric ampliﬁcation [3–5] or
polariton bistability [6]. At the same time, polaritons are bosonic quasiparticles, and
they have shown to undergo out of equilibrium Bose-Einstein condensation when excited
non resonantly [7–10]. Hence, microcavity polaritons is a system where we can study the
physics of quantum ﬂuids, either through the condensed phase or by coherently injecting
the polariton ﬂuid using a resonant excitation scheme. These experimental schemes have
been used to study vortices [11–13], superﬂuidity [14], and solitons [15–17] to name a few.
In most cases, the polariton system is studied at the single mode level, for instance the
polariton ground state in the condensed phase, or by injecting the polariton ﬂuid at a
speciﬁc momentum. Fundamentally, a polariton results from the coupling between an
exciton, and a photon, and therefore a two mode system. Theoretically, there is no limit
to the number of modes that can be strongly coupled, provided that such situations
are possible through sample fabrication. Hence, we diﬀerentiate the case of single mode
coupling, as we described above to the general case where a multiplicity of excitonic or
photonic modes can be involved. This situation is called multimode coupling or multimode
polaritons.
In the linear regime, multimode polaritons have been observed in a variety of sample
designs where the coupling occurs between either a single exciton state in a multimode
cavity or the opposite. In the ﬁrst case, the coupling was demonstrated with coupled planar
microcavities [18–21] or by conﬁning the optical mode in more than one dimension [9,22].
The coupling of a single cavity mode to many exciton states has been achieved through
monolayer thickness variation of GaAs/AlAs QWs, [23] with QWs of diﬀerent ticknesses [24]
or when coupling to the charged exciton transition [25,26]. However, few studies have
investigated the nonlinear regime in these systems, where multimode interactions between
polaritons is expected.
This thesis is devoted to the study of the physics of polariton when more than two modes
are involved. Instead of focussing in a particular aspect of the system, we study it in
a wide range of situations. Experimentally, we use both non resonant, and resonant
excitation schemes, and are interested in the linear and nonlinear regime. We investigate
multimode coupling in two dimensional polariton system, and multimode interactions
in the conﬁned polariton system. Such interactions can occur either between polariton
modes themselves or involving an exciton reservoir as an eﬀective mode in the system.
From the theoretical side, we apply the polariton mean ﬁeld theory to the multimode
case to simulate our ﬁndings. More importantly, numerical simulations are used as a
tool to interpret our experimental ﬁndings, and to understand how multimode polaritons
behaves in these situations. This thesis is divided into four parts:
2
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Part I deals with fundamental aspects of light-matter interaction in semiconductor
microcavity systems. In chapter 1, we present the theoretical background of light-matter
interaction. This chapter focusses on demonstrating key equations used in the ﬁeld,
and also to present the mathematical tools that will be used throughout the thesis. In
chapter 2, we discuss the material properties, characterization, and optimization to the
samples studied in subsequent chapter.
Part II is dedicated to experiments where two-dimensional multimode polariton micro-
cavities are excited non-resonantly. In chapter 3, we investigate in the linear regime
the optical properties of shallow quantum wells when placed in a stack. Speciﬁcally,
we present how interwell coupling can lead to a multiplicity of polariton modes when
such quantum well stacks are placed inside a planar microcavity. The main body of
work presented in this chapter has been published in [27]. In chapter 4, we move to the
non linear regime to investigate on the possibility to reach Bose-Einstein condensation
of polaritons using InGaAs quantum well based microcavity. We present a study on a
number of sample designs that was tested to see if it is possible to reach the condensed
phase, and not the VCSEL regime.
Part III is devoted to the study of resonantly excited conﬁned polariton modes. We are
interested in this part on the study of multimode interactions between polaritons. In
chapter 5, we study the polariton multistability that occurs when a series of polariton
modes are resonantly excited. Speciﬁcally, by studying the optical response of the system,
we investigate interactions between diﬀerent polariton modes. This chapter details a body
of work that has been published [28]. In chapter 6, we move to the study of resonant
excitation of a single conﬁned polariton mode to investigate the eﬀect of dephasing from
its own environment. By analysing how the optical response is aﬀected by temperature
or non resonant excitation, we study how an incoherent reservoir aﬀect the coherence of
the driven polariton system. This chapter present an extended study on the work that
has been published [29].
Part IV discuss perspectives for future work on multimode polaritons. In chapter 7, we
present preliminary work on polariton lattices in the linear regime, and under a magnetic
ﬁeld. We also list ideas for future experiments, following the results obtained in the other
chapters.
3

Part IFundamentals of semiconductor
microcavity optics
5

1 Optical properties of 2D
semiconductor
In this chapter, we give a broad overview of the theory of light-matter interaction in
semiconductors, emphasizing on two dimensional systems. We deﬁne the basics of light-
matter interaction on which the results obtained in this thesis will be analyzed. We focus
on showing derivation of some fundamental equations used in microcavity physics in the
linear and non-linear regime and on more subtle aspects that are sometimes overlooked
in the polariton community. The properties speciﬁc to the material used in the thesis
will be introduced in the next chapter.
1.1 From Dipole Interaction to Exciton
Generally speaking, the optical properties of matter is based on the interaction of an
electric dipole with an electric ﬁeld. For semiconductor materials, there can be an electric
dipole between an electron in the conduction band and a hole in the valence band.
Classically, a system of electric dipoles will modify the material’s electric permittivity
such that a resonance will appear at the dipole’s resonant frequency. This can be written
as a Lorentzian function for the real part of the permittivity [30]:
r(ω) = 1 +
e2
0m
f
ω2D − ω2 − iγ
, (1.1)
where ωD is the dipole frequency, γ is a damping factor, and f is the oscillator strength.
This equation demonstrates that the material’s response to light is given by the oscillator
strength, a quantity that can be evaluated based on microscopic considerations of the
electron-hole system. It is proportional to the transition probability between the electron
and the hole when the electric dipole interacts with the electric ﬁeld.
We seek to evaluate the transition probability between an electron and a hole, starting
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with the light-matter dipole Hamiltonian:
Hem =
e
m
A · p. (1.2)
Using the Coulomb gauge, we have E = −A˙, and the light-matter matrix element is:
〈f |Hem|i〉 = 1
m
Aμcv =
1
mω
Eμcv, (1.3)
where E is the electric ﬁeld amplitude, m the mass of the electron, and we deﬁne the
dipole matrix element between the electron and the hole as μcv = e〈f |e · p|i〉 = epcv,
where e is the electric charge [31]. This relation shows that the interaction is stronger
when the dipole is parallel to the electric ﬁeld, perpendicular to the photon propagation.
The transition probability is given by Fermi’s golden rule [30,32]:
R =
2π
h¯
( e
mω
)2 |E|2|pcv|2δ(f − i − h¯ω). (1.4)
In the case of absorption, the initial and ﬁnal states is the hole and the electron respectively,
while the opposite is true for light emission. Since the dipole operator is antisymmetric,
the initial and ﬁnal states must be of opposite parity. As the conduction band posesses
an s-orbital symmetry and the hole a p-orbital symmetry [30], it assures a non-zero
dipole matrix element between the two [33]. The last term of the equation states the
conservation of energy; the transition is allowed as long as the energy diﬀerence between
the electron and the hole equals that of the photon, h¯ω. Moreover, within the dipole
approximation, no momentum is transferred to the photon, and the transition occurs at
any momentum, as long as ke = kh for direct band gap materials. The transition is said
to be direct as represented in ﬁgure 1.1.
Figure 1.1 – Scheme of electron-hole optical absorption (blue) and emission (red) for
parabolic band dispersion (eﬀective mass approximation).
Equations 1.1 and 1.4 are linked through Kramers-Kroning relations, allowing to deﬁne
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the dimensionless oscillator strength [30]:
f =
2|pcv|2
mh¯ω
=
2|μcv|2
e2mh¯ω
. (1.5)
Because the electron and hole are oppositely charged particles, the optical response
will be aﬀected by the Coulomb interaction between the two quasiparticles, especially
at low temperatures. It is possible to evaluate this variation within the eﬀective mass
approximation, that is assuming parabolic dispersions for both electron and hole. In the
case where the Coulomb interaction is weak due to screening of the lattice, the wave
function of the system can be written as a linear combination of electrons and holes
wave functions [30]. Because the attractive Coulomb interaction will tend to localize
the electron around the hole, we use the Wannier basis to represent the total wave
function [30]:
Ψ(r) = N−1/2
∑
Re,Rh
Φ(Re, Rh)aRe(r)aRh(r), (1.6)
where N is the number of unit cells in the crystal, Re and Rh are lattice vectors that
represent the coordinates for the electron and the hole. Hence we must sum over all lattice
sites in order evaluate the exciton wave function at a given position r. Φ(Re, Rh) is the
Wannier exciton envelope wave function and aRe(r) and aRh(r) are Wannier functions
that are related to the Bloch functions by a Fourier expansion:
aR(r) = a(r −R) = N−1/2
∑
k
e−ik·Rψk(r), (1.7)
where ψk(r) are Bloch functions. These functions are localized at a given lattice vector R.
Writing the electron-hole wave function as such allows to obtain the Schrödinger equation
for the exciton envelope wave function. It is similar to the hydrogen problem but with
the eﬀective masses of electrons and holes and a screened Coulomb interaction:
[
h¯2
2me
∇2Re +
h¯2
2mh
∇2Rh −
e2
4πr0|Re −Rh|
]
Φ(Re, Rh) = EΦ(Re, Rh). (1.8)
This equation can be solved by writing the envelope wave function as the product of
wave functions for the center of mass and the relative motion of the electron and the hole.
These coordinates are given by:
RCOM = (meRe +mhRh)/(me +mh), (1.9)
Rrel = Re −Rh. (1.10)
The center of mass equation is that of a free particle with a mass Mx = me +mh, telling
us that the exciton has a parabolic dispersion. The equation for the relative motion is
identical to the hydrogen atom problem giving a series of quantized states following the
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same nomenclature as the Hydrogen atom, each with a given binding energy EB. The
solutions are well known both in 3D and 2D. The energy for both cases is, including the
center of the mass motion [34]:
E3D = Eg +
h¯2k2
2Mx
− E0
n2
, (1.11)
E2D = Eg +
h¯2k2
2Mx
− E0
(n+ 1/2)2
. (1.12)
were Eg = Ec − Ev is the band gap energy. Similarly to the hydrogen atom, we deﬁne
the binding energy and the Bohr radius for the 3D case:
E0 =
e4μ
22r
2
0h¯
2 =
h¯2
2μa20
, (1.13)
a0 =
h¯22r
2
0
e2μ
, (1.14)
where μ = memh/(me +mh) is the reduced mass. As for the Hydrogen atom, the larger
the binding energy, the smaller the Bohr radius. Coming back to light interaction, within
the exciton picture, a photon having the same energy as the exciton will be emitted
when the exciton is annihilated. Equations 1.11 and 1.12 show that the binding energy of
the exciton decreases the energy of the emitted photon compared to the electron-hole
transition.
The exciton envelope wave function also modiﬁes the electron-hole transition probability
which states that the envelope wave function must be non-zero at its center (the electron
and hole relative distance is zero), in order to maximize the electron-hole overlap within
the exciton. We can deﬁne the exciton oscillator strength as proportional to the modulus
squared of the electron-hole dipole matrix element times the hydrogen wave function at
its center f ∝ |μcv|2|ψ(0)|2. A direct consequence of this modiﬁcation is that s-states are
optically active while p-states are not. In general, the oscillator strength drops rapidly for
excited states so we can safely consider only the ground state that we write as a product
of its relative (r = Rrel) and center of mass motion (ρ = RCOM ):
Φx(r) = f(ρ)χ(r) =
1√
V
eik·ρψ1S(r). (1.15)
The exciton can be viewed as a freely moving hydrogen-like quasiparticle in the low
density limit (the general case will be addressed in section 1.5), although we must sum
over all lattice vector for the electron and the hole the get complete wave function for a
given position of the center of mass. This means that the exciton is in fact a many-body
excitation of the system that involve the contribution of electrons and holes over many
lattice cites. At the mean ﬁeld level and at larger densities, we will talk about the exciton
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polarization ﬁeld.
In table 1.1, we summarize the main diﬀerences between 3D and 2D excitons [34]. When
passing from three to two-dimensional systems, the binding energy has a fourfold increase,
while the Bohr radius decreases by half. More importantly, the oscillator strength per
area is increased by a factor 4, meaning that in general, 2D materials have stronger optical
response. We will address 2D excitons in more detail in the next section.
Table 1.1 – Comparison between the ground state solution of a 3D and 2D hydrogen
problem [34].
3D 2D
ψ1S(r)
2
a
3/2
0
e−r/a0 4a0 e
−2r/a0
|ψ1S(0)|2 4a30
16
a20
E E0 4E0
aB a0 a0/2
There is one last point of importance for the optical properties of excitons is their
pseudospin (spin for simplicity). Because the electron is the conduction band which has
an s-orbital symmetry, its total angular momentum is |1/2,±1/2〉 while it is |3/2,±3/2〉,
|3/2,±1/2〉 for the heavy and light holes since it arises from a valence band of p-orbital
symmetry. As a result, the exciton spin states are |1,±1〉, |2,±2〉. Since the photon has
a spin of one, the states |1,±1〉 are optically active and interact with σ+, σ− photons
while the other two states are dark. The optically active exciton behaves as a two-level
spin state similarly to a spin-half system, hence the term pseudospin.
1.2 Exciton in Quantum Wells
In the previous section, we saw the advantage of 2D systems over 3D. In the following,
we discuss in greater detail the eﬀect of 1D conﬁnement on excitons, or quantum well
excitons. The problem of a 1D quantum well is one of the most standard problems in
quantum mechanics. A particle is trapped in a one-dimensional well but is free to move
in the other spatial directions. The conﬁnement gives rise to a series of quantized energy
levels, which depend on the thickness and potential barrier height of the well and the
mass of the particle.
Quantum well (QW) structures are fabricated by placing a semiconductor material of
band gap energy E1 and thickness L in between thicker layers of a second material of band
gap energy E2 > E1. Such a structure can trap electrons and holes and form excitons.
QW excitons behave as a free particle in the plane, while conﬁned perpendicularly. In
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typical III-V semiconductor QW structures, the potential depth is in the range of 0.1-1 eV
while the exciton binding energy is of order of 10 meV. Therefore, in order to calculate the
exciton energy levels, we can consider the Coulomb interaction as a perturbation of the
conﬁned electron and hole instead of considering a single conﬁned exciton as a whole. We
will conﬁrm this approximation experimentally in the forthcoming chapters, and discuss
its limitation in chapter 3. It is worth noting that in thick QWs (50 to few 100 nm), the
propagation of the 3D exciton along the growth axis is aﬀected, giving rise to a series
of conﬁned energy levels for the center of mass of the exciton. Similarly to the inﬁnite
potential well, these energy levels are inversely proportional to the eﬀective well thickness
(L∗ = L− 2a0). This eﬀect is called the exciton center of mass quantization [35].
The band structure of a typical type-I QW is represented in ﬁgure 1.2. The conﬁnement
potential pushes the ground state energy away from the bottom of the well for both
particles. Depending on the dept and the width of the well, there can be more than one
conﬁned state for both particles, meaning more than one electron-hole transition. We
will see in the next chapter that the QWs under study are shallow, such that there is a
single electron and heavy-hole state which is conﬁned, hence we will limit our discussion
to this case. The situation will be diﬀerent when more than one QWs are stacked on top
of each other. This particular case will be addressed in detail in chapter 3.
Figure 1.2 – Scheme of the QW band structure with the conﬁned envelope wave functions
for the electron (blue) and the hole (red). The dashed line in the well represent the
position of the energy level for both particles. The dashed arrows represent the energy of
an electron-hole transition inside the QW, EQW , and outside EBulk.
The optical properties of excitons is also aﬀected by the conﬁnement. Already for the 3D
case, there is a diﬀerence between an electron-hole transition and photon absorption/emis-
sion by an exciton. In the former, the transition is direct and no momentum is transferred
to the photon. For the exciton, energy and momentum conservation implies that these pro-
cesses are allowed only when the linear photon dispersion (ω = ck) crosses the parabolic
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exciton dispersion. In this two particle picture, the exciton and photon are degenerate at
this crossing point [30]. Moreover, there must be some coupling between them in order for
the exciton to absorb or emit a photon (creating or annihilating an exciton). This leads
to a hybridization of the exciton and the photon [1] called exciton-polariton, or polariton
(since there is no need to distinguish from phonon-polariton). As the noninteracting
energy levels crossed, the hybridization causes an avoided crossing between the two,
resulting in two polariton branches as represented in ﬁgure 1.3, where the parabolic
dispersion of the exciton and the linear dispersion of the photon are schematically plotted.
Figure 1.3 – Scheme of the exciton parabolic dispersion (blue), the linear photon dispersion
(black), and the 3D polariton branches (dashed red line). The coupling is ampliﬁed to
better visualize the branches. The thick blue area inside the photon dispersion represents
the 2D exciton states which couples to light.
The exciton-photon coupling in 2D is diﬀerent compared to the 3D case. In 2D, the trans-
lational symmetry is broken along the growth axis, meaning that momentum conservation
only apply to the in plane wave vector. Writing the photon momentum as k2 = k2z + k2||,
we see that momentum conservation can be respected for any value of kz, as long as the
total momentum k respects the photon dispersion. Hence, the exciton can couple to a
continuum of photon states; any exciton state lying inside the cone deﬁned by the photon
dispersion (light cone) will fulﬁll this condition (the thick blue line in ﬁgure 1.3). Even
for a non-zero electron-hole overlap, any exciton outside the light cone will not couple to
light, resulting in dark exciton with a long lifetime.
In the following, we derive the exciton-photon coupling, as well as the oscillator strength
and radiative lifetime for QW excitons. The approach presented summarizes the work of
V. Savona et al. [31,36,37] and L. Andreani et al. [38]. We start by writing the exciton
wave function for a given k as a summation over all electrons and holes wave functions
that give rise to an exciton of the right momentum. In second quantization notation, this
gives [31,37]:
|Φx(k, kT )〉 =
∑
kT
A(k, kT )cˆ
†
kT+k
me
M
dˆ†−kT+kmeM
|0〉. (1.16)
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Knowing that the in-plane exciton wave function in real space is the 1S hydrogen function,
we notice that the coeﬃcients A(k, kT ) must be related to the real space wave function
by a Fourier expansion. In fact we have that:
ψ1S(ρ) =
1√
S
∑
kT
A(k, kT )e
ikρ,
ψ1S(0) =
1√
S
∑
kT
A(k, kT ). (1.17)
The exciton-photon coupling is still evaluated through the dipole matrix element, and
involves the overlap integral between the exciton and the photon. Since this expression is
fundamental in for the ﬁeld of microcavity polaritons, we give a detailed derivation of
this matrix element:
Hem =
e
m
〈0|A · p|Ψx(k, kT )〉,
=
e
m
√
h¯
20n2ωV
∑
kT
A(k, kT )〈0|e · pcˆ†kT+kmeM dˆ
†
−kT+kmeM
|0〉,
=
e
m
√
h¯
20n2ωL
ψ1S(0)pcv
∫
χe(z)Ezχh(z)dz, (1.18)
where Ez is the normalized electric ﬁeld proﬁle along the growth direction and have used
the vector potential amplitude of a single photon A = E/ω =
√
h¯/2ωn20V , V being
the mode volume. We have also taken advantage of equation 1.17 and the fact that the
summation over k of the dipole matrix element between the exciton and its vacuum is
equivalent as the dipole matrix element between the electron and the hole. From the
2D nature of the problem, the overlap between the carrier and the ﬁeld is separated in
an in-plane (the dipole) and out of plane component, giving rise to the overlap integral
between the electron and hole wave function along the growth direction. For a bare QW,
Ez can be assumed constant and removed from the integral.
Similarly, the oscillator strength per area for a QW exciton is given by [31,39]:
f =
1
S
2
mh¯ω
|〈0|e · p|Ψx(k, kT )〉|2, (1.19)
f =
2
mh¯ω
|pcv|2|ψ1S(0)|2
∣∣∣∣
∫
χe(z)χh(z)dz
∣∣∣∣
2
, (1.20)
where we assume that the electric ﬁeld along the growth axis z is large compared to the
QW thickness. This equation tells us that, assuming the identical dipole matrix element
and spin selection rules between the diﬀerent electron and hole states (for instance in
coupled QWs), we can evaluate the relative transition probability by calculating the
overlap of the electron and hole wave function along the growth axis. These envelope
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wave functions can be evaluated within the eﬀective mass approximation in order to
simulate real sample designs. This will be addressed in the next chapter speciﬁcally for
the case of InGaAs/GaAs QWs.
We can combine equations 1.18 and 1.19 to obtain the equation for the exciton-photon
coupling strength:
Hem = h¯
√
e2
20n2mL
f. (1.21)
This equation tells us that for 2D excitons, the coupling is independent on the sample
size or on the number of excitons in the system since the oscillator strength is already
normalized by the area. This means that changing the excitation spot size will increase
the light being emitted without changing the coupling strength (in contrast to 2-level
systems where the number of particles directly aﬀect the coupling strength). Furthermore,
the coupling strength is inversely proportional to the mode length; the smaller the mode
volume, the larger the coupling. Equation 1.21 will be the basis to deﬁne the strong
coupling regime in a microcavity.
Finally, the exciton radiative width can be evaluated perturbatively by replacing the
delta function in Fermi’s Golden rule (equation 1.4) by the 1D photon density of state
and the single photon amplitude [38]:
ρhν =
V
πS
( n
h¯c
)2 h¯ω√
k20 − k2||
θ(k − k0) ≈ V
πS
n
h¯c
(1.22)
where S is the sample area, and we have used the photon linear dispersion k0 = nω/c.
θ(k − k0) is a Heaviside function to assure that the photon density of states outside
the light cone is zero. This equation corresponds to the well-known equation for the
density of states: ρ(E) ∝ E(N/2−1), where N is the dimensionality of the system. The
exciton radiative width can be obtained as a function of the oscillator strength per area
by combining equations 1.4, 1.19, and 1.22 [36,38]:
Γ0 =
1
4π0
π
n
e2
mc
f. (1.23)
This last equation shows that the radiative width is directly proportional to the oscillator
strength. Since the radiative lifetime is inversely proportional to the radiative width, then
the stronger excitons interact with light, the shorter its lifetime will be.
1.3 Photon Conﬁnement
We saw in the previous section that the light-matter coupling strength was inversely
proportional to the photon mode volume. Therefore, in order to maximize the coupling,
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it is favorable to have a small mode volume and to increase the photon-exciton overlap.
We show in the following how we can conﬁne photons so they behave as 2D quasiparticles,
and also how we can impose lateral conﬁnement in order to achieve 0D photons.
1.3.1 Distributed Bragg Reﬂectors Microcavity
The principle behind light conﬁnement is to force light in a small area by reﬂecting it.
Facing a mirror with perfect reﬂectivity, the photon must bounce back. If the photon is
trapped between two mirrors then it will bounce back and forth in a volume deﬁned by
the distance between the two mirrors. When both mirrors are separated in free space by
a certain distance L, the system has an optical resonance at a given wavelength λ when
L = nλ/2. This is the principle of a Fabry-Perot resonator. In reality, since the mirrors
are not perfectly reﬂecting, the photon will stay inside the resonator for a certain amount
of time before it leaks out of the cavity. The cavity mode linewidth will be given by this
photon lifetime. The smaller the linewidth, the fewer the losses, hence the higher the
photon lifetime.
It is possible to design mirrors that are close to perfection using a structure called a
distributed Bragg reﬂector or DBR. As a comparison, typical gold or silver mirrors have
a reﬂectivity of R ≈ 0.95, whereas DBR mirrors can reach R ≈ 0.9999, decreasing the
losses by several orders of magnitude. The principle of the DBR is to stack alternating
layers of thickness λ/4n1,2, where n1 and n2 are refractive indices of two materials (see
ﬁgure 1.4(a)). This causes destructive interference for a propagating beam at wavelength
λ (constructive interference in reﬂection). If a large number of pairs is used, then the
DBR can reach a reﬂection coeﬃcient close to unity. The number of pairs needed depends
on the refractive index diﬀerence (Δn) between the two materials; fewer pairs will be
needed if Δn is increased. Although the DBR mirror is designed for a given wavelength,
it is reﬂective over a range of wavelengths called the stop band, which is centered on the
λ of the DBR. The larger Δn is, the larger is the stop band.
We create a DBR microcavity by placing two mirrors in between a spacer layer of
thickness L (ﬁgure 1.4(b)). The resonance wavelength of the microcavity will depend
on the materials and the thickness of the spacer. For a spacer made of material n1, if
n1 < n2, there is a π phase shift in reﬂection which impose the ﬁeld to be zero at the
interface. The cavity will resonate for thicknesses of multiples of half λ, Lcav = mλ/2n1,
with m = 1, 2, 3, .... For the opposite case, the boundary conditions dictate that the ﬁeld
will be maximum at the interfaces of the spacer layer, hence the cavity spacer will be
Lcav = (m+ 1)λ/2n1.
We simulate the reﬂectivity of the DBR mirror and DBR microcavity using the transfer
matrix formalism. This tool is quite powerful to design or optimize microcavities to obtain
the strong coupling regime. In order to calculate the reﬂection coeﬃcient of the structure,
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Figure 1.4 – (a) Scheme of a DBR consisting of n pairs of λ/4 layers. The black arrows
represent the transmitted and reﬂected ﬁeld at each interface, the red and blue ones
indicate the initial and ﬁnal ﬁeld linked by the product of transfer matrices. (b) Scheme of
a DBR microcavity. The spacer is made of the same material as one of the components of
the mirrors. The red layer indicates the position of a QW in order to get strong coupling
between the exciton and the photon, see section 1.4.
we need to solve Maxwell’s equations for a propagating beam in a system consisting of
diﬀerent layers of materials. The problem can be simpliﬁed by noting that we can express
the ﬁeld transferred from one side of an interface in an optical system to the next by a
transfer matrix M : IR = MIL, where IL,R is a two-component vector composed of the
transmitted and reﬂected ﬁeld amplitude, as shown in ﬁgure 1.4(a). The transfer matrix
is given by the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcient of the optical system [40]:
M =
(
1/t∗ r/t
r∗/t∗ 1/t
)
(1.24)
For a given dielectric interface, the transmitted and reﬂected ﬁelds are related by a matrix
MI whose input is simply the refractive indices. Another matrix MP is used to propagate
the ﬁeld for a distance d from one interface to the other. These matrices are [40]:
MI =
1
2n2
(
n2 + n1 n2 − n1
n2 − n1 n2 + n1
)
; MP =
(
e
2πidn
λ 0
0 e
2πidn
λ
)
(1.25)
The propagation matrix simply adds a phase factor to the ﬁeld when the refractive index
is real, and will describe absorption when the refractive index has an imaginary part.
Simulating a DBR mirror or a microcavity then simply becomes a problem of multiplying
matrices to obtain the relationship between the input and output ﬁeld of the structure
and is summarized by the following equation:
IR = M˜IL
IR = M
n+1
I M
n
p M
n
I ...M
2
pM
2
IM
1
pM
1
I IL (1.26)
Once the complete transfer matrix M˜ is known, we extract the reﬂection coeﬃcient by
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comparing it with the matrix 1.24 and noting that R = |r|2 = |M˜1,2/M˜2,2|2. This will
give the reflectivity for a given wavelength. The complete stop band of the optical system
can be accurately simulated when the proper refractive index curve (n(λ) = n˜(λ) + iκ(λ))
of the chosen materials are known.
Examples of this procedure is shown in figure 1.5, for structure resonant at λ = 840 nm,
made of GaAs/AlAs at 10 K. First in figure 1.5(a) we simulate the stop band of a
single DBR mirror with increasing number of pairs. We notice the appearance of a flat
reflectivity band, the stop band, when the number of pairs in increased, as well as an
increase in the reflectivity. This demonstrates the principle of the DBR mirror. A dip in
reflectivity at 818 nm is noticeable for all structures and corresponds to the absorption
gap of GaAs. The absorption causes a decrease in reflectivity for wavelength below the
gap, clearly visible when comparing the low and high wavelength side of the band.
Figure 1.5 – Reflectivity calculated using the transfer matrix formalism. All structures
are resonant at λ = 840 nm and made of AlAs/GaAs. On all figures, the black, red and
blue indicates structures of 10, 15 and 20 DBR pairs. (a) Reflectivity of a single DBR
mirror for increasing number of pairs. (b) Reflectivity of a λ-cavity made of a GaAs
spacer and either 10 (black) or 20 (blue) DBR pairs on both sides of the spacer. (c)
Reflectivity at the position of the cavity mode when increasing the number of DBR pairs
of a λ-cavity. (d) Field intensity profile calculated for a λ-cavity with 20 DBR pairs at
the cavity resonance of λ = 840 nm.
In figure 1.5(b), we simulate a full microcavity at the same resonant wavelength with
either 10 or 20 DBR pairs on both sides of the spacer. For this design and all samples
presented in this thesis, the cavity spacer is made of GaAs. Following the conditions
mentioned above, since nGaAs > nAlAs, the smallest spacer possible is L = λ/nGaAs(λ),
hence a λ-cavity. Two points are noticeable in this figure. First, in both cases, the
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reﬂectivity of the stop band is almost one and has improved compared to the reﬂectivity
of a single mirror. Second, we see a dip in reﬂectivity at the center of the stop band,
exactly at λ = 840 nm. This is the optical resonance, the cavity mode. If we zoom in this
region, as it is shown in ﬁgure 1.5(c), we clearly see that increasing the number of DBR
pairs decreases the cavity linewidth Δλ, hence the cavity losses. We deﬁne the quality
factor of the cavity as Q = λ/Δλ. As shown, we roughly gain an order of magnitude in
the Q-factor of the cavity each time we add 5 DBR pairs on both sides of the spacer. In
reality, this eﬀect will saturate as the optical disorder will increase for a large number
of pairs, which will increase the cavity’s inhomogeneous linewidth. Finally, we can see
that the minimum of the reﬂectivity of the cavity mode, is slightly diﬀerent between
each cavity design. This is a consequence of the low energy tail of the GaAs absorption.
If we remove the GaAs absorption in the simulation, all designs have exactly the same
reﬂectivity, as the inset shows.
The eﬀect of conﬁnement of the electromagnetic ﬁeld by the microcavity can be seen by
plotting the ﬁeld intensity at the resonant wavelength along the cavity, as it is done in
ﬁgure 1.5(d). We do observe that the ﬁeld is most intense inside the cavity spacer, and
that it is maximum at the interfaces as the design dictates. The three intensity maximum
of the ﬁeld inside the cavity spacer correspond to the three amplitude extrema of the
λ spacer. Clearly visible from this ﬁgure is that the ﬁeld, although conﬁned, extends
appreciably inside the DBR mirrors. Hence to evaluate the mode volume of the cavity,
this extention must me considered. We deﬁne the eﬀective length of the cavity as:
Leff = Lcav + LDBR, (1.27)
where Lcav is the cavity spacer thickness and LDBR is the ﬁeld penetration depth inside
both DBRs and is given by [36,41]:
LDBR ≈ λc
2nc
n1n2
|n1 − n2| , (1.28)
where λc is the cavity resonance in vacuum, nc is the refractive index of the cavity spacer.
Typically LDBR ≈ 2 μm, much larger than Lcav ≈ 0.237 μm for our example. This is of
crucial importance because it means that, contrary to a Fabry-Perot resonator where the
resonance is directly linked to the spacer, for a DBR microcavity, the cavity resonance is
more aﬀected by the DBR mirrors than the cavity spacer.
To illustrate this eﬀect, we compute the cavity mode for a λ-cavity at λ = 840 nm while
changing the spacer thickness by ±6 nm. In ﬁgure 1.6(a) we compare the cavity modes
obtained with the ones computed if we assume a proportional variation of all layers of the
cavity by ±2%. When the cavity layers are varied proportionally, the cavity resonance
is at its expected value (2% of 840 is ≈17 nm). The deviation from a slope one comes
from the wavelength dependence of the refractive indices. When we modify only the
spacer, the cavity resonance is much less sensitive, a 2% increase of the cavity spacer only
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changes the cavity resonance by 0.6%. When the spacer thickness deviates from the DBR
resonance, the cavity resonance is pulled closer to the DBR resonance. In ﬁgure 1.6(b),
we show the stop band of the microcavities when the spacer has been varied by ±6 nm.
Changing the spacer thickness has barely any eﬀect on the stop band. This eﬀect is
particularly useful when optimizing microcavities. It means that we can position a cavity
resonance simply by adding or removing material from the spacer from one growth to the
other and overcome growth ﬂuctuations.
Figure 1.6 – (a) Transfer matrix simulation the cavity resonance of a λ-cavity at
λ = 840 nm when the cavity spacer thickness is varied by ±6 nm (black) or when the
whole structure is changed by a scaling factor (blue). The expected cavity resonance is
deﬁned by (λ0 ±Δλ)/nc. (c) Corresponding reﬂectivity for spacer thickness variation of
-6, 0 and 6 nm.
One last important point for our discussion of exciton-polaritons below is to understand
how do photons propagate in the cavity. We start by decomposing the photon wave
vector k as in-plane and perpendicular component with respect to the DBR such that
k2 = k2|| + k
2
⊥. Since the photon is conﬁned in the perpendicular direction, k⊥ represents
the mode quantization of the cavity. Limiting ourselves to the ground state (cavity mode),
we have k⊥ = 2πnc/λc. Because the DBR has no eﬀect on the lateral propagation of
the photon, it is therefore free to move in the plane. Starting from the linear photon
dispersion, we obtain the energy of a photon in the cavity:
Ecav =
h¯c
nc
√
k2⊥ + k
2
||. (1.29)
In the limit where k⊥  k||, we get the following approximation for the energy of the
cavity photon [41]:
Ecav ≈ Ecav(0) +
h¯2k2||
2mcav
, (1.30)
with Ecav(0) = hc/λc and mcav = n2cEcav(0)/c2 = hnc/(cλc). Equation 1.30 tells us that
a photon in a DBR microcavity behaves as if it was a 2D free particle with an eﬀective
mass mcav. The cavity photon mass is of order 10−5 the mass of the electron. Typically,
the parabolic dispersion within the experimental reach is in the range of tens of meV
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while Ecav(0) is of orders 1-2 eV. This justiﬁes our approximation.
1.3.2 Lateral Conﬁnement
Starting from a 2D DBR microcavity, it is possible to increase the photon conﬁnement
by imposing lateral boundary conditions in a small volume. The dimensionality of the
system will depend on the potential geometry. There are two main ways of achieving
this, either by removing some parts of the 2D cavity in order to obtain small pillars with
an interface with air [9, 42], or by creating small steps in the cavity spacer [22,43,44] or
by the use of oval defects [45]. We focus here on the second technique since it will be
studied in this thesis. The technicality on how to create such structure will be described
in section 7.1.1.
The principle for 3D conﬁnement is shown in ﬁgure 1.7(a). First, we locally increase the
cavity thickness by some amount Δλ. Doing so, we decrease the cavity resonance energy
as we illustrated in ﬁgure 1.6, which therefore creates a potential well for the photon.
If the lateral size of the potential well is small enough, the light will be conﬁned and
the cavity mode energy will blue shift, similarly to the case of electrons in the QW (the
resonance wavelength will decrease by some amount: λ+Δλ−Δ). In ﬁgure 1.7(b), we
show the position of the cavity mode for our λ-cavity and compare it when the spacer
is increased by 6 nm. This creates an energy shift of about 9 meV that will deﬁne the
height of the trap.
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 1.7 – (a) Microcavity design for 3D conﬁnement of light. (b) Reﬂectivity of a 2D
DBR cavity for λ = 840 nm (black) and the same cavity when an extra 6 nm is included
in the spacer (red). The blue curve shows the eﬀect of lateral conﬁnement on the cavity
ground state. It is blue shifted by a value Δ. (c) Simulated dispersion of a mesa of 3 μm
in diameter and potential height of 9 meV, following ref. [46].
The case of interest here is for circular traps or mesas, structures that will be studied
in later chapters. In this case, we can calculate the energy levels of the trap by solving
Maxwell’s equations in radial coordinates [46]. By imposing that the electric ﬁeld is zero
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at the boundary of the trap, we get that the in-plane solutions are Bessels functions times
an angular phase factor. The photon modes calculated using the approach of ref. [46]
are shown in ﬁgure 1.7(c) for the case of a trap of 3 μm in diameter and a potential of
9 meV. The conﬁned states are clearly visible below a 2D continuum of state with the
expected parabolic dispersion.
1.4 Strong Coupling in the Linear Regime: Exciton-Polariton
Having discussed both 2D excitons and photons, we now move to the case of strong
coupling between the two, in the linear regime, that is for low exciton density. The general
case for high density will be addressed in the next section.
1.4.1 Single Mode Coupling
So far, the 2D exciton-photon coupling has been discussed only perturbatively, as a
transition probability between an electron and a hole and characterized by an oscillator
strength. When the coupling becomes strong enough, the perturbative treatment is
no longer correct and one must diagonalize the complete Hamiltonian. This regime is
achieved when the QW is placed at the antinode of a DBR microcavity with a large
Q-factor. The coupling is maximized since the exciton-photon overlap along the growth
axis is almost perfect and the mode volume is decreased, and given by the eﬀective cavity
length (equation 1.27). In general, the exciton-photon coupling can be described within
the dipole and rotating wave approximation by the following Hamiltonian:
Hlm =
∑
k
{
xxˆ
†
kxˆk + c(k)cˆ
†
k cˆk +
Ω0
2
(
xˆ†k cˆk + cˆ
†
kxˆk
)}
, (1.31)
where x is the exciton energy and c(k) is the cavity dispersion, xˆ
†
k(cˆ
†
k) and xˆk(cˆk) are
exciton (photon) creation and annihilation operators for a given k. Since the eﬀective
mass of the exciton is quite large compared to that of the photon, we can safely assume
the exciton dispersion to be ﬂat over the range of k vectors of interest. Assuming DBR
mirrors of reﬂectivity R ≈ 1, the coupling constant Ω0 is called the Rabi splitting and is
given following equation 1.21, by [31,36,47]:
Ω0 = 2
√
e2
20n2mLeff
f. (1.32)
Although written in second quantization form, this Hamiltonian is identical to the classical
problem of two coupled oscillators, hence the term coupled oscillator model. Diagonalizing
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this Hamiltonian lead to two new eigenstates or normal modes, whose energy is given by:
ELP,UP (k) =
1
2
(
x + c(k)±
√
δ2 +Ω20
)
, (1.33)
where we have deﬁned the cavity detuning δ = c(k) − x. The corresponding set of
annihilation operators are deﬁned as linear combinations of the exciton and photon
operators [1, 41]:
Lˆk = Xxˆk + Ccˆk, (1.34)
Uˆk = Cxˆk −Xcˆk, (1.35)
with |X|2 + |C|2 = 1. The coeﬃcient X and C are called the Hopﬁeld coeﬃcients and
are given by:
|X|2 = 1
2
(
1 +
δ√
δ2 +Ω20
)
; |C|2 = 1
2
(
1− δ√
δ2 +Ω20
)
. (1.36)
In this normal mode coupling scheme, the eigenmodes are called lower and upper polariton
branches. We see that |X|2 and |C|2 represent the excitonic and photonic fraction of
the lower polariton branch. These coeﬃcients solely depend of the cavity detuning δ
and the Rabi splitting Ω0. Therefore, the polariton system is entirely deﬁned by those
two parameters in the linear regime. The polariton branches given by equations 1.33
are plotted in ﬁgure 1.8(a) for k = 0 as a function of the normalized cavity detuning
δ/Ω0. This shows the typical anticrossing of the exciton and photon energy, as the photon
becomes resonant with the exciton. When both energies are equal, at δ = 0, the energy
splitting equals Ω0. The corresponding Hopﬁeld coeﬃcients are given in ﬁgure 1.8(b). As
expected, the excitonic and photonic fraction varies as a function of the cavity detuning.
The more negative detuning, the closer the lower branch is to the cavity mode, hence the
larger is the photonic fraction, and the lower is the excitonic fraction. In particular, for
δ = −Ω0, |X|2 ≈ 0.15 and |C|2 ≈ 0.85. These values are interchanged for δ = Ω0.
It is worth mentioning that giving only the Rabi splitting without the cavity detuning
has no meaning in itself, because the properties of a polariton mode are deﬁned by its
exciton and photon fractions. A cavity detuning normalized by Ω0 is more meaningful.
For example, a cavity detuning of δ = −3 meV might seem small, but if δ/Ω0 = −1
this corresponds to a polariton which is 85% photon, while it would be 60 % if the
δ/Ω0 = 1/5. Hence, indicating the Hopﬁeld coeﬃcient is essential in order to know under
which conﬁguration the system is studied. Although this seems obvious, this simple fact
is often missed in the literature or omitted, and, as a consequence it makes it diﬃcult to
verify the validity of some results, especially at large densities.
In ﬁgure 1.8(c) we show the polariton dispersion and the corresponding Hopﬁeld coeﬃcients
in ﬁgure 1.8(d). In this case, the characteristic anticrossing occurs at the k-vector for
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which the cavity detuning is zero. The deviation from the parabolic dispersion has great
implications for the polariton system since it aﬀects the relaxation dynamics. When the
cavity detuning is large and negative, phonon scattering into small k-vector is almost
suppressed leading to an accumulation of polaritons at higher energies above the inﬂection
point, the so-called bottleneck region [48].
Figure 1.8 – (a) Polariton mode energies as a function of the cavity detuning. The
energy and detuning is scaled with respect to the Rabi splitting Ω0. The black dashed
lines represent the energy of the uncoupled exciton and photon modes. (b) Hopﬁeld
coeﬃcients of the lower polariton branch shown in (a). (c) Polariton dispersion and (d)
corresponding Hopﬁeld coeﬃcients of the lower polariton branch.
One last point important to discuss for this section is the validity of the strong coupling
picture. Strictly speaking, the system will be in strong coupling as long as at least one
exciton-photon oscillation can be done before either one of them disappear. For the
photon, it means leaking out of the cavity whereas for the exciton it can be non-radiative
recombination, emission through a leaky cavity mode or other dephasing mechanism. The
exciton radiative lifetime does not represent a loss for the polariton system if the photon
is emitted in the cavity mode (the photon still contributes to the strong coupling).
The loss of strong coupling can be evaluated by including losses to the Hamiltonian of
equation 1.31, making it non-hermitian:
HLM =
(
c − iγc Ω0/2
Ω0/2 x − iγx
)
, (1.37)
where γx and γc are the exciton and photon homogeneous linewidths. Combining these
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linewidths with the Hopﬁeld coeﬃcients allow to deﬁne the polariton homogeneous
linewidths:
γLP = |X|2γx + |C|2γc, (1.38)
γUP = |C|2γx + |X|2γc. (1.39)
These equations will tend to overestimate the polariton linewidth since it assumes exciton-
phonon scattering γx instead of polariton-phonon scatterings (evaluated through Fermi’s
Golden Rule by taking into account the polariton dispersion and not the exciton one).
As for the inhomogeneous linewidths, it causes to average over a number of states and
cannot be properly included within this framework [49–51]. It is still needed to explain
why the upper branch tend to have a larger linewidth compared to the lower branch, even
for positive detuning [52].
The loss of strong coupling can be simulated while increasing the losses of the system,
either through the photon or the exciton, as shown in ﬁgure 1.9, where we plot the real
and imaginary part of the eigenvalues of the non-hermitian Hamiltonian for a polariton
system at δ = 0. We can see that, once the linewidth equals the Rabi splitting, the
anticrossing between the real parts of the eigenvalues disappear while one is created in
the imaginary parts. In reality, for a given microcavity sample with deﬁned linewidths,
this point corresponds to a phase transition of the polariton system, namely the excitonic
Mott transition. The inset of ﬁgure 1.9(a) shows the loss of coupling when the cavity
detuning is diﬀerent from zero. The loss of coupling occurs around γ ≈ Ω0 where the
polariton branches return to the uncoupled modes energy. We can deﬁne the condition
for a system to be in the strong coupling regime by the fact that the losses from the
system must be smaller than the Rabi splitting γx, γc > Ω0.
Figure 1.9 – (a) Polariton mode splitting as a function of the exciton linewidth for zero
cavity detuning δ. The strong coupling is lost when γx = Ω0. The inset shows the same
but for a cavity detuning of δ = −0.2Ω0. (b) Imaginary part of the eigenvalues as a
function of the exciton linewidth.
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1.4.2 Multimode Polariton
Up to now, we have considered the strong coupling between a single exciton and a single
photon state at each given k. We can easily generalize the system for the case of more
than one exciton or photon states. We deﬁne the set of polariton branches for the general
case as multimode polariton. Of course, by deﬁnition, the polariton system is multimode
since it is the coupling of two modes. The use of the term here is to diﬀerentiate between
single mode coupling and multimode coupling. The multimode polariton Hamiltonian
can be derived from the one of equation 1.31 by adding a summation over exciton and
photon states:
Hmlm =
∑
k
⎧⎨
⎩
∑
i
ci(k)c
†
kicki +
∑
i
xix
†
kixki +
1
2
∑
ij
Ωij
(
x†kickj + xkic
†
kj
)⎫⎬
⎭ . (1.40)
In general, not all exciton and photon states will couple to each other, meaning that Ωij
can be zero or vary from one coupled mode to another. As a general rule, the exciton
will couple to a photon mode that has the same properties as the one it would emit
without the cavity. For instance, σ+ excitons will not couple to a σ− photon (assuming
no disorder or asymmetry). This rule was implicitly used in the summation over k, since
there is no coupling between exciton or photon of diﬀerent k vectors.
To illustrate the multimode coupling, we consider ﬁrst the case where two exciton modes
are coupled to a single photon mode. The three coupled modes will give three polariton
branches as shown in ﬁgure 1.10(a). Two points are worth noting from this ﬁgure. First,
even if the two exiton states are not coupled by themselves, they get coupled through
their own interaction with the same photon state. This yields polariton branches that are
linear combination of both exciton states and photon. The Hopﬁeld coeﬃcients can be
generalized to determine the excitonic fraction of both exciton states and photon. Second,
we notice a strong similarity between the lower and upper branch of the three mode
coupling and that of the 2 mode coupling. In fact, it is easy to show that, if the splitting
between the exciton modes tends to zero, the Rabi splitting between the upper and
lower branch becomes Ω =
√
nΩ0, where n is the number of identical exciton levels. The
Hamiltonian of n excitons strongly coupled to a single photon mode is mathematically
equivalent to a Hamiltonian coupling a single exciton and photon mode but with a
coupling strength increased by
√
n. This scenario is achieved when more than one QW
of the same thicknesses is placed at the antinode of a microcavity. Coming back to
ﬁgure 1.10(a), we can see that, as the energy splitting between the two exciton modes
tends to zero, the middle polariton branch gets stuck between the exciton modes; it will
become completely ﬂat once the splitting is zero. As a result, this polariton mode is 100%
exciton like and no longer coupled to the cavity. In general, when n exciton modes of
identical energy are coupled to a single photon mode, we obtain n− 1 dark modes.
Using the same three coupled modes as in ﬁgure 1.10(a), we can describe a second
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scenario of multimode coupling: the case of spin polarized coupling. We consider the case
where two exciton spin states coupled to an unpolarized cavity mode, called independent
coupling. Each exciton will couple to the orthogonal polarization of the degenerate photon
mode, which occurs for microcavity polariton under a magnetic ﬁeld [53]. The Zeeman
eﬀect of the exciton lifts the degeneracy of both spin up and spin down state. As for
the cavity mode, it is unaﬀected by the ﬁeld, hence for the case of low material disorder,
the cavity mode is unpolarized or equally σ+ and σ−. The resulting system will be the
sum of two independent orthogonally spins polarized polariton branches as depicted in
ﬁgure 1.10(b). Comparing ﬁgures 1.10(a) and (b), we notice that the main diﬀerence
between a multimode polariton and an independent polariton system is that a system of
n+ 1 coupled mode where n is the number of exciton modes will give n+ 1 polariton
branches for the former whereas 2n polariton branches will occur for the latter.
Figure 1.10 – (a) Polariton branches of three strongly coupled modes, two excitons
and one cavity mode as a function of the cavity detuning. (b) Polariton branches of
independent coupling between two excitons and one cavity mode. The red and blue curves
represent the two independent polariton system, where the zero detuning is shifted. (c)
Independent coupling between a single exciton mode and two cavity modes. In all cases,
the energy and detuning is scaled with respect to the Rabi splitting Ω0 and the black
dashed lines represent the energy of the uncoupled exciton and photon modes.
There is one last case of multimode polariton which is of interest for the thesis is the
complementary one to the independently coupled state where more than one photon
couples to a single exciton mode. It occurs for a multimode microcavity that supports
more than one orthogonal cavity mode, speciﬁcally for the case of 1D or 0D microcavities.
Because of the orthogonality of the cavity modes, the system will be independently
coupled meaning that, as the degenerate cavity mode could accommodate for the spin of
the exciton, the degenerate plane wave motion of the exciton will accommodate for the
orthogonality of the cavity modes. The case of a double mode microcavity is depicted in
ﬁgure 1.10(c).
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1.5 Non-linear Regime: Polariton Mean Field Equations
In the following section, we are interested to see how we can describe the polariton system
in the case of large densities, when interaction between quasiparticles is expected. We
proceed in a brief derivation of the mean ﬁeld equations commonly used to describe this
non-linear regime, and discuss the validity of the polariton picture at high densities.
1.5.1 Excitonic Bloch and Gross-Pitaevskii Equations
The interaction between polaritons comes from exciton-exciton interaction, since photons
do not interact. So far, we have assumed that the exciton wave function could be
described as a linear combination of electrons and holes wave functions as shown with
equation 1.16. The interaction between two excitons comes from the Coulomb interaction,
the well-known direct and indirect exchange interaction. In the simplest case, the
Hamiltonian for interacting excitons is obtained by replacing electron and hole operators
in the general electron-hole Hamiltonian by exciton operators. In fact, it can be shown
that this transformation is not unitary, mainly because we are passing from a fermionic
Hamiltonian to a bosonic Hamiltonian. To make the proper change of basis, one must
apply the Usui transform, which turns the electron-hole Hamiltonian into an inﬁnite sum
of exciton-exciton interaction terms [54]. If we limit ourselves to quadratic terms, the
exciton Hamiltonian, including the light-matter interaction can be written as [54–56]:
H =
∫
dr
[
ψˆ†x
(
x − h¯
2∇2
2mx
)
ψˆx + ψˆ
†
c
(
c − h¯
2∇2
2mc
)
ψˆc
+
Ω0
2
(
ψˆ†xψˆc + ψˆxψˆ
†
c
)]
+
1
2
∫
dr
∫
dr′
[
ψˆ†xψˆ
′†
x Vexch(r− r′)ψˆxψˆ′x
−Vpae(r− r′)
(
ψˆ†cψˆ
′†
x ψˆxψˆ
′
x + ψˆ
†
xψˆ
′†
x ψˆxψˆc
)]
, (1.41)
where ψˆ†x and ψˆ†c are excitons and photons ﬁeld creation operators. The ﬁrst line of the
Hamiltonian represents the kinetic part, the second is the light-matter coupling that
we have used previously. The third term is the exciton-exciton exchange interaction,
while the last terms originate from the expansion of the light-matter coupling terms
when passing from the electron-hole picture to the exciton. It represents the eﬀect of
phase space ﬁlling, which is fermionic in nature. Simply put, at large exciton density,
the exciton-photon coupling strength is decreased. This can be understood as a decrease
of the oscillator strength with density. At large density, the exciton dipole is further
screened by the surrounding charges which lowers its ability to couple to light.
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The representation in real space is advantageous because it allows to easily simplify the
Hamiltonian 1.41. Instead of summing over all possible momentum exchange between
excitons, we simply integrate over the sample volume and consider all the excitons in the
system. The Hamiltonian can be simpliﬁed by evaluating the exciton-exciton exchange
interaction [57]. It was shown that, in the limit of small momentum exchange between
excitons, namely in the region of strong coupling, the direct interaction is zero while
the indirect term is constant in momentum space. Therefore, we can assume that the
exciton interaction is a contact interaction: Vexch(r−r′) = gδ(r− r′) [58]. Using the same
assumption for the phase space ﬁlling terms: Vpae(r− r′) = 2gpaeδ(r− r′) and performing
the integration over space allows to write the Hamiltonian as:
H = Exxˆ
†xˆ+ Eccˆ†cˆ+
Ω0
2
(
cˆxˆ† + cˆ†xˆ
)
+
g
2
xˆ†xˆ†xˆxˆ− gpae
(
cˆxˆ†xˆ†xˆ+ cˆ†xˆ†xˆxˆ
)
. (1.42)
This Hamiltonian describes single mode interaction, namely a single exciton and photon
operator. The generalization to the multimode case will be given in chapter 5, where
we will investigate cross interactions between conﬁned polaritons, and in appendix A.
Starting from this Hamiltonian, we can derive the equations of motion for the exciton and
photon operators as well as the exciton number operator xˆ†xˆ using Heisenberg’s equation
of motion: −ih¯ ˙ˆa = [H, aˆ]. This gives:
ih¯ ˙x†x =
Ω0
2
(
cx† − c†x
)
− gpae
(
cx†x†x− c†x†xx
)
, (1.43a)
ih¯x˙ = Exx+ gx
†xx+
Ω0
2
c− 2gpaecx†x− gpaec†xx, (1.43b)
ih¯c˙ = Ecc+
Ω0
2
x− gpaex†xx, (1.43c)
where we have dropped the hat symbol for simplicity. These equations show that in
order to obtain the equation of motion of either the exciton or the photon, we need to
evaluate terms that include an increasing number of products of the operator. This is
the well-known hierarchy problem [33]. A way to obtain solvable equations is to use the
mean value of these operators instead of the correlator between them. We deﬁne:
N = 〈x†x〉, (1.44a)
P = 〈x〉, (1.44b)
E = 〈c〉, (1.44c)
as the exciton population, the exciton polarization and the photon mean ﬁeld or simply
the electric ﬁeld. We then need another set of approximations in order to write higher
order terms of the type 〈x†x†x〉 as a product of our mean ﬁelds. One way of doing so
is to ensure particles number conservation. This can be achieved with the following
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assumptions [58,59]:
〈x†xx〉 = 〈x†x〉〈x〉, (1.45a)
〈x†x†x〉 = 〈x†〉〈x†x〉, (1.45b)
〈xx〉 = 0. (1.45c)
Although such approximations is not so obvious, they are well justiﬁed by the experimental
results. Indeed, early experiments on microcavity polaritons showed that the polariton
non-linearity is Kerr-like [3, 4, 6], which is represented by a χ(3) term. In other words, it
is proportional to the product of three ﬁeld amplitudes. We then get:
ih¯N˙ = −iΓxN − 2i (Ω− gpaeN) Im(PE∗), (1.46a)
ih¯P˙ = (x − iγx + g0N)P + (Ω− 2gpaeN)E, (1.46b)
ih¯E˙ = (c − iγc)E + (Ω− gpaeN)P, (1.46c)
where we have used the relation E∗P − P ∗E = 2iIm(PE∗) and added the lifetime loss
terms by hand. These equations are called the Excitonic Bloch equations (EBE) due to
their similarity to the optical Bloch equations. These equations are useful to simulate
resonantly excited polaritons, which can be done by adding a term fext =
√
I0e
−Elt
h¯ in the
photon equation. Moreover, we can include the eﬀect of dephasing directly by considering
diﬀerent loss rates for the exciton polarization and population. If the system is not fully
coherent then the exciton population will be larger than the coherent exciton population:
N > |P |2. For example, the eﬀect of excitation-induced dephasing can be implemented
by assuming that the interaction strength has a real and imaginary part g = g0 − ig′.
This will lead to a density dependent exciton linewidth γx = Γx/2 + g′N + γ∗, where γ∗
is a pure dephasing term.
The analogy with the optical Bloch equations should not be pushed too far. First because
we are dealing with QW excitons and not two-level systems. In the latter, there is an
intrinsic saturation that comes from the fact that, once excited, a two-level system can
no longer be populated. In the case of QW excitons, the saturation comes from the phase
space ﬁlling and the reduction of the oscillator strength. Both are called saturation but
have diﬀerent physical meaning. 1
If we limit ourselves to the coherent limit of the EBE, that is setting g′ = γ∗ = gpae = 0,
1There is a factor 2 missing in front of gpae in the N equation compared to the original one from
Rochat et al. [54]. This is indeed correct. The original derivation of the N equations was done using
the chain derivative of ∂tx†x instead of the commutation relation of the number operator x†x. This
necessarily leads to the coherent limit [60]. A more recent derivation done in ref [58] added this factor 2
in order to have a saturation in the coherent limit, in analogy to the optical Bloch equations which, as
stated, is not justiﬁed. In any case, when relating to experiments, this parameter is a ﬁtting parameter,
meaning that a factor 2 is meaningless. This diﬀerence is only stated for mathematical rigor.
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we get another set of coupled equations:
ih¯χ˙ = (x − iγx + g0|χ|2)χ+ Ω0
2
φ, (1.47a)
ih¯φ˙ = (c − iγc)φ+ Ω0
2
χ, (1.47b)
where the exciton polarization and photon mean ﬁeld are now given by χ and φ, in
accordance to the literature. This set of equations are the Gross-Pitaevskii equations in
the excition-photon basis, in analogy to the equation describing the order parameter of
atomic condensates. In fact, we retrieve the same equations as for atomic condensates if
we limit ourselves to the lower polariton mean ﬁeld, that is, we use the Hopﬁeld coeﬃcients
to transform the system in the polariton basis and only keep the lower branch:
ih¯ψ˙LP = (LP − iγLP + α1|ψLP |2)ψLP , (1.48)
where α1 = |X|4g0. Since the polariton lifetime is of the order of 4-50 ps, the system
needs to be continuously pumped in order to maintain the condensate. This is usually
considered by coupling the GPE with a reservoir [61,62]:
ih¯ψ˙LP = (LP + i(RNR − γLP ) + α1|ψLP |2 + gNR)ψLP , (1.49)
N˙R = −(γR +R|ψLP |2)NR + P, (1.50)
where polariton-reservoir interaction is assumed and P represents the pumping into the
reservoir which itself is depleted at a rate that depends on the coherent polariton density.
1.5.2 Polaritons and Bose-Einstein Condensation
The similarity between the polariton mean ﬁeld equations and the GPE for atomic
condensates already suggests that polaritons should from condensates. Of course this
comparison alone is not enough to imply polariton BEC. Therefore we must evaluate under
which conditions polaritons can be considered as bosons and whether they undergo bosonic
stimulation. In the low-density regime, the polariton operators deﬁned in equations 1.34
follow the bosonic commutation relation [Lˆk, Lˆ
†
k′ ] = δk,k′ . However, this relation is no
longer valid at large densities, due to the higher order exciton terms in the Hamiltonian.
As a simple rule, for the polariton picture to be valid, the exciton-exciton interaction and
phase space ﬁlling terms should be smaller than the light-matter coupling. Comparing
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with the EBE equations 1.46 this condition is written as:
g0N 	 Ω0
2
, (1.51a)
gpaeN 	 Ω0
2
, (1.51b)
where, as stated in equations 1.46, N is the exciton density per quantum well. If these
conditions are well satisﬁed, then polariton Bose-Einstein condensate of polariton might
be possible. For a 3D gas of weakly interacting bosons, the bosonic stimulation occurs
when the gas is cold enough [63]:
Tc =
2πh¯2
m
( n
2.612L3
)2/3
. (1.52)
Although the microcavity polariton system is two-dimensional, we can use this equation
to get an insight of what to expect for a polariton BEC. In fact, for 2D systems, the
phase transition should be a BKT one and not a BEC. However, a 2D BEC is allowed if
there is an extra trapping potential, which is usually the case for polaritons.
Equation 1.52 tells us that the critical temperature is inversely proportional to the boson
mass. This is ideal for polaritons since its photonic fraction gives it a mass about ﬁve
orders of magnitude smaller than the electron mass. As atomic condensates occurs
for temperatures in the range of nK to μK, polariton condensates can be obtained
at regular cryogenic temperatures [7]. Moreover, the temperature can be extended to
room temperature for certain materials, namely for wide band gaps [10] and organic
semiconductors [64]. Experimentally, the sample temperature will be ﬁxed, meaning that
the polariton bosonic stimulation will be reached for a critical density. Therefore, the
whole goal for polariton condensates is to reach this critical density before the exciton
density in the quantum well becomes too large and polaritons no longer behaves as bosons.
In principle, this limitation can be overcome by increasing the number of QWs in the
microcavity. For a given polariton density, the exciton density per QW will decrease
when the number of wells increases. This point is crucial because it is the density per QW
that deﬁnes the validity of the polariton picture, as shown in equations 1.51a and 1.51b.
These conditions should be easier to fulﬁll when increasing the number of QWs since we
decrease the exciton density while we increase the Rabi splitting. In fact, we can show
that it is true only for the condition on the exciton-exciton interaction (the polariton blue
shift). To understand this, we use the EBE for n QWs (these equations are diﬀerent than
what we will obtain for multimode interactions in the chapter 5). For a given exciton
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density per QW, the right-hand side of the equations can be written as:⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
c Ω
1
0/2− gpaeN Ω20/2− gpaeN . . . Ωn0/2− gpaeN
Ω10/2− gpaeN x + g0N 0 . . . 0
Ω20/2− gpaeN 0 x + g0N . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
Ωn0/2− gpaeN 0 . . . x + g0N
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (1.53)
where the subscript indicates the QW number. We should be careful with this description
since we are including the exciton density into the Hamiltonian, hence it should not
be used to study polariton dynamics. In this description, representing the system with
the Hamiltonian 1.53, we assume that, for a ﬁxed exciton density, the system is the
same as the polariton Hamiltonian but with a shifted exciton resonance. We can use the
mathematical equivalence for a system of n coupled oscillator to write it as:(
c
√
n(Ω0/2− gpaeN)√
n(Ω0/2− gpaeN) x + g0N
)
. (1.54)
From the diagonal, we see that the exciton blue shift stays the same when increasing
the number of QWs. For a given polariton density Npol ≈ nN , the polariton blue shift
(or the polariton-polariton interaction) decreases as the number of well increases. As
we mentioned previously, the coupling constant is increased by a factor
√
n. However,
the saturation per QW is increased by the same amount. This is also logical, since the
breakdown of the exciton depends on the density in each well. Consequently, as we
increase the Rabi splitting with the number of wells, the blue shift due to saturation is
also ampliﬁed. Although the Rabi splitting increase pushes the lower polariton branch
farther away from the uncoupled modes, it does not mean that the system can sustain a
larger blue shift (or exciton density) coming from the saturation term before reaching the
weak coupling regime.
It is commonly stated that increasing the Rabi splitting with the number of QWs allow
to maintain the strong coupling at large density. With the simple formulation mentioned
above, we see that this statement is incorrect, since the saturation only depends on the
relative strength of gpaeN to Ω0 of a single QW. The stability of polaritons is given by the
light-matter coupling of a single well. However, increasing the number of QWs decreases
the exciton density for a given polariton density, meaning that the system can sustain
a larger polariton density before the QWs saturate. If saturation starts to occur before
reaching the condensation threshold, the blue shift due to saturation will grow
√
n faster
compared to a single QW cavity. We see that the loss of strong coupling is a question
of QW exciton density and not of total Rabi splitting. We can rephrase the previous
statement as: increasing the number of QW allows to maintain the strong coupling regime
at large polariton density by lowering the exciton density of each QW.
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We can state the condition to reach polariton condensation in terms of the exciton density
per QW as:
N critpol ≈ nN critx , (1.55)
N critx ≈
N critpol
n
< Nsat =
Ω0
2ggpae
. (1.56)
These equations state that for the critical polariton density needed to form a condensate,
N critpol , there is a corresponding exciton density per QW, N
crit
x . This exciton density should
be much lower than the saturation density which is given by the ratio between the Rabi
splitting of a single QW Ω0 to the phase space ﬁlling term gpae. As an example, if there is
an order of magnitude between the two, then will be an order of magnitude of excitation
power between the condensation threshold and the lasing thresohld. Similarly, if both
densities are too close, then the weak coupling crossover will occur as we go through the
condensation threshold. Hence, no true polariton condensate will form.
The increase of Rabi splitting might not have a direct impact on the validity of the
polariton picture, but it will greatly aﬀect how polaritons relax to the ground state. By
increasing the Rabi splitting, we modify the shape of the dispersion and change the
polariton-phonon scattering coeﬃcients [49,65]. If the scattering is not eﬃcient, it will
not be possible to reach the critical density anywhere on the polariton dispersion before
the system transits into weak coupling.
To summarize, there are three key aspects that need to be considered for polariton
condensation. The ﬁrst is phonon scattering in order to reach bosonic stimulation, the
second is the long range coherence that the macroscopic state gets in the condensed phase
and the third is the dissipative nature of the polariton condensate. The ﬁrst one can
be simulated by a set of Boltzmann equations to study polariton relaxation [65,66], but
this approach will not be able to account for the coherence properties of the condensate.
Conversely, the GPE is built to study the coherence of the condensate properly but
cannot take into account bosonic stimulation. In this formalism, the order parameter is
zero below stimulation and non-zero above. Bosonic stimulation only enters as a gain
to maintain the condensate as depicted in equations 1.49. Two approaches have been
recently proposed to simulate both the stimulation and the coherence. The ﬁrst one
is to couple a Boltzmann system of equations with GPE [67] while the second rely on
jump operators built from the density matrix for the polariton [68]. In the latter, the
appearance of long range coherence at the onset of condensation was accurately simulated.
It is worth mentioning that none of these approaches work in the exciton-photon basis
hence they do not consider phase space ﬁlling or other types of dephasing that the EBE
includes.
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microcavity
In the previous chapter, we presented the theoretical background of light-matter interaction
of quantum well excitons and DBR microcavities. In this chapter, we focus on properties
that are speciﬁc to the samples that will be studied, namely InGaAs/GaAs quantum wells
and GaAs/AlAs microcavities. Although GaAs-based microcavities are the most common
for studying polariton physics, there are distinctions to be made between GaAs/AlAs and
InGaAs/GaAs quantum wells. After discussing these particularities, we give an overview
of sample optimization and characterization.
2.1 Properties of InGaAs based quantum wells
All the samples studied have been grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The principle
behind this technique is to send ﬂuxes of heated materials on a thick (350 μm) GaAs
substrate to grow the desired material one atomic layer at a time. For instance, sending a
ﬂux of Ga and As on the substrate at a temperature of ∼600 ◦C, will form atomic layers
of GaAs. For a given ﬂux, the thickness grown will be proportional to the amount of time
the materials are sent to the substrate. We can make a quantum well (QW) structure by
growing a thin layer of material in between two layers having a higher band gap. For
instance, GaAs QWs are grown using AlAs or AlGaAs as the barrier material. To grow
InGaAs QWs, we use GaAs as the barrier material. If we send an In ﬂux together with
the Ga and As ones we obtain a ternary material, InxGa1−xAs, where x is the fraction
of In included. Since In is from the group V on the periodic table, it will replace as Ga
in the crystal composition to make a stable compound. Furthermore, since the band
gap of InAs is lower than GaAs, incorporating In in GaAs will push the band gap of the
ternary compound closer to that of InAs. We can control the height of the potential well
by controlling the amount of In which is incorporated. Hence, growing a thin layer of
InxGa1−xAs in between two GaAs layers will form a quantum well.
The main drawback of growing InxGa1−xAs is the appearance of strain and disorder.
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This is because GaAs and InAs are not lattice matched (aGaAs = 5.64 Å, and aInAs =
6.06 Å [30]). The resulting QW layer will be strained, even for In content as low as
3 %. This has a major consequence: the light hole is not conﬁned in these QWs [69–71].
Disorder can occur because of In segregation at the top interface of the QW [72, 73].
These eﬀects will cause an increase of the inhomogeneous linewidth of the exciton as the
In content increases.
We can simulate InGaAs/GaAs QW using the software Nextnano [74], which is commonly
used for semiconductor simulation. For a given QW structure, it allows to calculate the
band structure, the conﬁned electron and hole states (energy and wave function), and
the oscillator strength of the electron-hole transitions (through the overlap of the wave
functions). The calculation is based on the eﬀective mass approximation (k · p calculation
gave similar results) where the material parameters are taken from known values in the
literature [75, 76]. Furthermore, the eﬀect of strain can be added, which is mandatory for
InGaAs/GaAs QW.
Figure 2.1 – (a) Calculated band structure for a GaAs/AlAs QW. (b) Calculated band
structure for a In0.03Ga0.97As QW. The dashed lines inside each well represent the energy
levels for the electron and the holes. The dashed arrows shows how the energy scale
changes between the two panels with respect to the GaAs bands.
In ﬁgure 2.1 we compare the band structure of a typical GaAs/AlAs QW in (a) to that
of an In0.03Ga0.97As/GaAs QW in (b). Since the QW material in (a) becomes the barrier
material in (b), we must zoom in the energy scale to look at the band structure of the
InGaAs/GaAs QW (as represented by the dashed arrows). The carriers are well localized
in the GaAs/AlAs QW because of the large barrier of 1 eV. In contrast, InGaAs QWs
have quite shallow barriers, hence there is a considerable extension of the carriers wave
function inside the barrier material. This diﬀerence is also clear by looking at the position
of the electron ground state in each well. The simulation also demonstrates that the
light-hole band is inverted compared to the heavy-hole for the InGaAs/GaAs QW. Hence,
the light-hole is not conﬁned as a consequence of the strain. Both bands are identical if
we remove strain from the calculation. This eﬀect does not occur for GaAs/AlAs QWs
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since they are almost lattice matched. The diﬀerence in energy between the two hole
states comes from the diﬀerence in eﬀective mass between GaAs and AlAs.
We can compute the inﬂuence of Indium, and well thickness on the electron-hole transition
which is shown in ﬁgure 2.2. In (a), we plot the energy diﬀerence between the electron or
hole ground state and their respective band edge (the band edge diﬀerence of the two
materials is shown by the black dashed lines). Clearly, increasing the Indium content
increases the potential depth for both particles. However, because the barrier material is
the same in all cases, the transition energy decrease rather abruptly with Indium content
as panel (b) shows (and sketched in (a)). As expected, for a given material composition,
the thinner the well, the higher the transition energy.
Figure 2.2 – (a) Calculated electron and heavy hole energy levels with respect to their
band edges as a function of In content, and well thickness. The black dashed lines represent
the potential height in both cases. ΔEcb = EcbGaAs −EcbQW , ΔEvb = EvbGaAs −EvbQW .
Since the band gap energy is subtracted, the diﬀerence between the electron and hole
energy for a given point does not equal the optical transition energy. The inset show
schematically the evolution of the band structure as a function of In content. (b) Energy
of the e1-hh1 transition as a function of In content and well thickness.
The growth of ternary material is in general more complicated than for binary. However,
from an optical point of view, InxGa1−xAs/GaAs QWs have one main advantage: the
light emitted will not be absorbed by the substrate. Indeed, since the QW is at a lower
energy than the substrate band gap, the light can go through the substrate with minimal
absorption. This is not the case for GaAs/AlAs QW. Therefore, using InGaAs QWs
allows for resonant excitation of the sample while working in transmission.
2.2 Sample characterisation and optimization
In this section, we give an overview of typical results for the characterization of QWs and
microcavity samples. Apart from sample 1485 used for part III, all samples were grown
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by F. Jabeen in our group (details of the structure of all samples presented in the thesis is
given in appendix B). The premise for these characterizations was to design a microcavity
sample to study non-resonant polariton condensation, hence a cavity with a large number
of QWs and DBR pairs. The choice of InGaAs/GaAs QWs over the GaAs/AlAs QWs
was primarily due to the fact that most experiments done in the group involve resonant
excitation. Therefore it would be easy to prepare samples for other experiments once the
know-how of InGaAs growth was mastered. In the next chapter we will discuss in greater
detail the linear regime of such microcavity samples, while the non-linear regime will be
the topic of chapter 4.
2.2.1 Experimental setup
The characterization setup that was designed is presented in ﬁgure 2.3. It consists in a
typical photoluminescence (PL) setup in reﬂection geometry, with three optical sources
that join on a single optical excitation axis. The HeNe laser is used for standard PL,
while a high power laser diode (Cobolt Flamenco laser, 660 nm, 0.5 W) can be used
to characterize nonlinear thresholds for microcavity samples. The white lamp allows to
perform reﬂectivity measurements necessary for measuring the stop band of microcavities
(with a gold mirror placed inside the cryostat for reference). The samples are cooled
to 10 K by a closed circuit He cryostat which is mounted on a mechanical stage with a
displacement of ∼1.5 cm at a step size of 2 μm. The microscope (camera) objective has
an aperture of 2 inch and a pinhole inside that allow selecting only emission from k = 0.
The lens L1 of focal length f1 = 20 cm is used to send the outgoing signal into a 50 cm
spectrometer and CCD camera (resolution of ∼ 120 μeV).
The lenses L2 to L4 can be added to perform k-space imaging. By matching the focal
planes of each lens, the k-space is propagated adequately from the MO to the slits of the
spectrometer. The l = 2 inch aperture of the beam out of the MO must be decreased to
l = 1 inch in order to pass into the 1 inch beam splitter without cutting the sides of the
k-space signal. This is achieved by using a 2 inch lens L4 with focal length f4 = 15 cm
and a one-inch lens L3 of focal length f3 = 3 cm. With this, we can recover the full
k-space available by our objective. However, adding lenses L3 and L4 increases the size
of the excitation spot which decreases the excitation density. The inset of the ﬁgure
represents the real space propagation of the signal when the k-space optics are placed.
Although this system works well, the limited NA of the objective does not allow to image
the polariton dispersion up to the bottleneck region (for negative detuning), hence such
images are generally taken in another setup with a high NA objective.
2.2.2 Quantum wells
Bare QW samples are grown to optimize the material quality before the growth of
microcavities. In general, the single QW is placed between GaAs layers of 100 nm and
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Figure 2.3 – Scheme of the experimental setup for sample characterization. Li are lenses,
and MO is a microscope objective. The lenses and mirrors with dashed lines are placed
on ﬂip mounts. The box represent a scheme of the real space propagation when the lenses
for k-space imaging a placed. The collimated beam in real space at the spectrometer slits
means that the k-space image is focused.
AlGaAs layers on both sides. These AlGaAs layers allow to keep the carriers in a given
GaAs thickness which is ideal to compare the PL intensity of diﬀerent samples. The top
AlGaAs layer is also mandatory to avoid non radiative recombination at top GaAs surface.
We focus here on the best single QW sample that was obtained for low In content. The
case of QW stacks will be the topic of the next chapter whereas higher In content (< 15%)
will be addressed in chapter 4.
Figure 2.4 (a) presents the PL of a single 9 nm QW with ∼ 4.5 % In. We notice a bright
emission peak that corresponds to the 1S exciton of the QW with a narrow linewidth
of 0.6 meV. Apart from the exciton peak, there is additional structure that does not
occur in the QW simulation. Starting from the low energy side, we see the typical
double peak of donor-acceptor transition which is likely caused by carbon impurities
inside the QW (the energy position of these peaks depends on the In content). There
is a small shoulder at low energy of the exciton peak which has been identiﬁed to the
trion line [77–79]. The shoulder on the high energy side shows the ﬁrst exciton excited
state (2S) and the continuum band edge, which allows to measure a binding energy of
7 meV. This identiﬁcation is based on previous work on high-quality InGaAs QW [77,80].
They identiﬁed the 2S and band edge by combining PL and reﬂectivity. They showed
the appearance of a plateau in absorption on the high energy side of the band edge peak
observed in PL which corresponds to the 2D density of states of the free carriers. In
the same work, the second brightest peak (∼ 16 meV above the exciton) was attributed
to the light-hole transition although no comment was made regarding the conﬁnement.
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This transition in principle corresponds to a delocalized hole bound to the electron by
Coulomb interaction. In fact, the measured energy diﬀerence between the 1S and the
light-hole transition is close to the one we obtain by calculating it from the e-hh and the
e-lh transition as shown in the inset. In analogy to the 1S transition, we can assume
that the high energy shoulder is the light-hole band edge. This means that the light-hole
exciton binding energy is smaller than the heavy-hole exciton counterpart. The small
peak at lower energy has not been assigned, although the simulation indicates it could
arise from a delocalized electron bound by the heavy-hole. Finally, the highest energy
peak on the ﬁgure is the GaAs free exciton emission.
Figure 2.4 – (a) PL of a single 9 nm QW with 4.5% In (sample D-03). The inset shows
the calculated energy diﬀerence between the e-hh and e-lh transition as a function of In
content. (b) Calculated e-hh transition energy as a function of well width and In content.
The blue dots are measured exciton transitions on a series of samples, and the dashed
line corresponds to the 5 % curve shifted by 6 meV.
In most cases, the linewidths are larger, which smears the 2S transition and the structure
around the light-hole transition. The exciton band edge is always present in PL, and
the light-hole emission varies from sample to sample. All of these features are almost
invisible if the emission is analyzed in linear scale, over a single order of magnitude. In
general, it is advisable to use long integration times and accumulations to extract all of
the features of PL spectrum.
In ﬁgure 2.4 b we compare the measured energy for various QW samples of ∼ 5 % In
content to calculations of e-hh transition for diﬀerent well thicknesses and In content.
Some QW have the same trend as for the calculation, only shifted by about 6 meV in
energy. This indicates that the Nextnano calculation gives reasonable agreement with
our measurements although Coulomb interaction is not included. It also shows that there
can be some ﬂuctuation of the In content from sample to sample that aﬀect the actual
thickness of the well.
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2.2.3 Designing a microcavity in the strong coupling regime
Once the growth of QW is optimized and reproducible, we can move to the growth of full
microcavity samples. This growth is performed on a full 2 inch GaAs wafer that rotates
to assure a radial homogeneity of the material. Because of the large surface of the wafer,
the incoming ﬂux of material is not uniform, causing the layers thicknesses to decrease
from the center to the edge of the wafer. This is actually a great advantage to design a
microcavity in the strong coupling regime as it allows to tune the cavity resonance with
respect to the exciton energy by moving along the radius of the wafer. Since the cavity
thickness decreases, the resonance energy will increase from the center to the edge of
the wafer. Hence, in order to measure the anticrossing of the modes, we must design a
microcavity that will be in resonance with the exciton at a certain radius, ideally at the
middle of the wafer. That way we get access to both negative and positive detuning on a
single sample.
Figure 2.5 – (a) Measured reﬂectivity of sample D-49 (λ-cavity with 20/24 top/bottom
DBR pairs, and a single QW with 5 % In) at the center of the wafer (blue) and corre-
sponding ﬁt using the transfer matrix formalism (red). (b) PL intensity map in log scale
as a function of position on the sample. (c) PL intensity map in linear scale as a function
of position for sample D-55.
The design procedure is to use the transfer matrix formalism to determine the material
thicknesses needed at the center of the wafer since this is where the growth rates are evalu-
ated. The desired cavity thicknesses should be slightly larger than the ones corresponding
to the QW energy to be able to tune the cavity in and out of resonance. The growth is
usually performed in a single run once the growth rates have been calibrated (growth
lasting up to 24h for a 20/24 DBR microcavity). This design procedure works well if
the refractive indices of the materials are known, and the MBE growth is reproducible.
The refractive index curves used in the simulation were adapted from known values in
the literature for GaAs, and AlxGa1−xAs [81]. In reality, there is always some deviation
between the expected thicknesses, and the ones grown. We can evaluate these deviations
by comparing measured reﬂectivity and the simulated using the transfer matrix formalism,
as shown for example in ﬁgure 2.5(c). In this case, the simulation allowed to determine a
deviation of 2 % above the desired thicknesses. This is also noticeable when we measure
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the PL as a function of position on the sample, as shown in ﬁgure 2.5 (b). In this case,
we do not reach the zero detuning since the cavity is too thick. We also see from this
ﬁgure that the wedge of the sample is parabolic instead of linear, meaning that the range
for tuning the cavity is in fact half of the wafer’s radius. Using the results from the
simulation, we can in principle optimize the growth parameters in order to converge
rapidly to the desired sample.
In reality, the task is much more complicated because the MBE machine has a poor
reproducibility from one growth to another. We evaluated that, in general, the growth
thicknesses are about 2% less than the expected ones. This can be compensated by
overshooting the input thicknesses. The main problem that we encountered is that this
2% ﬂuctuates between growths. Moreover, a 2% ﬂuctuation might seem small, but it
corresponds to the range available with our sample wedge. Hence, even if we try to
optimize the growth, the uncertainty is comparable to the range of energy which we can
tune our sample. As an example, ﬁgure 2.5 (c) shows the sample grown after the one
shown in (b). Since the stop band was close to being centered at the right energy, only a
correction of 6 nm was made on the spacer. However, the actual sample was about 2%
thinner than expected meaning that the sample was only in positive detuning.
Figure 2.6 – (a) PL intensity map in log scale as a function of position for sample E-65
(measured at 10 K). The red curve represents a ﬁt using the coupled oscillator model,
while the dashed line represents the energy of the uncoupled exciton and photon.
The stability of the MBE machine has varied a lot during the course of this PhD. In some
cases the convergence was quick while almost impossible in others. Moreover, diﬀerent
problems on the machine (broken Al cell due to power cuts, faulty power supply, blocked
Ga shutter to name a few), forced ﬁve shutdowns of the machine for repairs or openings
of the growth chamber. In each case, when the MBE was back online after months
of standby, the material quality had to be re-optimized from the start, which brought
additional delays to the optimization of the samples. Nonetheless, a number of high
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quality samples (both QW and microcavity) were obtained during the course of the PhD.
As an example, ﬁgure 2.6 shows the measured PL signal as a function of position for a
λ-cavity with 20/24 top/bottom DBR pairs and a single 9 nm QW with 10 % In. The
anticrossing of the modes is clearly seen, indicating that we are indeed in the strong
coupling regime. A ﬁt of the data using the coupled oscillator model is shown in red,
from which we can extract the Rabi splitting of Ω0 = 3.35 meV.
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3 Multimode polaritons originating
from coupled quantum wells
In the last chapter, we discussed in the material properties and optimization of our
samples. The main goal has been to reach non-resonant condensation using InGaAs QWs.
As we discussed section 1.5.2 there are two main sample characteristics that are needed for
polariton condensation. First, the number of DBR pairs should be large enough in order
to limit the cavity losses. Second, the polariton density to trigger bosonic stimulation
should be reachable before the onset of the excitonic Mott transition within the QWs.
The main idea to achieve this second criterion is to increase the number of QWs inside
the microcavity. In order to maximize the light-matter coupling, QWs must be placed
where the electric ﬁeld is maximal inside the cavity. However, by placing shallow InGaAs
QWs close to one another, there is a possibility for the electron and hole energy levels of
individual wells to hybridize [71, 82, 83], creating a series of excitonic transitions. The
topic of this chapter is to investigate the eﬀect of coupled QWs in the strong coupling
regime where multimode coupling is expected as discussed in section 1.4.2. Most of the
work presented in this chapter has been published in [27].
It is worth mentioning that InGaAs QWs have been frequently used to study exciton-
polariton, either for single QW microcavity [21, 22, 84–86] or QW stacks with varying
Indium content [87–93]. In the latter, the multimode polaritons were not observed but,
in almost every case, an additional emission peak between the lower and upper polariton
branch was present in the spectra. This transition was assigned to an uncoupled exciton
transition [88,92] as a consequence of the quality of the samples with an inhomogeneously
broadened transition.
3.1 Samples and experimental setup
Two samples were grown by MBE to study the eﬀect of interwell coupling in microcavities.
The ﬁrst one consists of a single stack of three 12 nm In0.03Ga0.97As QWs with a barrier
of 10 nm (sample D1-12-10-13C). The low Indium content is purposely chosen to create
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a low tunnelling barrier between the QWs in order to obtain electron and hole wave
functions that extend over the whole QW stack. The second sample is a microcavity
consisting of 20(23) top(bottom) AlAs/GaAs distributed Bragg reﬂector (DBR) pairs
with a 2λ spacer (sample D1-12-12-14C). Three stacks of three QWs (identical to the
ﬁrst sample) are placed at the antinodes of the electromagnetic ﬁeld inside the cavity. As
mentioned in the previous chapter, the microcavity is grown with a wedge along the radius
of the wafer allowing to vary the exciton-cavity detuning when probing diﬀerent sample
positions. The quality factor of the cavity is around Q ∼= 27000, measured by scanning a
narrow tunable laser (see section 5.2.1) across the cavity resonance (FWHM=56 μeV)
at negative cavity detuning (see ﬁgure 3.1). For this sample, we cannot properly deﬁne
the vacuum Rabi splitting as for the case of a single exciton resonance since the coupling
occurs with up to seven excitonic transitions (see equation 3.1 and ﬁgure 3.6).
Figure 3.1 – Transmitted intensity measured as a function of resonant laser energy for
sample D1-12-12-14C. The red line is a lorentzian ﬁt. The energy axis is scaled relative
to the lower polariton energy shown on top of the ﬁgure.
Photoluminescence (PL) studies were carried out using a standard confocal conﬁguration
exciting with a HeNe laser at low excitation power (P =100 μW) and a spot size of
∼ 25 μm, as detailed in section 2.2.1. A diaphragm inside the confocal microscope
objective allows selecting only the emission from k=0. The samples were cooled to 10 K
using a closed circuit He cryostat. Photoluminescence excitation (PLE) was performed
in transmission geometry, exciting with a cw Ti:sapphire laser (P =10 μW) and a spot
size of ∼ 25 μm (see ﬁgure 3.2). The main usage for this setup is to perform k-space
ﬁltering in resonant excitation. On the excitation path, the use of a retro reﬂector and a
microscope objective (MO1) with an aperture of 2 inch allow to excite the sample with
a large angle. On the detection path, the light is collected by a microscope objective
MO2 with an NA=0.5, combined with two lenses of focal length f = 25 cm to image
the Fourier plane of the objective MO2 onto the slits of the spectrometer. Since the
excitation laser has a large k-vector, it can be ﬁltered out since its focusing point is not
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Figure 3.2 – Setup used for PLE in transmission, and high density experiments. MOi
are microscope objectives, BSi are beam splitters, Li are lenses and P1 is a pinhole. The
box shows the principle of k-space ﬁltering for resonant excitation in transmission. The
dashed line represents the real space whereas the red area is the k-space. For the Mott
transition experiment (see section 4.3.4), the lens L2 is replaced by a set of two lenses in
order to image the real space onto the slits of the spectrometer. The top CCD is used to
image the surface of the sample.
on the slits. The box in ﬁgure 3.2 presents a scheme of the optical path for the real and
k-space that shows the principle of this ﬁltering. For these measurements, the sample
was cooled to liquid helium temperature (∼ 4 K) using a cold ﬁnger cryostat. The use of
a 75 cm spectrometer equipped with a 1800 grooves per mm grating and a CCD with
13.5 μm pixels gave a resolution of ∼ 50 μeV.
3.2 Photoluminescence of quantum well stacks
Figure 3.3 (a) shows the PL spectrum of the bare stack of QWs as well as its PLE
when detecting on the energy of the lowest exciton line (1.4894 eV). One clearly sees
a sharp emission peak and additional structures at higher energy. The free exciton
line from the GaAs is largely suppressed in PL, suggesting an eﬃcient carrier capture
to the QWs. The inset shows the PL when exciting below the GaAs band gap, at an
energy of 1.5 eV, indicating that the dominant peak measured in PL is composed of two
transitions separated by 0.39± 0.05 meV. This structure was further conﬁrmed by ﬁtting
the spectrum using a lorentzian proﬁle (see ﬁgure 3.3 (b) and (c)). A total of six excitonic
transitions can be identiﬁed from the PL, with linewidths ranging from 0.4 - 0.6 meV for
the low energy doublet and 1 - 2.6 meV for the others, demonstrating the high quality of
the sample. When comparing the PL and PLE, we conﬁrm that for each PL transition,
there is a resonance in the PLE signal, indicating these are sharp excitonic transitions.
Although the resonance in PLE at a relative energy of 5.7 meV is not clearly seen in PL,
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Figure 3.3 – (a) PL spectrum of a stack of three 12 nm In0.03Ga0.97As QWs with 10 nm
spacer (sample D1-12-10-13C) and the corresponding PLE when detecting at the energy
of the lowest exciton transition . The inset shows the PL when the excitation laser is
at an energy of 1.5 eV. (b) Close up of the PL around the e1-hh1 and e1-hh3. The blue
curves show lorentzian ﬁts the red curve their sum. (c) Same as in (b) but for the peaks
around 1.5 eV.
it is still needed to obtain a proper lorentzian ﬁt of the entire spectrum.
3.2.1 Simulation of QW stacks
In order to determine the origin of the measured excitonic transitions, we calculate the
electron-hole conﬁned states of the QW structure using Nextnano [74], as in the previous
chapter. The system of three QWs is solved using the eﬀective mass approximation to
obtain the wave functions and energy of electron and hole states conﬁned to the QW
stack. As demonstrated in the previous chapter, strain due to the small lattice mismatch
between GaAs and InGaAs has to be included to properly simulate the structure. As a
result, heavy-holes are conﬁned while the light-holes are not, as it is known from earlier
studies with InGaAs QWs [69,71].
In ﬁgure 3.4, we present the resulting envelope wave functions (not to scale) of conﬁned
electron and hole states for a stack of three In0.03Ga0.97As. Three electron states are
conﬁned in the QW stack whereas the calculation is limited to ﬁve states for the heavy-holes
(additional hole states can be calculated, but giving either an exciton transition too high
in energy or with a negligible oscillator strength). We evaluate the transition probability
amplitude between the electron and hole states using these wave functions through the
dipole matrix element [32] (see section 1.2): 〈i|ε·p|f〉 ∝ 〈Fc|ε·p|Fv〉
∫
dzχ∗e(z)χhh(z), where
χe(z), χhh(z) are the electron and hole envelope wave functions along the conﬁnement
direction and |Fc,v〉 = fc,v(r)|uc,v〉, is the product of the in-plane wave function and of
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the Bloch wave function for the conduction and valence bands. If one assumes identical
dipole moments and in-plane wave functions for all transitions, the relative transition
probability is simply evaluated through the overlap integral squared between χe and
χhh. When comparing the wave functions from ﬁgure 3.4, we notice that the integral is
non-zero only for electron and hole states of the same parity, which sets a strict selection
rule for the allowed transitions. The allowed transitions are shown by the arrows in
ﬁgure 3.4. The energy of the excitonic transitions are obtained by taking the energy
diﬀerence between the electron and hole state, without considering possible corrections
due to Coulomb interaction (changes in the exciton binding energy).
hh1 hh2 hh3 hh4 hh5 
e1 e2 e3 
Figure 3.4 – Calculated wave functions for bound electron (ei) and heavy-hole (hhi) states.
The black dashed lines show schematically the position of the potential barriers. The
integer (i) indicates an increase (decrease) in energy for electrons (holes) and corresponds
to (i− 1) nodes of the eigenfunction. The colored arrows represent the allowed ei − hhj
transitions.
Results from the calculation are shown in ﬁgure 3.5, where we plot the calculated and
measured transition energies relative to their respective lowest transition, labeled Ee1−hh1.
The calculation accurately reproduces the energy separation of the measured excitonic
transitions with a quadratic error of ΔEcQW = 1.62 meV. This conﬁrms that all measured
transitions are associated to excitons arising from interwell coupling. Therefore, we can
use the calculation to label each of the measured transitions using the electron and hole
index as in table 3.1. Two transitions, namely e2-hh2 and e3-hh1, are not resolved in
the PL spectrum but cause a broadening of the transitions at ΔEe1−hh3 =0.35 meV and
ΔEe3−hh3 =3.9 meV respectively. From the calculation, the transition situated at 11 meV
from the ground state can be assigned to the e3-hh5 transition, to a transition between
the ﬁrst electron and the unconﬁned light-hole bound by Coulomb interaction or to a
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Figure 3.5 – Energy of electron-hole transitions relative the ﬁrst transition Ee1−hh1 for
the bare QW sample (red), calculated for a single QW stack (black) and the relative
values used for the strong coupling model. The relative value for the e3-hh1 and e3-hh5
are shown for comparison.
light-hole conﬁned inside the barrier in between wells. The comparison with the PLE
clearly shows a stronger resonance compared to the other transitions, indicating that this
transition corresponds to the light-hole one. The PL from single QW that we presented
in the previous chapter also supports this identiﬁcation [78].
3.3 Multimode polaritons in the linear regime
3.3.1 Photoluminescence
In the following, we study the microcavity sample to evidence the eﬀect of the additional
exciton states on the coupling to the cavity ﬁeld. The PL intensity is shown as a function
of the position on the sample in ﬁgure 3.6(a) and the spectrum for speciﬁc positions in
ﬁgure 3.6(b) as indicated by dashed lines in (a). As the cavity mode gets closer to the
exciton resonances from the low energy side, the exciton states are blue shifted in energy,
the maximum shift being ﬁxed by the energy diﬀerence between the two neighbouring
states. Such a behavior is the main characteristic of strongly coupled states (as explained
in section 1.4). Moreover, when comparing the spectra in ﬁgure 3.6(b), we clearly see that
the two transitions initially at around 1.489 eV are displaced to higher energy as they get
in resonance with the cavity. Although this energy shift is small (450-550 μeV), it can only
be explained by an interaction with the cavity for the following reasons. As evidenced
in ﬁgure 3.6(b), the blue shift of the low energy transition of this doublet stops once its
energy reaches the initial value of the second doublet transition. Alternatively, the small
energy shift could be assigned to a monolayer variation of the QWs thickness [94]; the
measured shift would, however, be more than twice the calculated value if each QW in
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Figure 3.6 – (a) PL intensity map in log scale as a function of the position on the
microcavity sample. (b) PL spectra for three positions on the sample as indicated by the
dashed lines in (a). The arrow indicates the doublet of peaks at 1.489 eV.
the stack would be thinned by one monolayer (∼250 μeV, simulated by adding a single
monolayer to either well in the stack), which rules out this possibility. Furthermore, a
monolayer variation of one or more QW within the stack would also imply a breaking
of the symmetry of the stack, hence additional excitonic transitions would be allowed
while none are observed within our resolution (∼150 μeV). From these observations, we
conclude that all measured exciton states are strongly coupled with a single cavity mode.
Finally, the high energy shoulder present on the lower polariton branch in the spectra is
due to our ﬁnite resolution in k, hence, emission at low k from the polariton dispersion.
The linewidth of the lower polariton mode at negative cavity detuning is ∼150 μeV when
measured on a higher resolution setup (the magnetic ﬁeld setup described in section 4.2).
3.3.2 Fit using the multimode coupled oscillator model
We use the following multimode light-matter interaction Hamiltonian to model our data,
with h¯ = 1 (see section 1.4):
H = ωcc
†c+
∑
i,j
Eijx
†
ijxij +
∑
i,j
Ωij
2
(
x†ijc+ c
†xij
)
, (3.1)
where the i, j indices correspond to the electron and hole state numbers, h¯ωc is the
cavity mode energy, Eij is the exciton energy and x†(x), c†(c) are creation (annihilation)
operators for the exciton and cavity photon. The allowed excitonic transitions used
for the sum are shown in table 3.1. This Hamiltonian has been successfully used to
simulate coupling from inhomogeneously broadened excitonic transitions [23,88] where
the coupling strength is assumed to be constant for all excitonic sub-transitions. For the
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case of coupled QWs, the light-matter coupling strength is evaluated for each transition
through the overlap between the electron and hole wave function and the electromagnetic
ﬁeld inside the cavity [33,46]:
Ωij =
Ω0
IM
∫
χ∗hj (z)E(z)χei(z)dz, (3.2)
where χei , χhj are the i
th electron and jth hole wave function as calculated above and
IM is the integral between the states i-j having the highest overlap. Assuming the same
dipole strength for all transitions and normalizing the integrals to IM , the coupling
strengths between the cavity and all transitions can be ﬁtted using a single parameter,
Ω0, which would be the vacuum Rabi splitting for the coupling of a cavity with a single
exciton state. The Hamiltonian is diagonalized in order to obtain the polariton energy
as a function of position on the sample (cavity detuning). For the calculation, we use a
single QW stack at the antinode of a λ-cavity (see ﬁgure 3.9), the number of stacks is
considered simply by increasing the coupling strength by a factor
√
3 [88].
Figure 3.7 – Polariton energy as a function of sample position. The dots shows the
extracted peak energy and the gray region shows the uncertainty for each of the states.
The full lines shows the best ﬁt using equation (3.1) and (3.2) in (a) (red) or by manually
adjusting the overlap parameter in (b) (blue). The dashed lines represent the energy of
the cavity mode (parabola) and exciton transitions (straight). In both cases, the coupling
parameter is Ω0=4 meV and the values of the overlap integrals are given in table 3.1.
Results from such calculations are shown in ﬁgure 3.7(a) where the dots represent the
energy position of each polariton line measured as seen in ﬁgure 3.6 and the gray region
surrounding them corresponds to the error bar. The full red lines show the best ﬁt obtained
after diagonalizing Hamiltonian (3.1) for a coupling parameter of Ω0 = 4.0 ± 0.1 meV
and the value of the overlap integral are given in table 3.1. Because the light-hole wave
function in the continuum is not known, we use the value of overlap of the state e3-hh5
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due to its similar relative energy. The quadratic error from ﬁtting all polariton transitions
in this case is ΔE1 = 8.17± 0.05 meV, which is quite low considering the number of data
points. The straight dashed lines are the uncoupled excitonic transitions. As the binding
energy is not precisely known and as some transitions are measured in the microcavity
sample but not in the bare QW, we allow a slight energy variation for each transitions
in order to improve the ﬁt. The relative values used are shown in ﬁgure 3.5 conﬁrming
their validity with respect to the measured bare QW excitonic transitions. The e3-hh1
transition is not included in the ﬁtting procedure because of its relatively small overlap
compared to the other transitions. The cavity mode shown by the curved dashed line
was determined by PL using a pump laser diode (λ= 660 nm, see section 2.2.1) at high
power to reach the VCSEL lasing threshold in order to precisely extract the cavity mode,
as shown in ﬁgure 3.8. The emission energy was measured at diﬀerent positions on the
sample just after the threshold occurred to limit any possible multimode behavior from
the cavity (see section 4.3). Since the cavity shows a perfect parabolic variation, only the
ﬁt is shown in ﬁgure 3.7.
Figure 3.8 – (a) PL at the onset of the VCSEL threshold for diﬀerent positions on the
sample. The curves are normalized since the intensity and excitation power varies for
each curve, and shifted for visualization purposes. (b) Extracted cavity mode energy
from (a) as a function of sample position. The red line is a quadratic ﬁt that was used in
the simulation shown in ﬁgure 3.7.
3.3.3 Discussion
The diﬀerence of the relative coupling strength of each transition (table 3.1) can be
explained qualitatively by comparing the wave functions displayed in ﬁgure 3.4. From
the ﬁgure, it is clear that the ei-hhj transitions have a smaller coupling compared to the
ei-hhi ones because the wave functions of the initial and ﬁnal states do not share the same
number of nodes. We also notice that the e3-hh3 has a slightly higher coupling strength
compared with the other two symmetrical transitions. This diﬀerence corresponds to the
fact that, compared to the other two hole wave functions, the hh3 has its highest value at
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the center of the stack where the electromagnetic ﬁeld is the strongest. The e2-hh2 has a
lesser coupling strength because there is a node of the wave function at the antinode of
the electromagnetic ﬁeld.
Since our microcavity includes three stacks of QWs, the highest coupling strength for a
single exciton state is [88]: Ω0/
√
3=2.31 meV. This value is smaller than the typical 3.5
meV measured for single InGaAs QW in a λ-cavity [22, 84, 86]. This decrease of coupling
strength is caused by three main factors: a decrease of the exciton binding energy which
reduces the oscillator strength, a decrease of the overlap between the carrier wave function
and the electromagnetic ﬁeld and an increase of the eﬀective cavity length.
It is expected that the exciton binding energy in the QW stack should be less than
its value in a single QW (∼6-7 meV for low Indium QW [80, 95], see also ﬁgure 2.4)
because its delocalization over the QW stack should decrease the strength of the Coulomb
interaction. As shown in ﬁgure 3.4, the wave function extends over the full QW stack
width corresponding to a thickness of 56 nm. Comparing with the usually assumed Bohr
radius of about 10-12 nm for such III-V single QWs [96], one concludes that the 2D
approximation for Coulomb interaction is no longer justiﬁed as the wave function extension
along the conﬁnement direction is much larger than the typical in-plane extension. As a
result, the exciton Bohr radius should increase, leading to a reduction of the oscillator
strength and therefore a decrease of the coupling strength. Same conclusions were also
found for excitons in superlattices [97].
The relative impact of the three factors aﬀecting the coupling strength of the coupled
QWs can be estimated by noting that Ω0 ∝ L−
1
2
effF (0)μcvIz, where Leff = Lcav+LDBR is
the sum of the cavity spacer length and the penetration depth of the electromagnetic ﬁeld
inside the DBR, F (0) is the exciton relative motion envelope wave function evaluated
at its center, μcv the dipole matrix element and Iz the overlap integral as stated in
equation (3.2) [31, 36] (see section 1.4). We deﬁne the ratio of the coupling strengths
ΩcQW
Ω1QW
= L−1/2 · I ·F 1/2os · I−1/2fz , where L−1/2 represents the ratio of the square root of the
cavity eﬀective lengths, I is the ratio of the overlap integrals, F 1/2os is the ratio of the
square root of the oscillator strengths of the bare QW exciton and I−1/2fz is the square
root of the inverse ratio of integrals of wave function overlap in the conﬁnement direction
without the cavity. This last term compensates the contribution of the overlap integral
in F 1/2os , since it is taken into account in I. Calculation of the overlap integrals in both
cases yields a ratio of I ∼= 0.90 (see ﬁgure 3.9). To estimate the inﬂuence of the eﬀective
cavity length, we note that, the penetration depth being of the order of 2 μm, an increase
of the cavity spacer from λ to 2λ will decrease the coupling by a ratio of L−1/2 ∼= 0.95.
Combining these ratios and assuming I−1/2fz = 1 gives F
1/2
os
∼= 0.77, meaning that the
oscillator strength decreases by about 40% when passing from a single QW to a stack of
3 QW and, consequently, decreases the coupling strength by 23%.
Finally, we can achieve an even better ﬁt of the measured polariton modes by adjusting
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Figure 3.9 – Scheme of the overlap between the electric ﬁeld of a λ-cavity and the electron
(blue) and hole (red) wave functions of the e1-hh1 transition for (a) single QW and (b)
QW stack.
the overlap integral manually. Doing so, all coupling strengths are slightly modiﬁed to
get the best ﬁt while keeping the parameter Ω0 unchanged. The result of this calculation
is shown in ﬁgure 3.7(b) and the values of the integrals are given in table 3.1. The
quadratic error is reasonably decreased to ΔE2 = 4.66± 0.02 meV, an improvement of
43 %. One sees a much better agreement of the fourth polariton line (the second brightest
polariton mode in ﬁgure 3.6), and a excellent agreement within the experimental error
bar. The highest coupling strength is now arising from the transition e2-hh2 instead of
e3-hh3 as was found in the case of the ﬁrst ﬁtting procedure. The manual adjustment
for the light-hole transition is justiﬁed since its wave function is not known. For the
other transitions, the deviation between the calculated and adjusted coupling strengths
indicates that the correction from the Coulomb interaction is not the same for each of
the transitions. Neglecting this interaction in our modeling is equivalent to assuming
that all exciton transitions have the same binding energy and thus the same in-plane
matrix element. Comparison between the measurements in bare QW and our calculations
(see ﬁgure 3.5) indicates indeed that this assumption is not justiﬁed. A calculation
of the binding energy for each transition as well as possible state mixing (since some
state share the same electron or hole) would be needed to properly explain the adjusted
coupling strengths. Such calculation is beyond the scope of this PhD. Furthermore, it is
likely that high index transitions are resonant with the continuum of the ﬁrst transition.
This interaction is expected to decrease further the coupling to the electromagnetic ﬁeld
and also broadens the transition, which might explain the linewidth and large coupling
strength deviation obtained for the e3-hh3 exciton. Moreover, we expect the e2-hh2
transition to be less aﬀected by coupling eﬀect than the e1-hh1, the node at the center of
the wave function making it more likely to ﬁnd the exciton conﬁned in the outer wells
instead of being delocalized over the whole stack. This might also explain why the e2-hh2
transition becomes more strongly coupled to the cavity mode in the manual ﬁt.
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Table 3.1 – Calculated relative energy and light-matter coupling strength for electron-hole
transition. The last column shows the values of the normalized integral used for the
manual ﬁt. The values in parentheses indicate the values before normalization.
e-h transitions ΔE (meV) Ωij/Ω0 manual ﬁt
e1-hh1 0 0.96 (0.83) 0.95 (0.81)
e1-hh3 0.09 0.23 (0.20) 0.62 (0.53)
e2-hh2 1.72 0.88 (0.76) 1.00 (0.85)
e3-hh1 4.07 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01)
e3-hh3 4.16 1.00 (0.87) 0.39 (0.33)
e1-hh5 6.87 0.13 (0.11) 0.39 (0.33)
e2-hh4 8.26 0.16 (0.14) 0.31 (0.27)
e1-lh 10.87 0.07 (0.06) 0.18 (0.15)
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we studied the eﬀect of the electronic coupling between the stacked
QWs on the strong coupling in a planar microcavity. The QW electronic coupling was
evidenced when comparing PL and PLE spectra of a bare QW stack with eﬀective mass
calculation. When the QW stack was placed inside the microcavity, the existence of
a coupling between QWs causes two main eﬀects, ﬁrst an increase of the number of
polariton modes and a decrease of the coupling strength compared to that of a single QW.
The latter is interpreted as a decrease of the exciton binding energy and of the oscillator
strength due to the delocalization of the exciton wave function over the QW stack. Using
a coupled oscillator model accounting for the calculated electron-hole transitions, we
simulated all measured polariton modes using a single coupling parameter. The deviation
from this simple model was understood as an interplay between the Coulomb interaction
and the extension of e-hh wave function over the QW stack.
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condensation using InGaAs-based
microcavity
In the last two chapters, we gave an overview of the sample characterization and opti-
mization and discussed the linear properties of microcavities with low In content. All this
work was done with one goal in mind: to achieve polariton condensation using microcavity
with InGaAs/GaAs QWs. More precisely, we seek to understand what are the dominant
parameters that induce or prevent this phase transition. In this chapter, we present our
main results obtained in our search for polariton condensation. Namely, we studied the
eﬀect of Indium content, cavity design, type and number of QW stacks, and magnetic ﬁeld.
Unfortunately, our investigation did not allow us to achieve non-resonant condensation
with these samples. Therefore, we conclude this chapter with a discussion on the major
factors that limit condensation in our system.
4.1 Claims of polariton condensation using InGaAs QWs
In recent years, there has been a number of claims for achieving non-resonant condensation
using InGaAs QWs. However, none of them is actually showing a true condensed phase.
Most of these studies try to observe two nonlinear thresholds of the emitted intensity
as a function of the excitation power. The main reason for this idea comes from a
seminal paper by D. Bajoni et al. [9] which clearly demonstrated that, when measuring
two intensity thresholds, the ﬁrst one corresponded to the condensed phase, and the
second to the VSCEL (weak coupling) regime. The main result of this work showed
that strong coupling was maintained after the ﬁrst threshold, and that the strong to
weak coupling crossover occurred at higher excitation power. The emission energy at the
second threshold was on the bare cavity mode, clearly demonstrating that the system
was in the weak coupling regime. This point is crucial: whatever the nonlinear processes,
a strongly coupled system does not exist at the energy of the uncoupled modes, hence
polariton condensation cannot occur at these energy positions. This is the fundamental
principle behind the anticrossing of strongly coupled modes, and can be understood by
comparing the strength of the diﬀerent interaction terms of the system. If exciton-exciton
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interaction is strong enough to shift the lower polariton mode up to the cavity mode, it
means the energy associated to this process is comparable to the light-matter coupling
constant. Hence, the polariton basis no longer accurately represents the exciton-photon
system.
The ﬁrst claims for polariton condensation using InGaAs QWs came from electrically
pumped devices with either a single stack of four 10 nm In0.15Ga0.85As with a spacer of
6 nm [98], or four pairs of In0.1Ga0.9As QWs (10 nm, unknown spacer) [99, 100]. In both
cases, the claim of a condensed phase came from the observation of two thresholds in
intensity as a function of excitation power. Both had to apply a magnetic ﬁeld in order
to see the second threshold (magnetic ﬁeld is supposed to enhanced phonon-polariton
relaxation for a ﬁxed detuning [99]). However, there are a few points which indicate that
the system never reaches the condensed phase. In the ﬁrst study, the use of only four
QWs makes it highly unlikely that the critical density was reached before the saturation
density (see our results below). Furthermore, the saturation is clearly seen at zero ﬁeld,
and the high ﬁeld experiments show exactly the same curve. The only diﬀerence is a
sudden jump in intensity and energy before following exactly the same trend as the zero
ﬁeld experiments. As for the second work [99, 100], the data clearly show that, just after
the ﬁrst threshold, the emission energy is at the cavity mode and strong coupling is lost.
Hence, whatever the nature of the second threshold, the ﬁrst one corresponds to the loss
of strong coupling, which cannot be assigned to a polariton condensate.
A second set of experiments worked on reducing the disorder in DBR due to strain
propagation induced by the InGaAs QW. A ﬁrst work [101] used three pairs of 6 nm
In0.08Ga0.92As (unknown spacer thickness) as well as two QWs at the ﬁrst node of the
ﬁeld closest to each DBR mirrors (hence six QW in strong coupling). Strain relaxation
was achieved by placing layers of AlP in the AlAs layers of the DBR. A single threshold
was measured using a 35 μm excitation spot using a fs-laser while doing time integrated
measurements. The threshold was assigned to the condensed phased, however, careful
analysis of the energy after the threshold indicates that the polariton mode has reached
the cavity, hence that the system is in weak coupling. In order to use the two threshold
arguments, they performed the experiment using a small excitation spot. In this case, a
ﬁrst threshold was measured with emission at high k while a second was seen mainly as a
drop of linewidth at higher excitation power (less visible in intensity, compared to the
uncertainty in the experiment). The ﬁrst threshold was assigned to a condensate at high
k due to repulsion from the dense reservoir coming from the small excitation spot as it
was observed [102, 103]. However, a careful look at the energy of the observed transitions
allows us to see that the emission at large k is in fact on the cavity mode dispersion, and
not on the polariton dispersion.
Strain relaxation was also achieved by replacing AlAs with Al0.85Ga0.15As in microcavity
with up to six In0.04Ga0.96As QWs [104]. In this study, non-linearity was only seen in
the OPO conﬁguration. In contrast, ghost branches where supposedly observed after
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measuring a single threshold using a λ/2-cavity and highly strained In0.3Ga0.7As QW
(unknown number, most likely one) [105]. Clearly, the observed behavior is a consequence
of inhomogeneous emission due to a high disorder and not of Bogoliubov excitations of a
condensate. The cavity design is also incorrect for InGaAs/GaAs QWs since there is a
node of the electric ﬁeld at the center of a λ/2-cavity.
Finally, a single threshold was observed using a optical ﬁber cavity with a half cavity
grown with three stacks of 11 nm In0.08Ga0.92As QWs (spacer thickness unknown) [106].
In this case, it is diﬃcult to assess whether the system is still in strong coupling since
no detuning map is given (and interwell coupling might be present). The cavity mode
energy can be estimated from the given coupling strength and detuning only. In any case,
the system is essentially 0D since the waist of the ﬁeld out of the ﬁber is 2.6 μm.
To conclude this overview of the litterature, as of now, there is no convincing evidence
that 2D polariton condensation is indeed possible using InGaAs-based microcavities.
4.2 Experimental setup
The experimental setup that was mostly used for this study is presented in ﬁgure 4.1,
and is based on a standard confocal setup for PL. The He-ﬂow cryostat used has a
built-in supraconducting coil magnet to perform magneto-PL measurements, and has to
be placed at ∼ 40 cm from the optics table to avoid any eﬀect from the metal surface.
All the excitation and detection optics are placed on a small breadboard at the same
height as the cryostat to avoid any mirror reﬂection of the signal before the polarization
is analyzed. A liquid crystal retarder and a Glan polarizer are used to analyze the
polarization. Two periscopes are used to bring the excitation up to the cryostat, and
down to the spectrometer. Since the cryostat cannot be moved due to its weight, exciting
diﬀerent position on the sample is done by moving the microscope objective (MO). The
MO has to be inserted in a small area which limits the travel range to ∼ 5 mm. It also
implies that the excitation and detection path must be realigned each time we move on
the sample. The cryostat design imposes a large working distance (13 mm), meaning that,
in order to have a MO with an NA = 0.5 to image the k-space, the resulting spot size
is ∼ 1 μm. For a larger spot size, the MO can be replaced by a lens of f = 5 cm which
greatly limits the range available in k-space (the eﬀect of the spot size on our experiment
will be discussed in section 4.3.3).
The k-space imaging is performed using a series of 4 lenses with matching adjacent focal
plane. That way, it is possible to propagate the k-space over a large distance (2.1 m).
Lenses L1,2 have a focal length of f1,2 = 40 cm, while the other two have focal lengths
of f3 = 5 cm, and f4 = 20 cm. The smaller focal length of L3 is chosen to expand the
incoming beam and gain in resolution for k-space imaging. The real space imaging is
achieved simply by removing L3. The focusing lens L4 is placed on a motorized translation
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Figure 4.1 – Scheme of the experimental setup for high power, and magnetic ﬁeld
experiments. Li are lenses, and MO is a microscope objective. The lenses and mirrors
with dashed lines are placed on ﬂip mounts, while L4 is placed on a translation stage. LCR
is a liquid crystal retarder, and GP is a Glan polarizer. All the optics inside the rectangle
are placed on a small breadboard at 40 cm above the optics table, this correspond to
the optical axis of the cryostat. The two dashed boxes on the side of the breadboard
are periscopes to bring the excitation to the cryostat and to bring the signal to the
spectrometer. The x-y-z axis indicates three axis positioning.
stage to perform energy resolved tomography in both real and k-space. The resolution of
the setup is ∼ 40 μeV when working with a 1800 grooves per mm grating in the 75 cm
spectrometer. Finally, the excitation is performed either by a tunable cw Ti:sapphire
laser (spectra physics 3900, pumped by a 5 W millennia laser), or a high-power diode
laser (the same as described in section 2.2.1). The use of cw excitation was preferred over
pulsed since it is better suited to study the steady state of the condensate. Although
the excitation density can be much higher in pulsed excitation experiment, it is not the
best tool to study the phase transition itself because the full dynamic of the system is
integrated at each excitation pulse. Therefore, the use of a streak camera is necessary to
avoid doing a time integration. Finally, the small CCD on the breadboard combined with
a white light allow to image the surface of the sample.
4.3 Low Indium content microcavities
We begin our investigation of the nonlinear behavior of InGaAs-based microcavities with a
sample similar to the one presented in the previous chapter, consisting of QW stacks with
low Indium content and where multimode polariton is expected. Here, we are interested
in the nonlinear behavior of the polariton ground state from a k-space point of view,
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meaning that we look at the image on the CCD instead of binning the pixels. Hence, we
lose a factor 100 in intensity due to the number of CCD pixels, and in most cases, the
multimode structure is absent from the dispersion. As shown in the previous chapter, we
must integrate the PL signal over more than two orders of magnitude to be able to see the
multiple polariton modes. To observe these modes in k-space, we would need to acquire
for longer times which is not the purpose here. For example, ﬁgure 4.2 (a) shows the PL
intensity map in log scale as a function of position for a sample (D1-13-02-15C) of the same
structure as sample D1-12-12-14C presented in the previous chapter (20/23 top/bottom
DBR pairs, three stacks of three 12 nm In0.03Ga0.97As with 10 nm spacer, see appendix B
for a complete description of the samples used). The multimode coupling is clearly present
in the detuning map of the PL (as for ﬁgure 3.6). However, this structure is barely seen
in the PL map for the dispersion at low excitation power shown in ﬁgure 4.2 (b).
Figure 4.2 – (a) PL intensity map in log scale as a function of the position on the
microcavity sample for sample D1-13-02-15C, measured at k = 0 using the characterization
setup described in section 2.2.1. (b) PL map in log scale of the dispersion at the center of
the wafer (position ∼ 0 mm in (a)) at an excitation power of P=400 μW (measured with
the setup shown in ﬁgure 4.1). The red curve is a ﬁt of an eﬀective single mode strong
coupling model whereas the dashed lines are the uncoupled exciton and cavity modes.
Since we are interested in knowing the position of the uncoupled modes to determine the
nature of the non-linearity (BEC or VCSEL), we use an eﬀective single mode coupling
to ﬁt the lower branch and second brightest one (labeled upper from now on). This
procedure is justiﬁed since the lower branch is barely aﬀected by the exciton excited
states. As for the upper branch, the eﬀect of the other polariton modes will occur at
larger k where the signal is weak. Therefore, the result from the eﬀective single mode
coupling is reasonably accurate and allows to determine the position of the bare cavity
dispersion. Result of the ﬁt is presented in ﬁgure 4.2 (b) where the red and dashed black
curves show the polariton and uncoupled modes respectively. The position of the exciton
mode was ﬁxed to the value of the second polariton branch indicated by the arrow in
ﬁgure 4.2 (a) which is mainly exciton-like. The ﬁt gave a value for the eﬀective Rabi
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splitting of Ω∗0 = 6.5 meV, eﬀective cavity detuning of δ∗ = 0.15Ω∗0 = −1 meV, and an
excitonic fraction of |X|2 = 0.42.
4.3.1 Power measurements
For the threshold measurements, we tune the cw laser to a minimum of the reﬂectivity
of the cavity ∼ 750 nm. Figure 4.3 (a)-(d) shows the evolution of the dispersion for
increasing power. First we notice an increasing signal at an energy between the strongly
coupled branches in (a), compared to the dispersion shown in ﬁgure 4.3 (b). At a power of
P=6 mW, three features a clearly seen. First, the dominant intensity is no longer on the
lower polariton branch but close to the bare cavity mode at k = 0. Second, the emission
at higher k-vector follows a parabolic dispersion instead of the polariton one. Third, we
see a low energy tail that goes from the cavity mode down to the polariton dispersion.
This is due to the Gaussian proﬁle of our excitation laser meaning the excitation density
decreases away from the center of the spot. Since we do not ﬁlter in real space, we collect
the PL from a relatively large area around the center of the spot. Hence, the emission at
lower energy originates from polaritons away from the excitation spot. This was later
conﬁrmed by repeating the experiment while ﬁltering in real space (which has to be done
by placing a pinhole horizontally inside the second periscope since it is the position where
the real space is focused, see also section 4.4.2).
As we further increase the excitation power, the emission becomes dominant on the cavity
mode. Finally, at maximum power, we see the appearance of a multimode emission
limited by the cavity dispersion. This clearly demonstrates that the system is in the weak
coupling regime. Conversely to what was measured in [107], we do not measure a red
shift of the bare cavity mode above the weak coupling threshold (as for all measurements
presented in this chapter). In ﬁgure 4.3 (e) we plot the integrated intensity at k = 0 as a
function of excitation power while the energy and linewidth are shown in (f). Prior to
reaching the threshold, we notice a strong energy blue shift of the polariton mode until it
reaches the bare cavity mode energy. Above threshold, we can no longer track the energy
shift properly because of the multimode lasing. The onset of laser coherence is also seen
in the sudden decrease of linewidth of the dominant mode at the threshold. These results
indicate that two of the main characteristics of the condensate phase transition are also
characteristic of VCSEL lasing, namely the nonlinear intensity increase linked to a drop
of linewidth. It is only by analyzing both intensity dispersion and the energy at the
threshold that we can clearly diﬀerentiate between the two regimes.
The multimode behavior above lasing threshold is a consequence of optical disorder in
the top DBR mirror. Indeed, moving the excitation spot on the sample above threshold
changes the relative intensity of the modes. It is known that optical disorder does
not prevent polariton condensation [7, 10]. Instead, disorder can lead to multimode
condensation where localized condensates share the same wave function and phase as it
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Figure 4.3 – (a)-(d) PL intensity map in log scale of the dispersion for increasing excitation
power for sample D1-13-02-15C. The red curves are the eﬀective strong coupling model
ﬁt presented in ﬁgure 4.2 (a) and the dashed lines are the uncoupled modes. The ﬁt was
performed on the low power data and is the same for each panel. (e) Integrated intensity
at k = 0 as a function of excitation power. (f) Energy (black) and linewidth (red) at
k = 0 as a function of excitation power. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the position
of the lower polariton and the cavity mode extracted from the ﬁt at low power. The blue
dashed line is a guide to the eye to indicate the threshold.
was demonstrated in the CdTe samples [108]. It is also the basis for creating potential
landscape for the condensate, which was used to study topological defects [11,13]. Hence,
the absence of bosonic stimulation is not a consequence of optical disorder. However, as
we will discuss later, optical disorder can lead to an increase of leaky modes which might
be detrimental.
4.3.2 Eﬀect of magnetic ﬁeld
Similarly to the works mentioned in section 4.1, we investigated whether applying a
magnetic ﬁeld would enhance polariton-phonon scattering and help to reach the conden-
sation threshold. The eﬀect of a magnetic ﬁeld on the polariton modes is accurately
described within a four mode coupling model (two spin states for the exciton, and the
cavity) where the exciton energy depends on the magnetic ﬁeld [53,109,110]. Its eﬀect
on the exciton is two fold, ﬁrst the diamagnetic shift causes an energy blue shift (about
2 meV at B = 5 T) [111], and a Zeeman splitting between the degenerate spin up and
down excitons. For InGaAs QW, the Zeeman splitting saturates with the ﬁeld [112]. At
B = 5 T we measured a value ∼ 400 μeV for 3% Indium QWs. Hence, the dominant
eﬀect is the diamagnetic shift. This eﬀect not only induces a blue shift of the energy but
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also tends to increase the localization of the electron and hole within the exciton. This
causes a decrease of the Bohr radius, which increases the oscillator strength (∼ 15-20%
increase), hence the Rabi splitting is also enhanced. To summarize, for a ﬁxed position
on the sample, as the magnetic ﬁeld is increased, the detuning becomes more negative,
and the Rabi splitting increases.
Figure 4.4 – (a)-(d) PL intensity map in log scale of the dispersion for increasing
excitation power for sample D1-13-02-15C, under a magnetic ﬁeld of B= 5 T, detected for
σ+ polarization. The red curves is the eﬀective strong coupling model ﬁt and the dashed
lines are the uncoupled modes. The ﬁt was performed on the low power data and is the
same for each panel.
Figure 4.4 (a)-(d) shows the measured dispersions for the same position on sample D1-13-
02-15C at a magnetic ﬁeld of B = 5 T. From the low power dispersion (a), we can extract
the eﬀective single mode coupling parameters: Ω∗0 = 8 meV, δ∗ = −0.28Ω∗0 = −2.3 meV,
and |X|2 = 0.36, in accordance with our description of the magnetopolariton above. As
the power is increased, we notice a behavior which is almost identical to the results at zero
magnetic ﬁeld presented in ﬁgure 4.3. The dominant intensity transfers from the lower
polariton branch to the bare cavity mode, demonstrating once again that the transition
corresponds to VCSEL lasing. The low energy tail is again due to the integration of the
signal away from the center of the excitation spot.
In ﬁgure 4.5 we plot the integrated intensity at k = 0 as a function of excitation power for
increasing magnetic ﬁelds from zero to 5 T. For each case, a single threshold is measured,
and each time the emission energy is located on the bare cavity mode. The only noticeable
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Figure 4.5 – Integrated intensity at k = 0 as a function of excitation power and increasing
magnetic ﬁeld (sample D1-13-02-15C). The curves are shifted in intensity for better
visualization.
eﬀect of the magnetic ﬁeld is to lower the lasing threshold power up to B = 2 T. This can
be explained by the increased PL intensity from zero to 2 T for a given power which is
due to a change in the emission proﬁle from circular to Gaussian as the ﬁeld increases.
4.3.3 Eﬀect of experimental conﬁguration and other attempts
From these ﬁrst results, we can list some eﬀects that are detrimental for condensation.
First, the number of QWs might not be large enough to reach the critical density before
reaching the Mott density. Second, the fact that we use a small spot size and a cw laser
might cause heating of the sample. It is known that a large spot size is preferred to
show unambiguously the appearance of long range coherence [7]. However, a small spot
size does not prevent condensation, only that the condensed phase will occur at k = 0
since the large reservoir induced energy blue shift is transferred to kinetic energy for the
condensate [103,113].
Nonetheless, we checked that these eﬀects were minor by replacing our microscope
objective with a f = 5 cm lens to increase the spot size (∼ 20 μm), and placed a chopper
on the excitation path in order to reduce sample heating. In this conﬁguration, we only
have access to a small portion of the dispersion because of the small NA of the lens. Still,
we compare power measurements to the ones obtained with the microscope objective.
Furthermore, we proceed with another cavity sample with 12 QWs that is, 4 stacks of
3 in a 2λ-cavity, of the same composition as for the previous sample (sample B-31, see
appendix B).
In ﬁgure 4.6 (a)-(b) we present the dispersion for two speciﬁc excitation powers to highlight
the transition to weak coupling. In this case, the total blue shift is of the order of 2 meV.
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In ﬁgure 4.6 (c) we show the normalized intensity at k = 0 measured using the lens
for low and high excitation power. The measured dispersion is not shown since it is
mainly ﬂat. We can see from this ﬁgure that the total blue shift is comparable to the
MO measurements. Finally, in ﬁgure 4.6 (e)-(f) we compare the intensity, energy and
linewidth measured with both conﬁguration. We always measure a single threshold, the
diﬀerence of threshold position is due to the spot size. The initial polariton energy is
diﬀerent in both cases due to a diﬀerence between the alignment of the lens and the MO.
This lowering of detuning between both cases is transposed in a lower blue shift needed
to reach the cavity mode. Although, it is diﬃcult to evaluate the position of the cavity
mode in this case, the blue shift of almost 2 meV is comparable to the MO experiment.
Therefore, we conclude that the observed behavior is independent of the excitation spot
size.
Figure 4.6 – PL intensity map in log scale of the dispersion for sample B-31 acquired
using the microscope objective for excitation power (a) below and (a) at the threshold.
The red curves are the eﬀective strong coupling model ﬁt and the dashed lines are the
uncoupled modes. The ﬁt was performed on the low power data and is the same for
each panel. (c) Integrated intensity at k = 0 for two excitation powers acquired using
the lens instead of the MO. (d) Integrated intensity at k = 0 as a function of excitation
power for both cases. (e) Energy at k = 0 as a function of excitation power. The vertical
dashed lines indicate the position of the threshold for the MO (red) and the lens (blue).
Additional modes appear above threshold
Finally, to make sure that our experimental setup was not the problem, we also performed
these measurements using the original setup used for the demonstration of polariton
condensation [7] (with the help of F. Manni who was in charge of the setup at the time).
For this setup, the spot size is 40 μm, and the excitation is quasi-cw (μs pulses prepared
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with an acousto-optic modulator [114]). We tested samples with 9 QWs (D1-12-12-14C,
D1-13-02-15C), and 12 QWs (B-31), and got the same results as the one presented above,
conﬁrming yet again that the observed behavior is a consequence of the sample alone.
4.3.4 Excitonic Mott transition in coupled quantum wells
With a ﬁrst set of negative results for samples of low In content, we investigated whether
the interwell coupling could be detrimental for condensation. We showed in the previous
chapter that the oscillator strength of the exciton states in coupled QWs was lower
compared to the single QW case. The question is to determine whether the exciton
saturation is similarly aﬀected. Therefore, we seek to extract the Mott transition density
for a single QW and a stack of three by comparing PL measurements. Ideally, if three
uncoupled QWs are used, the measured PL at saturation should correspond to three
times that of a single well.
Generally speaking, the Mott transition describes the conducting (or sometimes superfuild)
to insulator transition [115]. This transition is usually described within the (Bose-)
Hubbard model in terms of the ratio between hopping and on-site interaction [116];
for large hoping constant, the particles are delocalized (superﬂuid phase) while strong
interaction means that the particles are localized (insulating phase or Mott insulator). The
excitonic Mott transition represents the transition from an exciton gas to an electron-hole
plasma [117]. Here the exciton gas is insulating while the electron-hole plasma is not
(although not a superﬂuid). Two eﬀects mainly come into play: the exciton blue shift
due to exciton-exciton interaction and the renormalization of the band gap with density
which is proportional to n1/3, n being the carrier density [118,119]. The Mott transition
should occur when the exciton, and band gap energies are equal. Usually, we assume that
this transition occurs for the same density needed to lose the strong coupling (it is not
possible to have excitons in weak coupling at large density). A more detailed description
can be found in [120].
The experiment was performed using the setup described in section 3.1 in reﬂection
geometry, and using the laser diode for excitation (spot size of 10 μm). In order to
measure the QW saturation, we must use a pinhole to ﬁlter the real space and collect only
the PL signal coming from the highest excitation density. For each sample, the alignment
of the MO and pinhole is adjusted at high excitation power to properly measure the
saturation plateau, and to make sure that we are measuring the right position. This
means that the excitation density might vary for both sets of experiments.
Figure 4.7 presents the PL measurements for a single QW sample (a)-(c) and a QW stack
(b)-(d). The main characteristics of the transition are clearly observed for both samples.
First we see a broadening of the exciton peak. At around P = 2 mW, the lineshape is no
longer lorentzian, the exponential tail at high energy reaches the peak maximum, and the
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coupled QW states are no longer visible. This is where the Mott transition should occur.
As the excitation is increased further, the QW saturates which is seen by the appearance
of a plateau (corresponding to the 2D density of states). We also see indications of the
exciton Mott transition from the thicker GaAs layers (100 nm on both sides of the QW).
Figure 4.7 – PL spectra for increasing excitation density for (a) single QW (sample D-13,
10 nm, 5% In) and (b) a single stack of three QWs. (sample D-15, 10 nm well with 6 nm
spacer, 5% In). (c)-(d) same as for (a) and (b) but for a smaller energy window.
From these measurements, we can extract the density in the electron-hole plasma phase
by ﬁtting the measured PL lineshape by the convolution of a lorenztian and the radiative
recombination of the electron-hole system. The latter is given by:
Rsp(h¯ω) =
πe2
2h¯m20ω
2
|E|2D2Dcv (h¯ω)fe(h¯ω)(1− fh(h¯ω)) (4.1)
where fe, and fh are electron and hole quasi-Fermi distribution. For a 2D system, they
are directly linked to the carrier density, since the quasi-Fermi energy depends on density.
These functions are [120,121]:
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fe(h¯ω) =
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)
+ 1
]−1
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)
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)
. (4.5)
D2Dcv is the electron and hole joint density of state (JDOS) given by [121]:
D2Dcv (h¯ω) =
μ∗
πh¯2
θ(h¯ω − EG), (4.6)
where μ∗ is the carrier reduced mass, and θ is the Heaviside function, and EG the band
gap energy. We ﬁt the PL signal and extract the dependence of the carrier density n with
excitation power. These equations do not apply for the exciton (the ﬁt gets worse as we
go to lower excitation power), hence we extrapolate the density down to the excitation
power where the Mott transition seems to occur. These ﬁts do have a large number of free
parameters (linewidth, EG, n, T ). In our case, we are able to extract the temperature
from the high energy tail of the GaAs signal. Furthermore, the width of the signal is
primarily given by the carrier density n, hence the uncertainty is reasonable even if the
complete lineshape is not perfectly reproduced. The height of the signal is given by a
scaling factor which is determined at high power and constant for all ﬁts of the same
series.
Figure 4.8 (a) compares the measured signal from both samples for speciﬁc excitation
power. Both samples seem to pass the Mott transition around P = 2 mW. Close to the
transition, we notice that the PL intensity from both samples is almost the same while
the QW signal from the coupled QWs is higher passed the Mott transition. This is a
consequence of the number of wells in the stack which changes the JDOS for the coupled
QWs compared to the single QW case. In principle, we should ﬁt using a step function
for the three main electron-hole states. However, these steps come almost invisible due
to the large linewidth used in the convolution. Instead we simply multiply by three the
amplitude factor obtained from the single QW ﬁt which allows to compare the carrier
densities.
Figure 4.8 (b) shows an example of the ﬁt for the single QW sample at an excitation
power of P=30 mW, where the dark blue curve is the convolution of equation 4.1 with a
lorentizan. The light blue curve corresponds to the donor-acceptor in GaAs. The light
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Figure 4.8 – (a) PL spectra for increasing power of the single QW sample (D-13, solid
lines) and the QW stack (D-15, dashed lines). (b) PL spectrum of the single QW sample
for an excitation power of P=30 mW, and details of the ﬁt used to evaluate the density.
(c) Carrier density as a function of excitation power. The solid line is a guide to the eye.
red curve is the dominant signal from GaAs ﬁtted with a Voigt function. Its energy
position depends on the excitation power to consider the eﬀect of saturation (instead of
electron-hole recombination pass the Mott transition). The orange curve is the GaAs
exciton signal which comes from the bottom layer of GaAs where the excitation density is
lower (its energy does not change with density). Finally, ﬁgure 4.8 (c) shows the carrier
densities obtained from the ﬁtting procedure for both samples as a function of excitation
power. For a given excitation power, the carrier density is always lower for the QW stack
compared to the single QW. Since the Mott transition occurred around P=2 mW where
the Mott density for the QW stack is ∼ 70± 5%. This value is reasonable compared to
the decrease of oscillator strength measured in the previous chapter. Hence, interwell
coupling might accelerate the strong to weak coupling transition. However, the diﬀerence
is not signiﬁcant enough that such a change of the Mott density could be the dominating
factor preventing polariton condensation in our samples.
4.4 High Indium content microcavities
For a second series of samples, we turned to QWs with high In content (8-14%). First,
this should limit the eﬀect of interwell coupling provided that the barrier is large enough.
Second, it should allow for the capture and the relaxation via LO-phonon scattering (for
electron and hole) by the use of LO-phonon (∼ 36 meV). The main drawback as we will
see is the increase of disorder in the top DBR mirror.
4.4.1 Photoluminescence of quantum well stacks
As for the low In QWs, we begin by characterizing the QW quality to the design giving
the highest sample quality. Figure 4.9 shows the PL for three samples, each with a single
7 nm QW, but for diﬀerent In contents (when increasing In, the quality will be better for
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thinner QWs). As expected, increasing the In content lowers the exciton energy. The
band edge is visible as a shoulder on the high energy side for all samples (binding energy
of ∼ 8 meV), while the linewidth varies between 2-2.2 meV (mainly inhomogeneous,
due to disorder). Although it is almost four times that of 3% In QWs, these values are
comparable to the best found in the literature [122–124], demonstrating the high quality
of our samples.
Figure 4.9 – PL for three single QW samples with increasing In content (D-37, D-39,
and D-40 see appendix B for a description of the samples).
Second, we checked whether the QWs would be coupled when stacked. Figure 4.10
compares the PL from a single 7 nm In0.09Ga0.91As/GaAs to the PL of stacks of three
identical QWs with decreasing spacer thickness. For a spacer of 12 nm, the linewidth and
energy between the single QW and the stack are almost the same. However, the PL of
the QW stack starts to red shift for a spacer of 10 nm, indicating a slight appearance
of coupling. At a spacer thickness of 6 nm, the single exciton peak becomes structured,
meaning that the coupling between the wells is considerable. These results show that
a spacer of 12 nm or more should be used in order to minimize the eﬀect of multimode
coupling in the microcavity.
4.4.2 Nonlinear property of high Indium microcavities
We used a slightly diﬀerent approach to optimize the microcavity samples for this set of
experiments. The samples are grown in two steps to overcome as much as possible the
ﬂuctuation of the MBE (see section 2.2.3). First, the bottom DBR is grown followed
by the cavity spacer and QWs. The growth is stopped before the end of the desired
spacer thickness to have a half cavity with a thin cavity spacer. Then, we perform a
room temperature reﬂectivity of the half-cavity sample (without cleaving the sample) and
compare the result with the transfer matrix simulation to evaluate the growth ﬂuctuation.
Having a thinner spacer turns out to be ideal since, for the case of half cavity, we are able
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Figure 4.10 – Comparison of PL from a single 7 nm QW with 9% In (sample D-34, dark
blue) with stacks of three QWs of same composition. (a) QW stack with 12 nm spacer
(sample D-35), (b) 10 nm spacer (sample D-37), and (c) 6 nm spacer (sample D-36). See
appendix B for a description of the samples.
to see the bottom of the broad cavity mode in reﬂectivity when its energy is higher than
the GaAs band gap (∼ 868 nm at room temperature). Hence, we can evaluate the actual
thicknesses grown with a better precision. Afterward, we can adjust the design of the top
part of the sample to position the cavity mode at the right energy. Before the regrowth,
we must clean the surface of the sample with a hydrogen plasma otherwise the native
oxide of GaAs will not allow to get a high-quality material. Finally, in some cases, the
half cavity is cleaved in half, and regrowth is performed on the half wafer. That way, we
get two chances to get the sample right. The half sample is mounted in the MBE with a
dummy half substrate on a full wafer holder to keep the wedge of the sample identical for
the bottom and top part.
In the following, we present the results obtained for sample F-40. It consists in a
27/30 bottom/top DBR 7λ/2-cavity with 6 pairs of 8 nm, In0.09Ga0.91As QWs with a
12 nm spacer. Each QW stack is centered at the antinode of the electric ﬁeld inside the
microcavity. Although the cavity spacer is relatively large (∼ 850 nm), it is still smaller
than the eﬀective length inside the DBRs (∼ 2 μm). However, the Rabi splitting will
decrease if we continue to increase the spacer thickness to include additional QW stacks.
The power measurements were done using the high power laser diode at λ = 660 nm with
the same setup as for the Mott transition experiment (see section 3.1). The excitation
spot in the case is ∼ 10 μm. We also placed a pinhole in between the two lenses as shown
in ﬁgure 3.2 in order to extract the PL only from the center of the excitation spot.
Figure 4.11 (a) shows the dispersion of sample F-40 for low excitation power. Both
polariton branches are clearly seen, allowing to extract a Rabi splitting of only Ω0 = 6 meV,
a cavity detuning of δ = −Ω0/3 = −2 meV, hence an excitonic fraction at k = 0 of
|X|2 = 0.34. The linewidth for the ground state is FWHM=230 μeV (Q-factor of Q≈6100),
indicating a relatively large inhomogeneous broadening. Figure 4.11 (b)-(d) shows the
dispersion for diﬀerent excitation power. A linear scale is used here to emphasize the
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Figure 4.11 – (a)-(d) PL intensity map in log scale of the dispersion for increasing
excitation power for sample F-40. The red curves are the strong coupling model ﬁt and
the dashed lines are the uncoupled modes. The ﬁt was performed on the low power data
and is the same for each panel. (e) Integrated intensity at k = 0 as a function of excitation
power. (f) Energy (black) and linewidth (red) at k = 0 as a function of excitation power.
The horizontal dashed lines indicates the position of the lower polariton and the cavity
mode extracted from the ﬁt at low power. The red and blue dashed lines are a guide to
the eye to indicate the linewidth extremum and the intensity threshold.
energy variation of the peak intensity. We clearly see that the lower polariton mode blue
shifts until it reaches the bare cavity mode.
One might be tempted to claim a polariton condensate by only looking at ﬁgure 4.11 (c).
However, the integrated intensity as a function of power as well as the evolution of the
emission energy and linewidth says otherwise (see ﬁgure 4.11(e), and (f)). There is a
single intensity threshold, and it occurs when the emission energy coincides with the
bare cavity mode. Hence, what we observe is again a nice transition from strong to weak
coupling. An interesting feature for this case is that the decrease of linewidth is less
abrupt, and occurs before the threshold (the small feature in intensity at this position is
not a non-linearity, but an artefact caused by the normalization of the intensity). This
represents a more accurate evolution of the linewidth compared to previous cases. Here
the lorentzian ﬁt of the emission at k = 0 includes only the signal from the center of the
beam.
To emphasize that any claim for condensation cannot rely simply on intensity map, we
compare in ﬁgure 4.12 the same image taken for a power of P=40 mW either in linear
color scale as in ﬁgure 4.12 (c) or in log scale. With a proper choice of boundary and
color scale, it is easy to mimic a polariton condensate (large intensity at k = 0, below the
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Figure 4.12 – PL intensity map of the dispersion for sample F-40 for an excitation power
of P=40 mW in (a) linear color scale, and (b) in log scale.
bare cavity mode). However, the same image in log scale clearly shows the appearance of
the cavity dispersion. In general, it is advisable to work with a large intensity dynamic
and a logarithmic color scale to properly show the state of the system. This is why we
used a color scale where the highest color contrast is placed on the weak signal for all our
color maps.
Finally, we studied one last microcavity design with 15 QWs, placed in 5 stacks of
three QW (15 nm spacer, to avoid interwell coupling) in a 3λ-cavity (sample F-46b, see
appendix B). That way the coupling should be increased (Ω0 ∼ 7.5 meV), while the
carrier density per well is decreased. In this scenario, the disorder became so large that
photon conﬁnement occurred at diﬀerent positions on the sample (see ﬁgure 4.13). The
power measurements showed ﬁrst weak coupling lasing on the conﬁned mode before lasing
on the 2D cavity mode.
Figure 4.13 – (a)-(b) PL intensity map of the dispersion for sample F-46 for two positions
on the sample.
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4.5 Discussion
By the time these last results were obtained, the MBE growth was focused mainly
on single QW microcavities for the realization of new conﬁned structures like the one
realized back in 2004 [22] (see chapters 5, and 7), hence we were not able to pursue our
investigation. Although condensation was not achieved, there are a few points to discuss
in order to understand what could be the limiting factors for condensation with InGaAs
QWs compared to GaAs/AlAs QWs.
The ﬁrst criterion is the cavity losses. Similarly to laser cavity, stimulation will take
place only if the gain compensate the losses. This was the main criteria to achieve
condensation for GaAs-QW based microcavity, where increasing the number of DBR pairs
from 16/20 to 26/30 (while keeping a Rabi splitting of Ω0 = 15 meV) allowed to reach
condensation [8, 107]. In the present study, we used higher number of DBR pairs, with a
higher refractive index contrast (AlAs/GaAs compared to Al0.8Ga0.2As/Al0.05Ga0.95As).
Hence, the theoretical photon lifetime in our cavity should be higher. The increased
amount of disorder might be the problem here. As we stated earlier, disorder by itself
does not prevent condensation, but it might lead to the appearance of leaky modes
that increase cavity losses. Indeed, the low quality factor obtained for a sample with
27/30 DBR pairs might be an indication of this. In that regard, incorporating strain
compensating layers in the DBR [101] or using AlGaAs [104] might prove useful to increase
the Q-factor. High Q-factors (>10000) were obtained for low In QW microcavity, but
interwell coupling limited the coupling strength.
This leads to the second criterion which is the value of the Rabi splitting. From our
measurements, it seems that the Rabi splitting obtained for the case of 12 or 15 QWs, is
not that high. We discussed in section 1.5.2 that the important factor for condensation
(to maintain the bosonic character of the system) was the ratio between the Rabi splitting
of a single well to the saturation density (gpaeN), not the Rabi splitting of the full cavity.
Nonetheless, if the Rabi splitting of the full cavity is not maximized, this might indicate
that the coupling strength of some of the QWs is less than the optimal case (single QW
microcavity). Three things must be considered here. First, increasing the Indium content
tends to decrease the oscillator strength which will lower the coupling strength of each
well. Second, for the large number of QW needed, the cavity spacer thickness starts to
inﬂuence the coupling strength. Third, the placement of the QWs inside the cavity spacer
can greatly aﬀect the overlap with the ﬁeld. For example, for the stacks of three QWs
with 15 nm spacer, the overlap changes by ∼ 20 % between the center well and the other
two. If the stack is misplaced in the cavity due to growth ﬂuctuations, then one of the
outer QW of the stack will saturate quicker simply because its coupling strength is less.
Due to the problems encountered with the MBE machine, it was not possible to evaluate
whether we obtained the highest coupling strength for a given cavity design. We can
evaluate the relative oscillator strength for a low In content QW to the one expected for
the 15 QWs microcavity by comparing the Rabi splittings (Ω0 ∝
√
N∗f/Leff , where N∗
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is the eﬀective number of QW, due to the overlap with the ﬁeld). Using a Rabi splitting
of Ω0 = 3.5 meV for a λ-cavity as a reverence, and a coupling strength of 0.8 that of the
center QW for the 15 QW microcavity, we get a ratio of oscillator strength of ∼ 0.44.
This would correspond to the ratio between the oscillator strength of a 9% In QW to a
4% In QW. This value seems a bit low, indicating that it should be possible to improve
the coupling inside the microcavity.
The third criterion is the saturation density leading to the Mott transition and the
transition to the weak coupling regime. From the last comment, we see that the saturation
density should be compared to the coupling strength of the least coupled QWs. Of course,
this would induce a weak coupling transition quicker than expected. However, what
we have not considered up to now is the eﬀect of the reservoir density on the weak
coupling transition. It is well known that the eﬀect of the reservoir must be considered
to understand the polariton blue shift and the pumping of the condensate. We will
see in chapter 6 that in general, reservoir terms must be added as dephasing, and as a
saturation of the light-matter interaction (also see appendix A). Hence, the condition for
condensation stated in equation 1.51b should also include the density inside the reservoir.
We can restate this condition as:
g0N
− +
∑
i
giN
i
R 	
Ω−0
2
, (4.7a)
gpaeN
− +
∑
i
gipaeN
i
R 	
Ω−0
2
, (4.7b)
where N− is the exciton density in the least coupled QW, Ω−0 is its corresponding coupling
strength, N iR is the reservoir density for a given state i, gi is a reservoir-exciton repulsion
interaction term, and gipae is the phase space ﬁlling from the same reservoir state. Provided
the reservoir density is large, then it is possible that the saturation starts to take place
before bosonic stimulation. In other words, the density at k = 0 must compete with
the total exciton density of the system in order to reach polariton condensation and not
VCSEL lasing. Furthermore, including reservoir-induced dephasing eﬀect will tend to
decrease the density of the polariton ground state which is also detrimental.
The remaining question is to understand why polariton condensation does not seem to
work for InGaAs QWs while it does for GaAs QWs. For this, we can look at the material
parameters themselves. We can compare our results to other GaAs QW based microcavity
that showed condensation. Four notable cavity designs have demonstrated condensation,
their cavity designs are given in table 4.1.
As expected, the highest coupling strength occurs for a small cavity spacer, a design which
is not possible for InGaAs QW because of the shallowness of the QWs and the boundary
conditions imposed by the GaAs spacer. AlGaAs could be used as the spacer material;
however the growth of high-quality QWs using two ternary materials is far from trivial.
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Table 4.1 – Description of the microcavity samples that showed condensation. ΩQW =
Ω0/
√
NQW is the estimated Rabi splitting of a single QW in a cavity having NQW QWs.
All samples use diﬀerent ratio of AlxGa1−xAs for the spacer and DBR mirrors.
Cavity spacer DBR (top/bottom) NQW Ω0 (meV) ΩQW (meV) ref.
λ/2 26/30 12 (3x4) 15 4.33 [8]
5λ/2 32/35 12 (4x3) 9 2.6 [125,126]
3λ/2 34/40 12 (3x4) 16 4.6 [127,128]
λ/2 32/37 8 (2x4) 11.5 4.06 [44]
Apart from the second sample, all samples show a larger coupling strength than the
typical value for a single InGaAs QW (Ω0 = 3.2− 3.6 meV). This gives some indication
that the oscillator strength is indeed larger for GaAs QW, and that the Mott transition
should occur at higher densities. Moreover, the fact that the single QW coupling strength
is less for the 5λ/2-cavity than for InGaAs QW suggest that the saturation (or phase
space ﬁlling) term gpae is lower for GaAs QW compared to InGaAs/GaAs QW. If the
saturation density is twice that of InGaAs QW, we would need to double the number of
QW in the cavity which will decrease the overall coupling strength. Hence, it may be
that from a design point of view, InGaAs QW microcavity do not allow to satisfy the
criteria for condensation. This should be tested for instance by comparing Mott transition
density of a single InGaAs QW to a GaAs one to see if this is the dominant factor.
Finally, there is another diﬀerence between InGaAs and GaAs microcavity which is the
use of GaAs in the spacer, and DBR mirrors. For GaAs QW microcavity samples, all
the carriers are created directly in the QW layers since the band gap of AlGaAs it at
a higher energy than the laser. For our samples, we create carriers in all GaAs layers
which then relax in the QWs. Although excitons in the DBRs will not tunnel down to
the QWs, the carrier density inside the spacer may act as a considerable reservoir for the
system. It might be possible that this reservoir in fact accelerates the saturation of the
QW, which is what we stated in equation 4.7b. The best way to test this would be to
design a microcavity with high In content such that the ﬁrst minimum of the reﬂectivity
is below the GaAs band gap energy. That way, we could excite directly inside the QW,
and avoid having carriers in the GaAs layers. Of course, the best way to verify this would
be to use a sample where the optical disorder is small, and the coupling strength has
been optimized.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have studied the non-linear properties of microcavities designed with
InGaAs QWs. We have tested samples with low and high In content, with QW stacks of
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two or three QWs, and for 9 to 15 QWs inside the cavity spacer. For every design studied,
a single threshold only was measured and the resulting emission energy was always on
the bare cavity mode. Hence, all of the samples showed photon lasing and not polariton
condensation. We have also conﬁrmed that applying a magnetic ﬁeld had almost no
eﬀect on the strong to weak coupling transition, and did not allow to reach polariton
condensation. In order to obtain condensation with InGaAs QWs, optical disorder should
be decreased by the use of strain compensation layers in the DBR mirrors, the Rabi
splitting for a given microcavity sample optimized, and the stop band designed to have
a ﬁrst minimum in reﬂectivity below the GaAs band gap energy. Mott density should
also be compared between GaAs and InGaAs QWs in order to evaluate whether InGaAs
QWs have much lower saturation density, and if we are instead limited by the material
parameters themselves.
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5 Spatial multistability and
cross interactions
This chapter is the ﬁrst of two devoted to the study of resonantly excited conﬁned
polaritons. In the previous chapters, the polariton population originated from charge
relaxation in the microcavity. Here we are interested in the case where the laser energy
is resonant or quasi-resonant to the polariton energy. In this experimental scheme, the
laser imprints its phase and in-plane momentum onto the polariton ﬂuid. This allows for
example to launch a ﬂuid at a given speed and study eﬀects like superﬂuidity [14], dark [16,
17] and bright solitons [15] as well as vortex nucleation [12] and vortex streets [129]. Early
studies of resonantly excited polaritons also demonstrated the eﬀect of polariton parametric
scattering when the polariton is excited at the inﬂection point of its dispersion [3–5,130].
In this chapter, we are interested in a diﬀerent type of experiment, where instead of
launching a polariton ﬂuid, we excite one or more conﬁned polariton modes inside a
mesa. The principle of the zero dimensional microcavity was discussed in section 1.3.2.
The conﬁnement allows to obtain large density of polaritons which is ideal to investi-
gate polariton-polariton interactions (see section 1.5), speciﬁcally through the polariton
multistability.
The polariton bi-multistability is a special case of optical bistability, where an optically
driven system has two possible output intensities over a range of input powers [131].
When more than two output intensities are allowed either when cycling the input power
or for a given input value, the result is an optical multistability, as was observed for
example for atomic systems in an optical resonator [132–135].
There exists a diﬀerent kind of optical multistability called spatial multistability which
consists of having speciﬁc transverse spatial proﬁles for each of the stable states of the
optical multistability. This eﬀect was ﬁrst demonstrated using a HeNe laser cavity [136],
as well as other gas lasers [137, 138] and was theoretically discussed in Refs. [139, 140]. It
relies on being able to select and switch between laser cavity modes out of a superposition
of modes either by injecting the right phase pattern or by displacing a saturable absorber
inside the cavity. In this chapter, we demonstrate this eﬀect using conﬁned polaritons,
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and through it, discuss polariton-polariton cross interactions. Part of the work presented
has been published in [28].
5.1 Polariton bistability and spin multistability
The bistability and spin multistability of microcavity polaritons have been extensively
studied both theoretically [141–147] and experimentally [6, 148–156]. It relies on exciting
the microcavity using a laser blue detuned with respect to the lower polariton branch
(LP) and to measure the transmitted laser intensity. When cycling the excitation power,
a hysteresis curve is observed that is a consequence of the Kerr-like nonlinearity induced
by exciton-exciton interactions [6].
In order to understand the origin of this eﬀect, we start with the Gross-Pitaevskii equation
in the polariton basis. We recall equation 1.48:
ih¯ψ˙LP = (LP − iγLP + α1|ψLP |2)ψLP + fext. (5.1)
The driving ﬁeld is deﬁned as:
fext =
√
I0e
−iElt/h¯, (5.2)
where I0 and El are the laser intensity and energy. If we take this equation and multiply
it by its complex conjugate, we obtain a simple analytical equation which is a third order
polynomial in polariton density [157]:
I0 =
[
(α1np −Δ)2 + γ2LP
]
np, (5.3)
where Δ = El−LP is the laser detuning. It is easy to demonstrate that when Δ ≥
√
3γLP ,
this intensity has the characteristic s-shape of a third order polynomial, meaning that for
a range of excitation power, this equation has three solutions, one of which is unstable.
This is the principle of the optical bistability and it the sketched in ﬁgure 5.1. As the
excitation power is increased, the polariton intensity follows the given polynomial. When
it reaches the local maximum, it jumps to the upper branch as shown by the black lines.
When the power is decreased, the intensity follows again the polynomial solution until it
drops down once the local minimum is reached.
We can obtain a better understanding of the process by evaluating the polariton blue
shift a diﬀerent points on the bistability curve. From equation 5.3 we obtain expressions
for the polariton density at the two extrema of the s-shaped curve [157]:
n± =
2Δ±
√
Δ2 − 3γ2LP
3α1
. (5.4)
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Δ Δ/3 
4Δ/3 
Δ 
Figure 5.1 – Scheme of the polariton bistability, showing the polariton intensity as a
function of resonant excitation power. The blue dashed lines shows the analytical solution
of GPE. The value of the polariton blue shift obtained with the analytical model for
speciﬁc positions on the bistability is also depicted. The black line is the laser energy,
the dashed red line is the initial energy of the polariton mode, and the dashed blue line
is the blue shifted polariton mode. Δ is the initial laser detuning with respect to the
polariton mode.
Moreover, we can estimate the polariton density just above the upward threshold by
solving for the excitation density of the upward threshold:
Iup0 =
2Δ− κ
27α1
(
6γ2LP + 2Δ
2 + 2Δκ
)
, (5.5)
with κ =
√
Δ2 − 3γ2LP . Combining equations 5.3 and 5.5 allows to determine the polariton
density above the upward threshold, n′+, and therefore the polariton blue shift δp = α1np.
If we set γLP = 0, the blue shift for these particular points are:
δ+ = α1n+ =
Δ
3
, (5.6a)
δ′+ = α1n
′
+ =
4Δ
3
, (5.6b)
δ− = α1n− = Δ. (5.6c)
We can summarize the bistability process as follows, When the power is increased, the
polariton mode blue shifts due to repulsive polariton-polariton interactions. A strong
nonlinear jump of the transmitted intensity occurs when the energy shift equals the
critical blue shift δ+ (one third the laser detuning if there is no loss, higher when losses
are considered). At this point, the polariton mode energy if shifted above that of the
resonant laser. As the power is decreased, the polariton mode stays locked to the laser
until the gain from the input laser can no longer compensate the polariton losses. This
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occurs for the following reason. As the density decreases, so does the blue shift. Because
the polariton mode is above the laser energy, a decrease of blue shift increases its overlap
with the laser, hence increasing the density. Once the polariton mode energy equals the
laser energy, the slight decrease of density will push the mode below the laser, causing it
to unlock. The upward threshold power Pup is therefore sensitive to the polariton density
while the downward threshold power Pdown is sensitive to the polariton linewidth and
dephasing.
5.1.1 Procedure for Numerical Simulations
The analytical model is useful to understand the polariton bistability but its usage is
limited when we want to study the phenomenon in greater detail. For this, we turn to
numerical simulations of the system and use the GPE in the exciton-photon basis, as
given by equation 1.47:
ih¯χ˙ = (x − iγx + g0|χ|2)χ+ Ω0
2
φ, (5.7a)
ih¯φ˙ = (c − iγc)φ+ Ω0
2
χ+ fext, (5.7b)
where χ and φ is the exciton polarization and the photon mean ﬁeld, and fext is given by
equation 5.2. Working in the exciton-photon basis has one main advantage: namely that
the exciton and photon fractions are automatically renormalized with density when the
system is solved as a function of excitation density. Therefore, both the exciton-exciton
interaction and the pumping eﬃciency of the excitation laser into the cavity (or quasimode
coupling [5]) are adjusted directly from solving the system of equations. Indeed, we know
that the higher the excitonic fraction, the more the polariton should interact, and the
more photon-like polariton is, the more eﬃcient it will couple to a photon mode out of
the cavity. Since the Hopﬁeld coeﬃcients vary with the density, these coupling constants
will also vary within a bistability cycle, something that cannot be done using the GPE in
the polariton basis as in equation 5.1.
To simulate a bistability curve, we solve equations 5.7 temporally for a given input
intensity I0 until a steady state is reached, as depicted in ﬁgure 5.2 (a). Once this is
obtained, we inject the steady state value of the complex exciton and photon amplitudes
as initial conditions for the second step of power. We obtain the bistable curve numerically
by cycling the input intensity and plotting the steady state photon intensity |φ|2 as a
function of the excitation power as shown in ﬁgure 5.7 (b). The advantage of this method
is that the bistability thresholds occur directly within the simulation.
Three things must be considered carefully when performing these simulations. First, when
the system evolves in time, there is a given phase relation between the input laser and
the polariton mode. This phase relation must be maintained when the resonant power
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Figure 5.2 – Numerical simulation of polariton bistability using the GPE in the exciton-
photon basis (equations 5.7). (a) Temporal evolution of the photon mean ﬁeld |φ|2 and
(b) complete hysteresis loop simulated. The temporal scale is normalized by the resonant
laser energy El. The blue (red) curve corresponds to low (high) excitation power at the
position indicated by the colored dots in (b).
is increased (when the steady-state solution is used as initial conditions), otherwise we
generate a phase jump which falsely aﬀects the bistability width. This can be avoided
by normalizing the time scale by the laser energy. Second, the discretization in time
should be suﬃcient and the time window large enough in order to reach the steady state.
Finally, the accuracy on the threshold powers will depend on the power discretization.
An appropriate compromise must be reached between the number of points, in time and
power, and the actual time needed to perform the simulation.
5.1.2 Inﬂuence of Key Parameters on the Bistability
The polariton hysteresis loop depends mainly on three parameters: the laser detuning
Δ, the cavity detuning δ, and the polariton linewidth (see equations 5.7). We can study
the eﬀect of these key parameters through simulation by scanning one parameter while
keeping the other two ﬁxed. The exciton-exciton interaction strength g0 only act as a
scaling parameter; changing its value only aﬀects the range of excitation power of the
hysteresis loop. The Rabi splitting Ω0 is also a scaling parameter since it changes the
Hopﬁeld coeﬃcients for a given absolute value of the cavity detuning.
Figure 5.3 presents simulated hysteresis loops as a function of (a) the laser detuning Δ,
(b) exciton linewidth, and (c) cavity detuning. In each panel, the red curve corresponds
to the same set of default parameters. First, in ﬁgure 5.3 (a) we see that the increase of
laser detuning Δ pushes both thresholds to higher power while increasing the bistability
width. This is in agreement with the criteria for the polariton blue shift at the onset
of the upward and downward thresholds (equations 5.6a and 5.6c). Since the critical
polariton blue shift depends on Δ, the larger the laser detuning, the more power will be
needed to reach this critical value. The locking of the polariton mode to the laser will
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also last longer, hence increasing the bistability width.
Figure 5.3 – Numerical simulations of polariton hysteresis loops using the GPE in the
exciton-photon basis (equations 5.7) while varying (a) the laser detuning Δ, (b) the
exciton linewidth γx and (c) the cavity detuning δ. In each panel, the red curve represents
the same set of parameters namely Δ = 0.3 meV, γx = 15 μeV, and δ = 0.
Next, we see from ﬁgure 5.3 (b) that increasing the exciton linewidth (which increases the
polariton linewidth) has almost no eﬀect on the upward threshold power Pup while the
downward threshold power Pdown is pushed to higher excitation power. This also reﬂects
our basic interpretation of the polariton bistability; Pup is dominated by the repulsive
interactions while Pdown is sensitive to the losses.
Finally, ﬁgure 5.3 (c) shows that if the photonic fraction of the polariton mode changes
from 85 % to 50 % (−Ω0 < δ < 0 see section 1.4.1), both thresholds are pushed to
lower values. This is caused by the increase of the interaction strength with the excitonic
fraction. However, by changing the excitonic fraction from 50 % to 85 % (0 < δ < Ω0 see
section 1.4.1), the upward threshold goes back to slightly larger values. This is caused by
the quasimode coupling of the laser ﬁeld to the polariton mode. The more the polariton
mode is excitonic, the less it couples to the excitation laser, which compensates for the
increase of interaction strength. The optimal condition is found around δ = 0 where the
interaction strength is considerable and the thresholds are reached for lower excitation
power.
5.1.3 From spin to spatial multistability
The idea behind the spatial mutlistability induced by cross interactions is closely linked
to the polariton spin multistability. Speciﬁcally, the spinor multistability is achieved by
rotating the polarization of the input laser on the Poincaré sphere to trigger the polariton-
polariton spinor interactions in order to obtain a multistable pseudo-spin system [148].
Part of the eﬀect is due to the asymmetry of the polariton trap. Because the mesas are
slightly elliptical, the unpolarized ground state of a circular mesa is split into two linearly
polarized states, oriented along its symmetry axes. We can represent the system using the
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spinor GPE in the exciton-photon basis [158] which is a generalization of equations 5.7:
ih¯χ˙± = (x − i(γx + β|χ∓|2) + α1|χ+|2 + α2|χ−|2)χ± + Ω0
2
φ±, (5.8a)
ih¯φ˙± = (c − iγc)φ± + Ω0
2
χ± +
lin
2
φ∓ + fext, (5.8b)
n˙R = 2β|χ+|2|χ−|2 − γRnR (5.8c)
where the subscript ± denote either σ+ or σ− polarized mean ﬁelds. The spinor exciton-
exciton interaction strengths are denoted α1 and α2 for same and opposite spins (with
α2 ≈ −0.1α1). The term lin simulates the linear splitting of the trap and the driving
ﬁeld can excite both branches depending on its degree of polarization. Equation 5.8c
represents the loss due to biexciton formation and is added for completeness, although it
is not needed for the present discussion. We see from this system of equations that at
low density, the polariton eigenmodes are orthogonal and linearly polarized due to lin.
The basis turns to circularly polarized at large density because of the spinor interactions
and the two independent modes interact with one another. Moreover, the population
of both states will depend on the degree of polarization of the excitation laser. Then,
the overall competition between the excitation laser polarization, spinor interactions and
cavity anisotropy dictates the possible outcome of the multistability [152,155,158].
Having these considerations in mind, we can ask whether it is possible to generate a
multistable system using many excited states of a mesa instead of its polarization-split
ground state. If it is the case, do these polariton modes interact with one another,
similarly to the spinor case. We will see in the rest of the chapter that indeed, cross
interactions are not limited to spinor interactions, and that the resulting multistable
system exhibits distinct spatial properties.
The mechanism can be seen as a generalization of the spinor multistability that is, a cross
interaction of more than two independent polariton modes. At low density, the polarized
polariton states are orthogonal as a consequence of in-plane momentum conservation of
the exciton-photon interaction [46,53]. At high enough density, these polaritons start to
interact due to the spin dependence of the exciton-exciton interactions. For our circular
traps, the conﬁned polariton modes are initially orthogonal due to the orthogonality
of the photon modes [46, 159]; however, they evolve with increasing density since they
originate from the same exciton state.
5.2 Experimental setup and sample characteristics
5.2.1 Setup
A scheme of the experimental setup used for this study is presented in ﬁgure 5.4. The setup
allows for both resonant and non-resonant excitation, independently or simultaenously
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(see chapter 6). A standard HeNe laser is used for non-resonant excitation in reﬂection
geometry. The microscope objective MO of NA=0.5 is used for both the non-resonant
excitation and collection and the sample is kept at ∼4 K in a helium ﬂow crysotat. The
emitted or transmitted signal can either be sent to a simple CCD (with its own focusing
lens, not depicted here) to image the surface of the sample or to a spectrometer and CCD.
The set of lenses L2 to L5 is used to either image the real space or k-space simply by
removing or keeping L4 (f4 = 30 cm). When L4 is placed, all focal points of adjacent
lenses coincide in order to propagate the k-space image. The ﬁrst two lenses have the
same focal length of f2,3 = 10 cm, and propagate the collimated beam while L5 of focal
length f5 = 25 cm focuses the image on the slits of the spectrometer. The focal length of
L5 is chosen in order to create a large spot onto the entrance slits. This allows to perform
an energy resolved tomography by translating the focusing lens L5 with a motorized
stage in front of the spectrometer. With this procedure, we can recover the full spatial or
dispersion proﬁle of the polariton. Finally, the 1 m spectrometer is equipped with a 600
grooves per mm grating and a CCD with 26 μm pixels, which, combined with the spot
size at the entrance gives a measured resolution of 70 μeV.
Ti:Sapphire laser 
HeNe laser 
GP 
BS1 
BS2 
λ/4 
L1 MO 
Cryostat 
Spectro+ 
CCD λ/2 
D2 
CCD 
GP 
D1 
Power 
control 
L2 
L6 
L4 L5 
L3 
Figure 5.4 – Scheme of the experimental setup for bistability experiments. GP are Glan
polarizers, BS are beam splitters, Li are lenses, MO is a microscope objective and Di are
power meters.
For the resonant excitation we use a tunable single mode cw-Ti:Sapphire laser (Spectra-
physics Matisse pumped with a 5 W Millenia laser). The laser is stabilized in frequency
and has a narrow linewidth of 10 MHz (∼40 neV) and amplitude noise of 1.5 % rms. The
amplitude stability is particularly important for bistability measurements since it directly
aﬀects the measured threshold powers and bistability width [156]. The input power is
controlled by a λ/2 wave plate mounted on a motorized rotational stage placed in front
of a Glan polarizer (GP). This allows to vary the power over four orders of magnitude.
The range over which the sweep is performed can be adjusted with a variable neutral
density ﬁlter placed on the optical path. The laser beam then passes through a 90:10
pellicle beam splitter (BS1) to measure the power with a Thorlabs Si photodiode power
meter D1. A combination of Glan polarizer and λ/4 wave plate on a rotational stage
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allows to prepare the beam in any polarization state. It is placed just before the sample
to avoid any dephasing due to reﬂection. Of course, both polarizers are aligned with the
same axis to maximize the signal. The beam is focused on the sample with the lens L1 of
focal length f1 = 5 cm creating an excitation spot size of φ ≈ 30 μm. The transmitted
beam is collected by the same microscope objective MO.
To obtain the hysteresis curve, a Thorlabs power meter D2 is placed directly at the
output. The rotation of the λ/2 wave plate as well as the two power meters are controlled
through a labview program that records the input and output powers as it is cycled with
the wave plate. This method is somewhat slow (few minutes per hysteresis loop) but
it allows to measure the signal over many orders of magnitude which is important in
our studies. A previous version of the setup used electro-optic modulators (EOM) to
control the input power and photodiodes the measure the signal [160]. It allowed to
perform the measurement by sending a 1kHz sine wave into the EOM and do statistics
over many hysteresis curves. However, the photodiode used had a limited dynamical
range; in many cases the lower branch of the loop corresponded to the detection noise
whereas the photodiode was saturated above the threshold. The slower method was
preferred in order to measure the real intensity dynamics of the hysteresis loop.
5.2.2 Mesa sample
The sample used in this study is the famous 1485 sample that was grown by F. Morier-
Genoud and processed by O. El Daïf back in 2004 [22]. It was grown by molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) and consists of a 21 (22) top (bottom) GaAs/AlAs distributed Bragg
reﬂectors (DBR) λ microcavity with a single In0.04Ga0.96As QW placed at the antinode
of the electromagnetic ﬁeld inside the cavity spacer with a vacuum Rabi splitting of
Ω0 = 3.5 meV. The spacer has been chemically etched before the overgrowth of the top
DBR to create circular mesas of 6 nm in height and 3 to 20 μm in diameter that acts as
a conﬁnement potential (9 meV) for light [161]. The resulting number of cavity modes
for a speciﬁc mesa depends on its diameter and deﬁnes the number of conﬁned polariton
modes (one lower and one upper branch for each cavity mode, see section 5.5). In the
present study, we use a mesa of 9 μm in diameter where the fundamental cavity mode
has a detuning of δ = −0.73 meV with respect to the exciton state (1.4845 eV) and a
corresponding polariton ground state excitonic fraction of |X|2 = 0.40. The measured
linewidth of this mode is FWHM = 115 μeV corresponding to a Q-factor of about 13000.
The energy, excitonic fraction and respective cavity detuning for the excited polariton
states are given in table 5.1.
The spatial distribution of these conﬁned states can be visualized via non-resonant PL
either by energy resolving a slice of the spatial proﬁle as shown in ﬁgure 5.5 (a), or by
performing a full tomography of the states, as explained above. With this procedure, we
image the polariton ground state (labeled E1) in ﬁgure 5.5 (b) and the ﬁrst ﬁve excited
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Table 5.1 – Energy, cavity detuning δ and excitonic fraction |X|2 of the ﬁrst ﬁve polariton
states of the studied 9 μm mesa. ΔELP = Ei −E1 is the polariton energy relative to the
energy E1 of the ground state. The cavity detuning for the ith polariton state is deﬁned
as δ = Eci−Ex where Eci is the energy of the ith cavity mode and Ex the exciton energy.
Ei Energy (eV) ΔELP (meV) δ (meV) |X|2
1 1.48235 0.00 -0.73 0.40
2 1.48248 0.13 -0.50 0.43
3 1.48260 0.25 -0.29 0.46
4 1.48284 0.50 0.18 0.53
5 1.48297 0.60 0.47 0.57
states in ﬁgures. 5.5 (c)-(g) (labeled E2 to E6). Since the trap is elliptical, the full circular
symmetry is broken, which lifts the degeneracy of the states of angular quantum number
m for a given radial quantum number n [46, 162]. Hence, the ﬁrst two excited states E2
and E3 correspond to the (n = 1,m = 1) doublet (ﬁgures 5.5(c),(d)) and the excited state
E4 in ﬁgure 5.5 (e) corresponds to a superposition of the even and odd solutions of the
(n = 2,m = 2) state, the energy splitting of which is less than our spectral resolution [162].
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Figure 5.5 – (a) PL intensity as function of energy and position for a 9 μm mesa under
non-resonant excitation. The black dashed line indicates the energy position of the
excitation laser for the multistability experiment and the x marked white line is the
position of the bare exciton. (b)-(g) Spatial proﬁle of the ﬁrst six conﬁned states starting
from the ground state labeled E1 to E6. All intensities are normalized and shown in linear
color scale. The ﬁrst excited state E2 in (c) is hidden in (a) due to the position of the slit
cutting the spatial proﬁle.
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5.3 Spatial multistability experiment
As discussed above, the goal is to excite resonantly a series of conﬁned polariton modes,
and perform the standard experimental procedure to observe the polariton bistability.
In order to observe the spatial multistability, the energy spacing between the polariton
modes should not be too large, otherwise polariton lasing might switch on when increasing
the input power before the multistability occurs. This was observed in 3 μm mesa [163]
and is a consequence of eﬃcient phonon scattering in the mesa [164] and the onset of
bosonic stimulation when the occupation of the ground state reaches the critical density.
For this reason the experiments are performed on a 9 μm mesa instead of a 3 μm one.
The large excitation spot size assure that the mesa is pumped uniformly.
To demonstrate the eﬀect, we excite resonantly the ﬁfth polariton state (E5 situated at
around 1.48297 eV, see ﬁgure 5.5 (a)), well below the fundamental cavity mode (situated
at 1.48378 eV) to maintain the strong coupling regime at high densities. This state is
chosen because its large component at k = 0 allows for an eﬃcient pumping of the system
and its detuning allows to observe the non-linearity of the polariton ground state before
reaching our maximum excitation power.
Figure 5.6 presents the multi-hysteresis cycle resulting from the excitation scheme ex-
plained above while detecting with the power meter (spatially integrating the signal). As
the excitation power is increasing (following the red arrows), we measure three distinct
upward jumps of the transmitted intensity, whereas four downward jumps are observed
when the power is decreasing (blue arrows). A small non-linearity is also visible on the
way up at around 4 mW. To highlight the spatial multistability, we present the spatial
transverse proﬁles of the transmitted signal at the energy of the laser for selected power
positions as indicated by the black arrows in ﬁgure 5.6. By comparing these proﬁles
with the ones measured non resonantly, we clearly recognize that each stable state on
the multi-hysteresis corresponds to one of the excited states of the mesa, starting with
the ﬁfth excited state (see ﬁgure 5.5 (f)) at low excitation power, and shifting down to
the ground state at maximum power. The states are scanned back in opposite order
from the ground state to the ﬁfth excited state when the power is decreased. The spatial
proﬁle of the beam is therefore determined by the lateral conﬁnement of the optical
modes; this mechanism diﬀers from the one based on spontaneous pattern formation due
to transverse instability in resonantly pumped planar microcavity, which was recently
proposed [165,166]. Although the ordering in energy is respected, not all of the states
appear when we increase or decrease the excitation power. On the way up, we are able
to diﬀerentiate the odd from the even (n = 2, m = 2) four-lobe states originating from
E4; however, a single (n = 1, m = 1) two-lobe state appears. The opposite is observed
on the way down: both (n = 1, m = 1) states are scanned (states E2 and E3) but a
single state appears for (n = 2, m = 2). Finally, we observe that, whenever two steady
states are allowed for a given excitation power, they have distinct spatial proﬁles: this
demonstrates the spatial character of the multistability. Simply put, we can switch the
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transverse proﬁle of the laser beam when transmitted through the mesa by only varying
the power, while keeping the wavelength ﬁxed.
Figure 5.6 – Spatial multistability measured on a 9 μm mesa. The black curve shows the
multi-hysteresis cycle when we integrate spatially the transmitted signal. The red (blue)
arrows indicate the path taken when increasing (decreasing) the excitation power. Each
color map represents the spatial proﬁle measured at the energy of the laser for the speciﬁc
power indicated by the black arrows. Each image corresponds to a 10× 10 μm square
and the intensity is normalized from zero to one and shown in linear color scale. The
roman numerals indicate regions on the curve, where the transmitted light was spectrally
resolved and displayed in ﬁgure 5.8.
Additional features are also present on this multistability curve. First, apart from the
three upward thresholds, we observe a smoother non-linearity on the E4 four-lobes state at
around 4 mW, right after the ﬁrst upward threshold. As opposed to the other thresholds,
no bistability is observed when ramping the power up and down this non-linearity (not
shown), but we do measure a change of the spatial proﬁle between the odd and even
solution of the (n = 2, m = 2). Second, when comparing the transverse proﬁle of the E2
state before the last upward threshold and after the ﬁrst downward threshold, we notice
a slight rotation of the symmetry axis as we approach the upward threshold. A rotation
of the spatial pattern was shown to occur through coherent control by imprinting the
phase of the input beam [167]. In our case, the observed phenomena originates from the
cross interactions between polaritons in diﬀerent modes, as explained in section 5.5. Near
the upward threshold, a state that has almost blue shifted up to the laser may induce a
slight rotation of the spatial proﬁle, hence it aﬀects the phase relation it has with the
excitation laser.
We can perform a complementary multi-hysteresis cycle when starting from the point IV
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in ﬁgure 5.6 instead of the lowest excitation power. Figure 5.7 present the multi-hysteresis
cycle obtained in this case, starting on the state E3 up to E1, and going back to E∗4 .
This procedure highlights that the transition between state E2 and E3 is bistable, with a
bistability width of only 1 mW. The energy spacing between the two states explains why
we observe a bistable behavior here and not between E∗4 and E4.
Figure 5.7 – Multi-hysteresis cycle obtained when initializing the system on the second
multistable branch (state E3) and going down to the state E∗4 . The red (blue) arrows
indicate the path taken when increasing (decreasing) the excitation power. The red (blue)
stars show the starting (ﬁnishing) points of the cycle. The inset shows the complete loop
as in ﬁgure 5.6.
5.4 Evidence for polariton-polariton cross-interactions
Based on our derivation of polariton-polariton interaction done in section 1.5, we un-
derstand that the spatial multistability must depend on the evolution of the polariton
density within each mode. The question now is to understand how the polariton-polariton
interactions occur in a multimode system and whether polaritons in diﬀerent modes
interact. When we excite a single polariton mode, it blue shifts until it is locked to the
resonant laser, then it unlocks to create the bistable loop. With the same reasoning,
we can expect that, if the system is driven by a laser blue detuned with respect to N
polariton modes without cross interactions, then we should observe the superposition
of N independent bistable loops, with each polariton mode getting locked to the laser
once their energy equals that of the laser. Since each polariton mode has a particular
spatial proﬁle, the spatial proﬁle of the transmitted laser at each stable branch on the
multistability will be the sum of the proﬁles of each of the states locked to the laser at
that excitation power. However, if repulsive cross interaction exists between the conﬁned
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polariton modes, then, when a polariton mode blue shifts up to the laser energy, it should
unlock the former state from the laser. Having a single polariton mode locked to the laser
on each stable branch of the multistability will result in the spatial multistability.
Therefore, the existence of the polariton spatial multistability is a consequence of cross
interactions. To further conﬁrm this point, we performed direct measurement of the
polariton energy shifts along diﬀerent parts of the full multi-hysteresis cycle (see roman
numerals in ﬁgure 5.6) for a given slice in the x direction of the spatial proﬁle (deﬁned by
the slit of the spectrometer). For example, ﬁgure 5.8(a) presents the spectral evolution
when the excitation power is increased starting after the ﬁrst threshold upward (I), passing
the small non-linearity (II), and crossing the second upward threshold to reach region
(III). Figure 5.8(b) shows the same measurement while decreasing the excitation power,
passing by region (IV) back to (I). The dominant intensity is always at the energy of the
excitation laser, and the white dashed lines indicates the thresholds that are found in
ﬁgure 5.6. In all these PL spectra, one clearly identiﬁes at least one mode much weaker
in intensity (two orders of magnitude) and below the laser energy; moreover, at each
threshold on the multistability curve, we observe an energy jump of each of these lower
energy states. If we perform a tomography of the lowest energy state on either side of the
thresholds up or down (not shown), we ﬁnd that its transverse proﬁle always corresponds
to that of the ground state, while the spatial proﬁle of the transmitted laser changes
according to ﬁgure 5.6.
Figure 5.8 – PL intensity maps measured in transmission as function of the excitation
power. (a) Spectra acquired while increasing power for regions I, II and III in ﬁgure 5.6
and (b) following regions III, IV and back to I for decreasing power. The black arrow
indicates the energy position of the excitation laser. The lower intensity lines at a lower
energy correspond to states that have not reached the laser whereas the ones at higher
energy are states expelled from the resonance. The dashed white lines indicate the
position of the upper (a) and lower (b) thresholds in ﬁgure 5.6.
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Two mechanisms involved in the multistability are evidenced with these measurements.
First, when analyzing the upward thresholds, we see that due to polariton-polariton self
interaction, the polariton state closest in energy to the laser blue shifts up to the laser
energy, where a sharp increase in population occurs (as for polariton bistability). A drastic
switching of the mode proﬁle occurs at this point. Second, when this threshold occurs,
all the lower energy states experience a sudden blue shift, indicating a cross interaction
with the population of the state resonant with the laser. The reverse mechanism is
responsible for the sudden red shifts when the excitation power is decreased and one
of the state suddenly unlocks from the laser. Even though the non-linearity measured
on the multistability at 4 mW in ﬁgure 5.6 is weak, we clearly observe an energy jump,
which conﬁrms the measured switching of the modes. Finally, the slight variation of the
threshold positions measured in PL compared to ﬁgure 5.6 is caused by the sensitivity
of the experiment to intrinsic noise, especially close to the thresholds. Since we need
a longer integration time to acquire the spectra compared to the spatially integrated
measurements with the power meter (instantaneous value), we increase the probability of
the system to undergo a noise-induced jump [156].
We are able to identify not only polariton states below the laser, but as seen between
the two thresholds in ﬁgure 5.8 (b), we are able to observe polariton modes above the
energy of the laser. In order to follow what happens to an upper state once a lower
state’s spatial proﬁle becomes dominant, we excite the sample in linear polarization
and detect in cross polarization. In that situation, the overall behavior of the spatial
multistability is unchanged, and allows to ﬁlter out the dominant intensity from the state
at the excitation laser energy (by about four orders of magnitude) and to look for weak
signals from the other states. Figures 5.9 (a) and (c) present PL intensity maps for low
and maximum excitation power, respectively, and for a given slice in the x direction of
the spatial proﬁle. In both cases, we clearly identify a series of polariton states either
below the excitation laser energy (the highest intensity on the maps) for low power or
above it for high excitation power. In order to conﬁrm the nature of these states, we
show the transverse spatial proﬁles for each of them, as indicated by the roman numerals
in ﬁgures 5.9 (b) and 5.9 (d) for low and high excitation power. Notice that in both cases,
the energy ordering of these states is conserved independently from their relative position
with respect to the excitation laser and corresponds to the energy levels measured non
resonantly as shown in ﬁgure 5.5.
With these results, we can easily understand how the modes evolve during the spatial
multistability. Whenever a polariton mode is blue shifted at the energy of the laser, we
measure a sharp increase of the transmitted intensity accompanied by a switching of the
transverse proﬁle and correlated blue shifts for the other energy states. When a state is
pulled by the laser and gets locked, it expels the previous mode above the laser energy.
As explained below, the repulsive cross interactions between the polariton modes prevent
them from crossing each other; therefore, we observe the same ordering of the modes in
energy at any excitation power.
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Figure 5.9 – (a) PL intensity as a function of position and energy for low excitation power
(bottom of the multistability curve) for a given slice in the x direction of the spatial proﬁle.
(b) Tomography for each state as indicated by the labels Ei (a). (c) and (d) are the
same as (a) and (b) but for maximum excitation power (top of the multistability curve).
For (a) and (c) the color map is in log scale whereas for (b) and (d) the intensities are
normalised and shown in linear color scale. The labels Ei in red indicate the tomography
at the energy of the laser. For each panel, the excitation laser is linearly polarized and
the detection is done in cross polarization.
5.5 Numerical study of cross interactions and discussion
The rich physics of microcavity polaritons builds upon exciton-exciton interactions.
Numerous examples of these interactions have been studied, ranging from polariton
condensates interacting with an exciton reservoir in non-resonant excitation experi-
ments [113,125,168–171] to spinor interactions in resonant [17,172–176] or non-resonant
excitation [13, 177]. They are, however, diﬀerent in nature from the spinor eﬀects in-
duced by the eﬀective magnetic ﬁeld caused by TE-TM splitting of the microcavity
mode [178–180] or by the birefringence ﬁeld induced by disorder [11, 181]. In all these
studies, the interaction is essentially between two modes or components that can be
either the condensate with a reservoir or interaction with opposite spins for the spinor
case. Such interactions have been analyzed through the Gross-Pitaevskii formalism at the
mean ﬁeld level. In view of the success of these approaches to study polariton-polariton
interactions, we derive a similar approach based on a set of coupled diﬀerential equations,
which takes into account interactions between N modes. Since each polariton mode has
its own cavity detuning, it has a speciﬁc excitonic fraction (see Table 5.1) and an energy
blue shift of its own. As a consequence, a set of coupled equations in the polariton basis
will not fully take into account the polariton-polariton interactions as a function the
excitation power and also the pumping eﬃciency (which varies according to the photonic
fraction); it would need to be solved iteratively. All of this can be avoided by describing
the system in the exciton-photon basis, which directly renormalizes the components of
the polariton modes as a function of the excitation power.
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To derive the multimode mean ﬁeld coupled equation system, we start with the exciton-
photon Hamiltonian presented in section 1.5, equation 1.41 [54–56]:
H =
∫
dr
[
ψˆ†x
(
Ex − h¯
2∇2
2mx
)
ψˆx
+ψˆ†c
(
Ec − h¯
2∇2
2mc
)
ψˆc +
Ω
2
(
ψˆ†xψˆc + ψˆxψˆ
†
c
)
+
g0
2
ψˆ†xψˆ
†
xψˆxψˆx
]
, (5.9)
where ψˆ†x and ψˆ†c are exciton and cavity photon creation ﬁeld operators. The Hamiltonian
can be decomposed into four parts: the ﬁrst two are the kinetic terms for the exciton
and photon, the third is the light-matter interaction, and the last is the exciton-exciton
interaction. For simplicity, we do not consider the eﬀect of quasimode coupling nor the
saturation of the exciton oscillator strength [5] as it is done in the EBE (see section 1.5).
This will be the topic of the next chapter. We also assume circular symmetry of the system,
which allows us to expand the photon operator in modes corresponding to solutions of
Maxwell equations for a circular trap, namely Bessel functions of ﬁrst kind and order m:
ψˆc =
∑
n,m
cn,mJm(κn,mr)e
imφbˆn,m, (5.10)
where κn,m is ﬁxed by the boundary conditions of the mesa and gives the energy of the
conﬁned photon states. The symmetry of the system implies the conservation of the
angular quantum number in the light-matter coupling [46] indicating that we should
describe the exciton ﬁeld operator using the same expansion in Bessel functions for the
center of mass part of the exciton wave function as [46,55,159]:
ψˆx =
∑
{ν,m}
cν,me
imφJm(kν,mr)xˆν,m, (5.11)
where the Jm(kν,mr)’s are again Bessel functions of ﬁrst kind and order m, kν,m is an
exciton eigen-momentum, xˆν,m is the annihilation operator for an exciton with angular
quantum number m, and the sum is over sets of {ν,m} indices, which are determined
by the boundary conditions. The index ν has a similar meaning as the radial quantum
number for the photon as it sets the condition on the exciton momenta kν,m through the
boundary condition of the system [159]. Nevertheless, the exciton motion is not aﬀected
by the mesa, and the boundary conditions are then deﬁned by the quantization area
chosen for the computation [46]. As a result, the exciton energy is barely aﬀected and
assumed to be single-valued, which is consistent with the usual ﬂat exciton dispersion
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measured in microcavities. Using Eq. (5.11), we can rewrite the light-matter Hamiltonian
to properly consider the strong coupling between an exciton and a photon of the same
angular quantum number. In principle, the breaking of k symmetry in the mesa allows
for light-matter coupling between an exciton in any state n and a photon in any state n′
with the same m [46, 159]. Such a coupling would create numerous polariton modes for
which a single exciton state couples with photons of various spatial proﬁles, resulting in
an in-plane polariton distribution composed of all of them (weighted by their respective
photon fraction). Since this type of coupling is not realized experimentally, we therefore
use a single index i to identify each allowed pair of quantum numbers (n,m) to an
exciton or a photon state. Furthermore, to simplify the calculation, we do not compute
the full spatial evolution of the system and assume that for each mode i, there is a
corresponding spatial proﬁle. Finally, we can rewrite the system Hamiltonian accounting
for the existence of multiple conﬁned cavity modes:
H =
∑
i
Exixˆ
†
i xˆi +
∑
i
Ecibˆ
†
i bˆi +
+
1
2
∑
i
Ωi
(
xˆ†i bˆi + xˆibˆ
†
i
)
+
1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
gijklxˆ
†
i xˆ
†
j xˆkxˆl, (5.12)
where bˆ†i is the creation operator for a cavity photon in mode i, Eci is its associated
energy, and Exi is the energy of the exciton of state i. The coupling constant between
the ith exciton and photon modes Ωi depends on the oscillator strength of the exciton
as well as on the spatial overlap between the exciton and the photon. For the case of
perfectly circular 9 μm mesas, the change of Ωi and Exi between the diﬀerent modes is
negligibly small, and therefore we may safely assume that they are constant. Following
the same approach as in Ref. [56], it can be shown that only the terms conserving the
number of particles in the initial and ﬁnal states are important if we limit ourselves to
ﬁrst order perturbation theory. Therefore, the summation over four indices in Eq. (5.12)
is replaced by a summation over two, such that gijkl → gij and xˆ†i xˆ†j xˆkxˆl → xˆ†i xˆ†j xˆixˆj .
Then, using Heisenberg’s equation we derive the equation of motion for each exciton and
photon operator. We Follow the usual mean ﬁeld approximation and extend our set of
approximations done in section 1.5 to the multimode case [58,59]:
〈xˆ†i xˆixˆj〉 ∼= 〈xˆ†i xˆi〉〈xˆj〉, ∀(i, j), (5.13)
〈xˆ†i xˆ†i 〉 = 〈xˆj xˆj〉 = 0, ∀(i, j). (5.14)
These approximations give rise to a set of coupled diﬀerential equations (see appendix A
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for a more detailed derivation):
ih¯χ˙i = (Ex − iγx +
∑
j
gij |χj |2)χi + Ωi
2
φi
ih¯φ˙i = (Eci − iγci)φi + Ωi
2
χi + fext, (5.15)
were χi = 〈xˆi〉 and φi = 〈bˆi〉 are the ith exciton polarization and photon mean ﬁeld
respectively and γx(γci) is their respective homogeneous linewidth. For a perfectly circular
mesa, the exciton-exciton interaction terms are:
gij = 2
αg0
∫
dr|ci|2|cj |2|Ji(kr)|2|Jj(kr)|2, (5.16)
and α = 0 if i = j and α = 1 if i = j. Since the mesa studied here is slightly elliptical,
we instead consider the gij as ﬁtting parameters. Finally, the external driving ﬁeld of
energy El which pumps each photon mode is deﬁned by equation 5.2. Equations 5.15
can be understood as a multimode generalization of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation in the
exciton-photon basis [158].1 These equations include the usual population exciton-exciton
self interaction terms gii but also cross interaction terms gij that couple the exciton
polarization of state i with the population of state j. These terms are the ones responsible
for the correlated blue shifts at each threshold as shown in ﬁgure 5.8. Note that a similar
set of equations can also be obtained in the case of an exciton state coupled to a single
photon mode when two pumping beams are used at diﬀerent energies [143] or in the case
of a polariton double well system [182], even if the cross interaction terms were neglected
in the latter case due to the speciﬁc geometry of the system.
The result of the simulation is shown in ﬁgure 5.10 (a), where the sum of all photon
ﬁeld intensities |φi|2 is plotted as a function of the excitation power. For the simulation,
we consider the ﬁve cavity modes associated with the polariton modes measured non
resonantly (see Table 5.1), meaning that one of the (n = 2,m = 2) four-lobe states is
not included. The laser energy is at the energy of the ﬁfth state E5. We see a very
nice agreement when comparing the simulation with the measured multistability in
ﬁgure 5.6 (a), which is reproduced in the inset of ﬁgure 5.10 (a). For the same range
of excitation power, the simulation shows a higher photon intensity compared to the
experimental data. We will see in the next chapter that the lower amplitude of the
transmitted signal can be explained by including excitation induced dephasing.
In order to limit the number of free parameters in the simulation, we assumed that the
gii’s were diﬀerent from one another and that the ﬁrst oﬀ diagonal terms gij=i+1’s were
identical such that g12 = g23 = g34 = g45 and gij = gji. All other gij ’s are ﬁxed to a
1We do not include the spin in these equations as it is done in Ref. [158]. Although straight forward
to include, this would double the number of interaction constants. We would also need to double the
number of photon modes as the breaking of circular symmetry in real mesas lead to linearly polarized
cavity modes.
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Figure 5.10 – (a) Simulation of the multi-hysteresis cycle. The inset shows the experimental
data as presented in ﬁgure 5.6 for comparison. (b) Simulated multi-hysteresis cycle when
the parameter g12 is decreased from 0.14g0 to 0.1g0.
single value because the accuracy of the simulation in that case did not allow to justify
otherwise. Finally, we allowed for a slight variation of the cavity mode linewidths to
adjust the positions of the lower thresholds, as they are most sensitive to this value (see
section 5.1.2). The values of the parameters used for the simulation are given in Table
5.2. The unequal number of thresholds for increasing and decreasing power can only be
reproduced with g12 = 0. In fact, if we decrease its value by about 30 % (from 0.14 g0 to
0.10 g0), the second threshold is split back into two, as shown in ﬁgure 5.10 (b). This is
a clear indication that, although the polariton modes are initially independent (only a
single exciton mode for a single photon mode), the polaritons in diﬀerent modes interact
together through the exciton-exciton interaction. The small size of the ﬁrst hysteresis
loop compared to the other two is the result of the small laser detuning which barely
satisﬁes the criteria for bistability (Δlaser >
√
3γc3).
Table 5.2 – Values of the interaction constants gij and of the homogeneous linewidths for
the ﬁve cavity and exciton modes used for the simulation. The gij are given in units of
the scaling parameter g0=3.8 · 10−4 meV/density, where the density is ﬁxed to one.
Interaction constants gij (g0) linewidths (μeV)
g11 0.355 γc1 55
g22 0.629 γc2 55
g33 0.629 γc3 32
g44 1.000 γc4 65
g55 1.000 γc5 65
g12 0.140 γx 20
g13 0.100 – –
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Figure 5.11 shows the individual mode intensities as a function of the excitation power in
order to understand which of the photon modes dominates in the multistability. Each
curve is oﬀset by a multiplication constant (given in the ﬁgure) to better visualize the
simulation, even though it hides their relative intensities. To circumvent this visual
inaccuracy, we highlight in red (blue) on each curve the state of highest intensity at
each increasing (decreasing) power value. Then, adding all the red and blue fragments
separately reproduces the multistability curve in ﬁgure 5.10 (a). In this way, we highlight
that at each threshold, the dominant mode alternates, keeping an order that is given by
the energy ordering at low power, which reproduces well our ﬁndings.
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Figure 5.11 – Calculated multi-hysteresis curve for each of the ﬁve cavity photon modes
included in the simulation. E1 is the cavity mode associated to the polariton ground
state. Each curve has been shifted by a ﬁxed multiplication factor given in the ﬁgure.
The red (blue) parts highlighted on each curve indicates the state of highest intensity for
increasing (decreasing) excitation power. Adding each red and blue fragment gives the
ﬁnal curve plotted in (a).
From this ﬁgure, the inﬂuence of the cross interactions can easily be seen as, each time
one of the modes becomes dominant, all the other modes jump as well. If the mode
energy is below the dominant one, then its intensity increases and remains below the
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dominant intensity. If the mode was previously locked to the laser, then its intensity
drops. This explains why we measure a single transverse proﬁle at the energy of the
laser and why the other polariton modes are orders of magnitude weaker in intensity as
shown in ﬁgure 5.8. By considering equations 5.15, we conclude that any abrupt jump
in photon mode intensity will cause a jump in exciton population resulting in a jump
in energy as observed in ﬁgure 5.8. Finally, the simulation clearly shows that both E2
and E3 jump at the second upper threshold and that E2 becomes the dominant one, as
observed in the experiment. In the simulation, the exciton-exciton self interaction terms
are equal (g22 = g33), which implies that the only way for the two states to have their
upward threshold at the same power is through the cross interaction g23; for this speciﬁc
simulation, it is equal to 0.22g22. Leaving g23 to zero would create distinct thresholds for
E2 and E3. The identical values of g22 and g33 are a direct consequence of the similar
spatial proﬁle of modes E2 and E3 since these modes originate from the same state
(n = 1,m = 1).
Since the exact conversion of the input laser power to the photon density per mode is
diﬃcult to evaluate, the interaction constants are scaled with a parameter g0 for an
arbitrary density. It is worthwhile noting that at low power, the laser is resonant with
the ﬁfth polariton mode, and thus we do not get a separate bistable behavior due to
its self interaction. Therefore, we used g44 as the scaling parameter and simply gave to
g55 the same value. The numerical values for the gij should be interpreted as eﬀective
parameters since our model does not consider saturation eﬀects that will decrease the
coupling strength Ωi and alter the excitonic fractions at high densities. We also neglect
polariton-phonon scattering which leads to scattering between the diﬀerent polariton
modes and becomes eﬃcient at high densities [163]. Nonetheless, the accuracy of the
simulated predictions of the model does conﬁrm that the main processes involved in the
spatial multistability are the polariton-polariton self- and cross-interactions.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the polariton spatial multistability by resonantly
exciting a sample that exhibits a set of ﬁve polariton modes. We measured a series of
thresholds of the transmitted intensity when we increased or decreased the excitation
power, resulting in polariton multistability. Furthermore, each stable position along the
multistability curve corresponded to a speciﬁc transverse spatial proﬁle of the transmit-
ted laser beam, which arose from the proﬁle of the corresponding conﬁned polariton
mode. This behavior has an important implication: the transverse spatial proﬁle of the
transmitted laser beam can simply be varied by changing its input power.
In general, the polariton bistability is driven by the polariton-polariton self interactions
mediated by the exciton; in these measurements, however, we have shown that cross inter-
actions occur between the polariton modes and trigger the observed spatial multistability.
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We conﬁrmed this mechanism by tracking the spectral shift of the polariton modes below
and above the excitation laser energy and by observing that the energy jumps of the
modes is concomitant with the intensity jumps of the transmitted laser beam at each
threshold.
Finally, all the main features of the observed multistability have been successfully simulated
using a multimode version of the Gross-Pitaevskii equations in the exciton-photon basis.
Our equations contain the non-linear eﬀects of cross interactions among diﬀerent modes
in order to explain the energy blue shifts, the asymmetry in the upward and downward
thresholds and the transmission of a laser beam, the proﬁle of which switched between
the polariton mode proﬁles. This formalism could be applied, in principle, to the study
of multimode polariton-polariton interactions in a variety of conﬁned exciton-polariton
systems.
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6 Probing reservoir induced dephasing
with bistable polaritons
In this chapter, we continue our study of resonantly excited conﬁned polaritons while
focusing on what happens when the system deviates from the fully coherent picture.
We have already seen some indication that the system is not fully coherent at large
polariton densities. We will investigate these eﬀects in greater detail both theoretically
and experimentally.
In recent years, there has been an increasing number of proposals to use microcavity
polaritons as a source of single photons [183,184], entangled photons [185–189] as well as
quantum computing devices [190–193]. On the one hand, the interest for using polaritons
lies on their peculiar dispersion that weakens phonon scattering [48,49, 194,195] or their
ability to overcome dephasing by increasing the number of particles in the condensate [190,
192]. On the other hand, early attempts to generate entangled photons through parametric
scattering [196–198] indicate that dephasing does limit the correlations. Furthermore, a
recent theory [144] predicts that, for resonantly pumped polariton condensates, phonon
absorption can generate a signiﬁcant exciton reservoir even at low temperatures. Eﬃcient
polariton relaxation between conﬁned modes was also observed [163, 164]. Inevitably, the
viability of these proposals depends on how robust polaritons are against any source of
dephasing through the interaction with the environment.
Although the eﬀect of reservoir repulsive interactions on polariton has been clearly
demonstrated [113,125,168,199], the reservoir-induced dephasing (RID) has usually been
neglected. Earlier studies have demonstrated that reservoir density ﬂuctuations aﬀect
the energy and linewidth of non-resonantly pumped polariton condensates [108, 200].
Recently, it was shown that dephasing may be increased under pulsed resonant excitation
through the relaxation of upper polaritons that populates a reservoir [58, 201]. The eﬀect
of an incoherent reservoir and the biexciton formation was also suggested to explain
the apparent repulsive interaction between polaritons of opposite spins [144, 158, 202]
evidenced in polariton multistability [148].
We have seen in the previous chapter and through the work of previous PhD students of the
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group [148,151,156] that the conﬁned polariton system is ideal to investigate the polariton
bistability. Particularly, its sensitivity to intensity noise was put forward [154–156]. The
former study showed that a symmetrical collapse of the polariton hysteresis loop occurs
for increasing noise strength on the polariton population. The intensity noise changes the
laser power proﬁle from a singled value to a Gaussian distribution. Hence, as the mean
laser power gets closer to the bistability thresholds, the probability to jump increases due
to this power distribution, which results in a narrower bistability width.
If we view polariton dephasing as high frequency noise, we may expect that it should be
reﬂected in the variations of the bistability thresholds. Therefore, the aim of this chapter
is to use the sensitivity of the polariton bistability as a tool to study polariton dephasing.
We expect that the results presented on reservoir induced dephasing should manifest in
diﬀerent ways for a broader class of polariton systems. This chapter present an extended
study on the work that has been published [29].
6.1 Experimental study of polariton bistability under de-
phasing
In this section we investigate the eﬀect of dephasing experimentally by performing
two sets of experiments. First, we study how the bistability evolves as a function of
temperature. Second, we investigate how the bistability evolves when we excite resonantly
and non-resonantly at the same time.
Figure 6.1 – (a) Photoluminescence of the 3 μm mesa as a function of in-plane wave
vector and energy, measured at 4.3 K. The black dashed line indicates the resonant laser
energy. (b) Polariton ground state energy (black) and corresponding excitonic fraction
(blue) as a function of temperature. The resonant laser energy, shown in red, is kept at
Δ = 300 μeV above the polariton energy.
We use the sample 1485 that was presented in section 5.2.2. We focus our attention on
a 3 μm mesa to avoid the eﬀect of cross-interactions. The mesa has a slightly positive
cavity detuning of δ = 0.2 meV, and a Rabi splitting of Ω0 = 2Ω = 3.3 meV (measured at
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4.3 K, see ﬁgure 6.1 (a) and (b)). The polariton ground state is excited resonantly with a
circularly polarized single mode cw Ti:sapphire laser, and the sample is maintained at
low temperature in a helium ﬂow cryostat. The setup used is the same one presented in
section 5.2.1.
First, we perform bistability measurements as a function of temperature. Since the
polariton mode energy red shifts with increasing temperature, the laser energy is adjusted
at each temperature to maintain a constant laser detuning Δ. This ﬁxes the blue
shift needed to reach the nonlinear threshold while increasing the cavity detuning and
excitonic fraction (see ﬁgure 6.1 (b)), hence it increases the polariton-polariton interactions.
ﬁgure 6.2 (a) presents the recorded hysteresis curves obtained for a laser detuning of
Δ = 300 μeV. We observe a drastic collapse of the bistability, the hysteresis loop
being completely quenched at only 22.5 K. This behavior is diﬀerent from the eﬀect of
intensity noise for which a symmetrical collapse of the thresholds was found [156]. The
threshold power for the upward and downward intensity jumps are plotted as a function
of temperature in ﬁgure 6.2 (b) as well as the transmitted intensity just above the upward
threshold, Iup. The upward threshold power Pup decreases signiﬁcantly when increasing
temperature while the Pdown is barely aﬀected. The transmitted intensity also decreases
steadily with increasing temperature.
These results are unexpected because, at least for a 2D microcavity, polariton-phonon
scattering strength from polaritons at k = 0 is supposedly small and almost independent
of temperature for temperatures below the LO-phonon energy (∼40 K) [48,49,194,195].
Therefore, we might expect that the eﬀect of temperature on the bistability is minor.
However, these results suggest that polariton-phonon scattering will transfer polariton
from k = 0 to exciton states at large k. Then, we can assume that the observed
phenomenon is linked to the creation of an incoherent population of excitons in a reservoir
that interacts with the resonantly excited polariton population, as suggested in Ref. [144].
Although this work studied the full 2D case, we can expect similar phonon absorption
process to occur between a conﬁned polariton mode and a delocalized one (the exciton
reservoir). It was shown theoretically in Ref. [164] that phonon absorption process
involving two 0D conﬁned polariton modes is more eﬃcient than its 2D counterpart since
a larger number of phonon modes contribute to the scattering. The phonon scattering
strength from a delocalized exciton in the reservoir to a conﬁned polariton mode was
estimated for a 3 μm mesa to be 10% of the full 0D case. This suggests that the eﬃciency
of the polariton-phonon scattering mechanism transferring a conﬁned polariton mode to
the exciton reservoir is intermediate between that of the full 2D and 0D cases.
To demonstrate the eﬀect of such a reservoir population, we repeat the experiment at
a ﬁxed temperature of 4.3 K while injecting an incoherent population in the reservoir
in a controlled way. This is achieved experimentally by focusing a HeNe laser onto the
top surface of the mesa while the resonant laser excites the same mesa from the back
of the sample. A single microscope objective is used to inject non-resonantly and to
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Figure 6.2 – Polariton bistability for Δ = 300 μeV. (a) Hysteresis curves for increasing
temperature. The blue arrows indicate the path when cycling the input power. (b)
Excitation power at the upward and downward thresholds (blue) and transmitted in-
tensity above the upward threshold Iup (red) for a given temperature. The up (down)
triangles correspond to the upward (downward) thresholds. The solid lines are ﬁts using
equations 1.46. (c) (d) is the same as in (a) and (b) but for increasing non-resonant laser
power. Pc=233 μW represents the non-resonant power needed for the hysteresis loop to
collapse.
collect the transmitted resonant laser beam (see setup description in section 5.2.2). The
bistability curves measured in this experimental conﬁguration for speciﬁc HeNe powers are
shown in ﬁgure 6.2(c) and the corresponding threshold power and transmitted intensity in
ﬁgure 6.2 (d). We observe again a rapid decrease of Pup while Pdown is almost unaﬀected.
Interestingly, at higher HeNe power, the decrease of Pup levels oﬀ asymptotically. For
a HeNe power of PHeNe ≥ 100 μW and above, there is an increase of Pdown until the
collapse of the hysteresis loop. Similarly to the temperature experiment, the transmitted
intensity in the upper branch of the hysteresis loop decreases steadily until the bistability
collapses. The qualitative agreement between both series of experiments strongly suggests
that an increase in temperature leads indeed to a larger incoherent population in the
reservoir which interacts with the driven polariton population. Finally, the slight increase
of the intensity of the lower branch with increasing HeNe power for resonant excitation
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below 1 mW seen in ﬁgure 6.2 (c) corresponds to unﬁltered luminescence from the sample
and most likely originates from the thick GaAs layers of the DBR mirrors excited by the
HeNe laser.
Figure 6.3 – Polariton bistability for Δ = 500 μeV. (a) Hysteresis curves of the transmitted
intensity for increasing temperature. The blue arrows indicate the path when cycling the
input power. (b) Excitation power at the upward and downward thresholds (blue) and
transmitted intensity above the upward threshold (red) for a given temperature. The up
(down) triangles correspond to the upward (downward) thresholds. (c) (d) is the same as
in (a) and (b) but for increasing non-resonant laser power. Pc=500 μW represents the
non-resonant power needed for the hysteresis to collapse.
Although the leveling oﬀ of Pup is not pronounced in the temperature experiment,
increasing the laser detuning changes this behavior considerably. Results when repeating
the same experiments with a laser detuning of Δ = 500 μeV are presented in ﬁgure 6.3.
For the temperature measurements (ﬁgure 6.3 (a)-(b)), both the leveling oﬀ of Pup and
the increase of Pdown are accentuated and occur for temperatures above 20 K. For the case
of non-resonant pumping (ﬁgure 6.3 (c)-(d)), the increase of laser detuning only causes
the upward threshold evolution to be shifted to higher power, compared to Δ = 300 μeV.
Because of the larger laser detuning, a higher energy blue shift is needed, and thus a larger
reservoir density in order to drive the collapse of the hysteresis loop. For the non-resonant
pumping, this only shifts the whole behavior to higher pump power. However, for the
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case of temperature, in order to reach higher reservoir density, the temperature must be
increased further, leading to possible changes in the reservoir dynamics and scattering
coeﬃcients. This is why ﬁgure 6.2 (a)-(b) and ﬁgure 6.3 (a)-(b) diﬀer for T> 20 K.
6.2 Numerical study of Polariton bistability away from the
coherent limit
Before we dive into the study of RID, it is worthwhile to understand numerically how
dephasing aﬀects the bistability. For this, we turn to the excitonic Bloch equations (EBE),
that were derived for single mode interactions in section 1.5 (equations 1.46):
ih¯N˙ = −iΓxN − 2i (Ω− gpaeN) Im(PE∗), (6.1a)
ih¯P˙ = (x − iγx + g0N)P + (Ω− 2gpaeN)E, (6.1b)
ih¯E˙ = (c − iγc)E + (Ω− gpaeN)P + fext, (6.1c)
where N is the exciton population, P is the exciton polarization (or mean ﬁeld) and E is
the electric ﬁeld amplitude. The resonant laser ﬁeld fext is deﬁned as in equation 5.2. The
notation is slightly diﬀerent from the Gross-Pitaevskii equations (GPE) of the last chapter
to follow the EBE literature; we use the Rabi coupling instead of the Rabi splitting
Ω = Ω0/2. The lifetime of the exciton polarization is deﬁned as:
γx = Γx/2 + g
′N + γ∗, (6.2)
where γ∗ is a pure dephasing term, and g′ is the term accounting for the excitation-
induced dephasing (EID), namely a density dependent linewidth. In the coherent limit
(for γ∗ = g′ = gpae = 0), the exciton linewidth is Γx/2. Contrary to the GPE where a
dephasing is only included as a loss of polaritons, in the EBE, a polariton or exciton
dephased from the driving laser can still contribute to the blue shift. As we already
discussed, working in the exciton-photon basis is advantageous since the interaction
strengths and couplings are automatically renormalized as a function of pump, reservoir
density and temperature. The 2D polariton linewidths can be overestimated because we
include exciton and photon linewidths instead of the polariton linewidths directly. This is
equivalent to assuming exciton-phonon scattering instead of polariton-phonon scattering.
Fortunately, this approximation works well for the case of conﬁned polaritons close to zero
detuning. As we mentioned in section 1.3.2 there is a 9 meV energy diﬀerence between
the conﬁned and the 2D cavity mode. Hence, for a mesa at zero cavity detuning, the 2D
lower polariton is ≈ 97% excitonic (δ/Ω0 = 2.7), meaning that exciton-phonon scattering
is well justiﬁed the once polaritons are scattered out of the mesa (the reservoir). Since
we do not evaluate all these scatterings directly, it is understood that the linewidths in
the model are eﬀective and also include other eﬀects like experimental noise or other
ﬂuctuations.
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6.2.1 Inﬂuence of dephasing parameters on the bistability
There are three eﬀects included in the model that cause the system to lose its coherence:
pure dephasing, EID, and phase space ﬁlling (or photon assisted exchange). Although
these parameters are ﬁxed in the experiment (or for a given mesa), we can change their
values in the simulation to understand their eﬀect on the bistability. We perform these
simulations (using the same procedure as discussed in section 5.1.1) for a single polariton
mode at a detuning of δ = 0 meV, a laser detuning of Δ = 300 μeV, γc = Γx = 30 μeV,
and a Rabi coupling of Ω = Ω0/2 = 1.665 meV. The eﬀect of the reservoir, and of the
temperature on the exciton energy, will be added and discussed in the next section.
First, we study the eﬀect of pure dephasing γ∗. This term increases the coherent exciton
linewidth, and is constant throughout the hysteresis loop. To start, it is interesting to
compare these simulations to the ones performed in the coherent limit in section 5.1.2.
In ﬁgure 6.4 we plot the simulation of the photon intensity while increasing the pure
dephasing in EBE, and the increase of exciton linewidth obtained with GPE (simulation
in the coherent limit of EBE, already presented in ﬁgure 5.3(b)). All other parameters are
identical in both simulations. Clearly, the bistability evolves in opposite ways depending
on whether the system is coherent or not. In the coherent limit, the linewidth increase
has a dominant eﬀect on Pdown, and almost no eﬀect on Pup. In the EBE framework,
Pup steadily decreases until the collapse of the bistability while Pdown initially decreases
before increasing until both threshold meet. The increase of exciton pure dephasing also
causes a decrease of the intensity above threshold whereas it stays almost constant in the
coherent limit.
Figure 6.4 – Comparison of hysteresis loops simulated using either the EBE or the GPE
(coherent limit of EBE) while varying the exciton linewidth. (a) EBE while changing the
pure dephasing γ∗, as in ﬁgure 6.5 (a). (b) GPE while changing the exciton linewidth
γx = Γx/2, identical as in ﬁgure 5.3 (b). (c) Comparison of the upward and downward
thresholds as a function of exciton linewidth for both cases. The red (blue) is the values
obtained from the EBE (GPE). The up (down) triangles represent the upward (downward)
threshold powers. The EBE curves start as 0.015 meV because of the initial value of
γx = Γx/2 = 0.015 meV.
This highlights the diﬀerent interpretation of the linewidths in both models. In the GPE,
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the linewidth corresponds to losses of the polariton system. This barely impacts the
upward threshold but aﬀect how quickly polaritons will unlock from the laser. In the
EBE picture, dephasing switches excitons from coherent to incoherent with respect to the
excitation laser. Contrary to the coherent case, incoherent excitons still participate to
the non-linear response of the system. Figure 6.4 (c) summarizes these trends by plotting
the evolution of both threshold powers for the two scenarios.
The EBE simulation allows to visualize all the components of the system. In ﬁgure 6.5 (a)-
(c) we plot the hysteresis curves for the photon intensity (same as in ﬁgure 6.4 (a)),
the coherent exciton and the exciton population respectively. The eﬀect of dephasing is
clearly seen when comparing the coherent exciton population |P |2 and the full population
N = |P |2+Nincoh. While the exciton population just above threshold is roughly constant,
the coherent population decreases by one order of magnitude, meaning that the exciton
population is dominated by its incoherent part Nincoh. We also notice from these ﬁgures
that the photon intensity |E|2 diﬀers form the polarization |P |2 even for γ∗ = 0. This is
because we pump only the photon part, which induces an asymmetry between the two
polariton components.
Figure 6.5 – Numerical simulation of polariton hysteresis loops using the EBE (equa-
tions 6.1) while varying the pure dephasing γ∗ from 0 to 0.3 meV. The other parameters
are: Δ = 300 μeV, δ = 0, γc = Γx = 30 μeV, g0=0.012 meV/density where the density
is arbitrary and ﬁxed to one. (a) Photon mean ﬁeld intensity, (b) exciton polarization
(coherent) and (c) population. The black dashed line in (c) is a guide to the eye showing
the ﬁxed exciton population just before the upward threshold.
Figure 6.5(c) shows an interesting feature: the exciton population N just before the
upward threshold is independent of the pure dephasing, and the excitation power (as
indicated by the black dashed line). We saw in the previous chapter that, in the coherent
limit, the upward threshold occurs when the polariton mode reaches a critical blue shift
which is proportional to the density (see section 5.1). With pure dephasing, the system
always reach the same critical density even though Pup decreases. This is because the blue
shift depends on N instead of |P |2. The decrease of Pup is due to the increased overlap
between the polariton and the laser as the linewidth increases. Therefore, we create
excitons more eﬃciently while increasing the imbalance between coherent and incoherent
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population. Hence, the upward threshold density is obtained for a lower excitation power.
Interestingly, the behavior of the bistability with pure dephasing is scaled by the exciton
linewidth Γx and laser detuning ∆. In figure 6.6, we compare the photon intensities for
two values of Γx and ∆. The variation of both threshold powers is amplified if we decrease
Γx or increase the laser detuning. As expected, increasing the laser detuning increases
the bistability width and the linewidth needed to collapse the bistability. The decrease
of Γx initially pushes Pdown to lower values (as for the coherent limit) and amplifies its
variation as γ∗ is increased.
Figure 6.6 – Numerical simulation of polariton hysteresis while varying the pure dephasing
γ∗ from 0 to 0.6 meV for different values of Γx and ∆. The other parameters are as in
figure 6.5. (a) Γx = 30 µeV, ∆ = 300 µeV (b) Γx = 10 µeV, ∆ = 300 µeV (c) Γx = 30 µeV,
∆ = 500 µeV (d) Γx = 10 µeV, ∆ = 500 µeV (e) Upward and downward threshold powers
for cases (a) (orange), (b) (red), and (c) (blue).
Next, we study the effect of EID. Since it is proportional to N , the coherent exciton
linewidth will vary throughout the hysteresis cycle. Figure 6.7 (a)-(c) shows the simulated
photon intensity, coherent exciton and exciton population while increasing the value of
the parameter g′ from zero to g0 (changing from a coherent system to one where the EID
is as important as the exciton-exciton repulsive interactions). At a glance, the effect of
increasing the EID parameter is similar to increasing the pure dephasing. Pup decreases
until the collapse of the bistability. The downward threshold power Pdown is initially
constant and increases for g′ > 0.1 g0 until the collapse. The main difference compared to
pure dephasing is that, when the bistability collapses, the photon intensity and coherent
population above threshold has dropped by two orders of magnitude instead of one.
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Figure 6.7 – Numerical simulation of polariton hysteresis loops using the EBE (equa-
tions 6.1) while varying the EID parameter g′ from 0 to g0. The other parameters are
as in ﬁgure 6.5. (a) Photon mean ﬁeld intensity, (b) exciton polarization (coherent)
population, (c) exciton population.
Finally, we look at the eﬀect of phase space ﬁlling on the bistability, which is shown
in ﬁgure 6.8. For a given value of gpae, the exciton-photon coupling (Ω − gpaeN) will
decrease throughout the bistability, causing an additional blue shift to the lower polariton
mode. Accordingly, it will also modify the Hopﬁeld coeﬃcients during the cycle (the only
exception is for δ = 0). We see that changing the strength of gpae essentially act as a
scaling parameter that shifts almost rigidly the bistability to lower excitation powers.
The eﬀect on coherence is also minor as seen in ﬁgure 6.8 (b). This indicates that even
though gpae contributes to dephasing, the original proposal of keeping this term in the
coherent limit does not introduce a sizable error (see discussion in section 1.5).
Surprisingly, the system is still in strong coupling even if we force a very large value of
gpae = 10g0. At ﬁrst this might seem unreasonable if we think simply in terms of the
coherent limit. For a laser detuning of 300 μeV, the critical blue shift is in the range of
g0Nc ≈ 100 μeV, hence we would get gpaeNc ≈ 1 meV, almost equal to our Rabi coupling
of Ω = 1.665 meV given above. In fact, if we plot the product gpaeN normalized to the
Rabi coupling (ﬁgure 6.8 (c), where N is taken from ﬁgure 6.8 (b)), we see that this
condition never occurs. Even at the largest value of gpae, the phase space ﬁlling term
barely reaches 10 % of the Rabi coupling above the upward threshold. The phase space
ﬁlling term induces a blue shift on the polariton mode that increases throughout the
bistability. Evidently, as the density increases so does the blue shift, hence it decreases the
critical density needed to reach the upward threshold. This is clearly seen in ﬁgure 6.8 (b).
Because of that, the system never reaches large enough densities to break the strong
coupling. In reality, we expect gpae to be in the range of ≈ 0.1− 0.25g0 or less, meaning
the bistability always occurs for densities far from the Mott density.
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Figure 6.8 – Numerical simulations of polariton hysteresis loops using the EBE (equa-
tions 6.1) while varying the phase space ﬁlling parameter gpae from 0 to 10 g0. The
other parameters are given in ﬁgure 6.5. (a) Photon mean ﬁeld intensity, (b) exciton
polarization (coherent) and population. The full (dashed) curve represents N (|P |2). (c)
Phase space ﬁlling term gpaeN for each values of gpae normalized to the Rabi coupling.
N is obtained from (b).
6.3 Numerical study of reservoir-induced dephasing
Comparing our experimental results to the above simulations above indicates that the
polariton system does suﬀer from dephasing. The question now it to see whether the
EBE formalism can help us understand how and why the system is dephased the way it
does in the experiment. To answer these questions, we seek to ﬁt our experimental data,
for both non-resonant excitation or when increasing the temperature. We are interested
in ﬁtting the evolution of both thresholds as a function of temperature or HeNe power as
well as the decrease of intensity above threshold. From the simulation discussed above, it
is clear that the intensity is a measure of the coherent population whereas the threshold
indicates the strength of the interactions. Hence, it is mandatory to ﬁt both powers and
intensity variation to extract the right physical behavior of the system. First, we must
extend our model so as to include the inﬂuence of the reservoir on the polariton state.
6.3.1 EBE with reservoir
The similarity between the pure dephasing simulation and the HeNe experiments suggest
that including a linewidth that depends on a reservoir density should reproduce our
data. However, since the density dependent linewidth (γ = g′N) enters as an imaginary
part of the exciton-exciton interaction (g = g0 − ig′), it should be logical to include a
reservoir-polariton interactions as well. This step can be achieved using a multimode
derivation of the EBE, which is performed in appendix A.
We can obtain the reservoir terms in the EBE by considering the reservoir as an eﬀective
exciton mode that does not couple to the photon ﬁeld. This is a simpliﬁed model
compared to the one presented in Ref. [144] that was used to simulate the evolution of
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the bistability as a function of the reservoir density. Other models based on the master
equation for the density matrix of the lower polariton have been proposed to study the
eﬀect of temperature on the bistability [145, 203]. However, these models neglect the
presence of an incoherent reservoir and predict a symmetrical collapse of both thresholds
at temperatures up to 100 K, in contrast to what is observed here. Polariton bistability
under incoherent pumping was theoretically investigated in Ref. [146], but no RID was
included in the model. It is worth noting that the dephasing can be implemented by
assuming diﬀerent linewidths for the lower and upper polariton branches when both are
coherently excited [201].
The EBEs with additional reservoir terms read:
ih¯N˙ = −iΓxN − 2iΩNP Im(PE∗), (6.3a)
ih¯P˙ = (x − iγNx + g0N + gRNR)P +ΩNP E, (6.3b)
ih¯E˙ = (c − iγc)E +ΩNEP + fext, (6.3c)
where the density dependent parameters are deﬁned as:
ΩNP = Ω− 2gpaeN − 2gRpaeNR, (6.4)
ΩNE = Ω− gpaeN − gRpaeNR, (6.5)
γNx = Γx/2 + g
′N + g′RNR + γ
∗. (6.6)
The term NR is the reservoir population, either created by the HeNe laser (NR ∝ PHeNe)
or through phonon scattering (NR ∝ T , see discussion below). E is the photon mean
ﬁeld, fext =
√
I0e
−iElt/h¯ is the resonant laser of intensity I0 and energy El, x and c are
the exciton and photon energy. The exciton-exciton interaction strength is noted g0, and
gR represents the interaction of the coherent exciton with the reservoir. The eﬀect of
phase space ﬁlling is included through the parameters gpae and gRpae that describe the
reduction of the coupling strength at high densities. We recover GPE in the coherent
limit (N = |P |2) when g′R, g′, gpae, and γ∗ are put to zero.
6.3.2 Data ﬁtting of the non-resonant excitation experiment
To ﬁt our data, we simulate a series of bistability curves for increasing NR and minimize
the error for Pup, Pdown and Iup simultaneously by adjusting the parameters. Each run
of experiments can converge to slightly diﬀerent sets of parameters, mainly because of
intrinsic noise ﬂuctuation between experiments as well as ﬂuctuations of the excitation
density. Based on the previous simulations (see ﬁgure 6.8), we set gpae = gRpae = 0.
The value of NR and I0 are scaled proportionally in order to ﬁt the excitation densities.
For the HeNe experiment, the ﬁt presented in ﬁgure 6.2 was obtained using the values
of parameters listed in table 6.1. This set of parameters is not unique; other sets of
parameters could as well give reasonable ﬁts.
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Table 6.1 – Value of the parameters of EBE with reservoir (equations 6.3) used for the
simulation of the HeNe experiment for a laser detuning of Δ = 0.3 meV (see ﬁgures 6.2,
6.9, and 6.10). The density is arbitrary and is ﬁxed to one. The parameter α is deﬁned
in equation 6.7.
Parameters Value units
Δ 0.3 meV
Ω0 3.33 meV
δ 0.2 meV
γc 0.03 meV
Γx 0.03 meV
g0 0.012 meV/Density
g′ 0.09g0 meV/Density
gR 0.4g0 meV/Density
g′R 0.1g0 meV/Density
gpae; g
R
pae 0 meV/Density
α 0.013 1/Density
Using our best ﬁt parameters, we can study the eﬀect of each NR term on the evolution
of the bistability. First, we focus on the simulations of ﬁgure 6.2 (d) since the HeNe and
temperature experiments lead to the same trend. Temperature based simulations will
be discussed in the next paragraph. ﬁgure 6.9(a) shows the evolution of the thresholds,
when NR is increased, for three speciﬁc sets of parameters, case 3 being the ﬁt presented
in ﬁgure 6.2(d). For case 1, we set the reservoir induced blue shift to zero (gR = 0), while
all other parameters are ﬁxed. That way, the only contribution from the reservoir is the
RID. Similarly to the pure dephasing discussed above, the increase of RID causes a slow
decrease of the upward threshold but, importantly, an increase of Pdown. The increase
is more pronounced compared to the one obtained for pure dephasing (see ﬁgure 6.5)
because we are at a slightly positive detuning.
For case 2, we study the opposite scenario as in case 1 (gR = g′R = 0). For low values of
NR, Pup is essentially given by g0N and it decreases when gRNR becomes large enough.
The same is true for Pdown; both threshold powers decrease rapidly with NR, leading to a
quicker collapse of the bistability. Since the term gRNR pushes the polariton mode closer
to the resonant laser, both thresholds occur at lower excitation power. Comparing cases
1 and 2 shows that the measured steady value of Pdown is an indicator of the competition
between the reservoir induced blue shift and the RID. Close to the bistability collapse,
the increase of Pdown shows that the eﬀect of RID is dominant over the energy blue shift
induced by the reservoir population.
Combining cases 1 and 2 does not allow to ﬁt the data over the complete range of power.
This is a consequence of the rapid decrease of the thresholds caused by the reservoir
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Figure 6.9 – (a) Simulated upward and downward threshold power for diﬀerent reservoir
parameters. Case 1 is a simulation when gR is set to zero. Case 2 includes gR without
the asymptotic decrease with density and with g′R = 0. The dashed line represents the
same case with the asymptotic decrease, and case 3 is the ﬁt shown in ﬁgure 6.2(d) where
all eﬀects are included. All other parameters are kept constant in all cases. (b) Simulated
intensity above the upward threshold for the same cases as in (a).
induced blue shift as seen in ﬁgure 6.9(a). Whatever the parameters used, it not possible
to ﬁt the last decade of HeNe power since the bistability always collapses too quickly.
This indicates that the leveling oﬀ of Pup must reﬂect a saturation of the reservoir-exciton
interaction strength. This eﬀect is not a consequence of the saturation of the Rabi
coupling strength Ω by phase space ﬁlling terms gpae. Indeed, the saturation of the
oscillator strength would decrease the Rabi coupling, providing an extra blue shift to
the lower polariton mode, hence accelerating the whole process (see ﬁgure 6.8). Other
mechanisms that transfer the populations between N and NR would reduce the blue shift
induced by one population while increasing the contribution of the other one. The same
behavior occurs if we include bosonic stimulation (NR dependent gain for the exciton
polarization) to deplete the reservoir. This would also lead to an increase of |P |2 with
NR while the opposite is seen experimentally. Furthermore, increasing the gain would
keep the polariton mode locked to the laser for a longer time, resulting in a decrease of
Pdown with an increase of HeNe power.
Therefore, the leveling oﬀ of Pup is either caused by a saturation of the reservoir density
with increasing HeNe power or by a decrease of the interaction strength with density.
Photoluminescence measurement while exciting the sample with the HeNe laser showed
a linear dependence of the integrated intensity of both 0D and 2D polaritons, over the
complete range of power available, suggesting that the reservoir population should have a
linear dependence with the excitation power. Therefore, the variation of reservoir-exciton
interaction strength with density is more likely. This could occur for example in the
case of large momentum transfer between interacting excitons [57] i.e. redistribution of
the reservoir population toward large k-vector with increasing excitation density. Since
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our simpliﬁed model does not include a detailed calculation of exciton interactions, we
parametrize this decrease of reservoir interaction strength by a sigmoid function that
converges asymptotically towards zero:
gR → gR(NR) = 2gR/(1 + eαNR). (6.7)
The parameter α is used to ﬁt the leveling oﬀ of Pup, and with this we obtain the ﬁt
presented in case 3 (solid line in ﬁgure 6.2 (c) and (d)). The eﬀect of equation 6.7 on the
bistability is shown by the dashed line in ﬁgure 6.9(a) where we put the RID to zero, as
in case 2.
The RID also aﬀects the intensity in the upper branch of the hysteresis loop (shown in
ﬁgure 6.9 (b)). For example, if we compare the intensity obtained in case 2 and 3 (red
and blue curve), we see that for a given value of Pup, the transmitted intensity is always
higher for case 2. The RID must be present in order to obtain the same combination of
threshold power and intensity that was measured.
Having access to both the coherent and incoherent populations in the simulation allows
us to study the system’s coherence. ﬁgure 6.10 (a) and (b) show the calculated hysteresis
loop of the coherent photon intensity |E|2 and of the exciton population N for diﬀerent
reservoir densities (HeNe power). As NR increases, the coherent population at the onset
of the upward threshold decreases, as well as Pup. Conversely, N slightly increases at the
onset as shown by the dashed line in ﬁgure 6.10 (b) and it remains relatively constant
above the upward threshold. Since the RID broadens the polariton mode, it increases
the overlap between the resonant laser and the polariton mode and contributes to the
transfer of the polariton population from coherent to incoherent (see ﬁgure 6.10 (c) and
discussion below). Therefore, the transfer to the incoherent population is enhanced by
the interaction of the coherent population with that of the exciton reservoir. This also
allows the system to reach the upward threshold for a lesser resonant excitation power.
Finally, the eﬀect of RID is summarized in ﬁgure 6.10 (c) where we show the evolution
of N and |P |2 for a resonant laser power of 0.1 mW (full lines) and at the onset of the
upward threshold (dashed lines). The diﬀerence between the blue and red curves gives
the incoherent exciton population Nincoh = N − |P |2, excluding that of the reservoir NR.
We see that for low resonant power and reservoir density, the system is fully coherent,
N = |P |2. As the reservoir population increases, the initial incoherent population increases
compared to the coherent one, meaning that the resonant laser contribute more eﬃciently
to the incoherent part. This imbalance is maintained at the onset of the upward threshold.
For low reservoir density, N > |P |2 since g′ = 0. As the RID is increased, the onset
density increases slightly while the density of the coherent population decreases, which is
reﬂected by the decrease of transmitted laser intensity.
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Figure 6.10 – (a) Simulated photon intensity |E|2 as a function of excitation power for
diﬀerent values of incoherent pumping intensity (HeNe power). (b) Simulated exciton
population N = |P |2+Nincoh for the same conditions as in (a). The dashed lines indicate
the evolution of the coherent (a) and total (b) population before the upward threshold.
(c) N and |P |2 as a function of HeNe power. The full lines correspond to the population
for the initial resonant laser power whereas the dashed lines correspond to the values at
the onset of the upward threshold.
6.3.3 Data ﬁtting of the temperature experiment
We followed the same procedure to ﬁt the temperature data presented in ﬁgure 6.2 (b). For
these simulations, we included the exciton red shift, and assumed, as a ﬁrst approximation
that the population of the reservoir is proportional to the temperature: NR ∝ aT . We
have seen in the previous section that we had to include a dephasing term of the type
γEID = g
′NR. At the same time, the eﬀect of temperature is usually considered as a
pure dephasing term: a linewidth proportional to temperature γ∗ = αTT (neglecting
LO-phonon term γLO = b(exp[h¯ωLO/kT ]− 1)−1) [204]. We mentioned in section 6.1 that
the eﬀect of temperature was linked to a reservoir population, hence it is logical to equate
both equations which gives NR ∝ T .
We set α = 0 since the leveling oﬀ is not clearly observed. Since the ﬁrst data point is
taken at 4.3 K, we must adjust g′R in order to get the right initial bistability width as well
as the right decrease of Pup with temperature. However, for a given T → NR conversion
factor, increasing g′R will decrease the bistability width at 4.3 K. To compensate this
eﬀect, we remove the Γx/2 term in the deﬁnition of γx, and decrease γc. This might seem
unphysical, but is actually linked to our ﬁrst convergence of the model for the HeNe
simulations. In principle, these ﬁts should include the temperature dependent linewidth
as well, and inevitably change the values of Γx and γc. This would be tedious since a
single run of temperature or HeNe ﬁt take a minimum of 15 minutes on a parallelized
quadcore laptop (with reasonable number of discretizations in time (200 points) and
power (120 points over three decades) and reservoir values (20)), and would not change
our discussion about the underlining physics.
Under these conditions, the model converged to a similar set of parameters, given in
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Figure 6.11 – (a) Simulated upward and downward threshold power as a function of
temperature for diﬀerent reservoir parameters. Case 1 is a simulation when gR is set to
zero. Case 2 includes gR and g′R = 0. Case 3 is the ﬁt shown in ﬁgure 6.2 (d) where all
eﬀects are included. For case 4, we only include the exciton redshift (gR = g′R = 0). All
other parameters are kept constant in all cases. (b) Simulated intensity above the upward
threshold for the same cases as in (a).
table 6.2. However, our model did not converge for the temperature data at Δ = 500 μeV
with α = 0, indicating that NR is no longer proportional to T for higher temperatures.
The distribution of NR in k-space might also evolve with temperature, changing the
eﬀective value of gR.
With this ﬁt, we can analyze again the eﬀect of the reservoir/temperature parameters on
the bistability, as presented in ﬁgure 6.11 where case 3 is the ﬁt presented in ﬁgure 6.2 (b).
Similarly to the HeNe ﬁts, we clearly see that the eﬀect of RID (case 1) and the reservoir
blue shift (case 2) on Pdown cancels out, while they add up for Pup in order to collapse
the bistability. This is also seen in the intensity just above threshold, presented in
ﬁgure 6.11 (b). For case 4, we have removed all contributions from the reservoir, and
kept only the exciton red shift. Clearly, the temperature dependence of the Hopﬁeld
coeﬃcients produces only a minor eﬀect compared to the reservoir. This is because we
vary the detuning from δ = 0.06Ω0 (0.2 meV) to δ = 0.2Ω0 (0.66 meV), which, as seen in
the coherent limit (see ﬁgure 5.3 (c)) as only a small eﬀect on the thresholds.
To complete our analysis, we give in ﬁgure 6.12 the simulated hysteresis loops for the
photon intensity and exciton population as well as a comparison between the coherent
population |P |2 and the exciton population N . These ﬁgures have similar features as for
the HeNe simulations. We see that the exciton population is almost constant just before
the threshold, and that the coherence decreases with increasing temperature. Interestingly,
the system is never fully coherent even for low temperatures and low excitation power (see
ﬁgure 6.12 (c)). This is due to the independence of the temperature dependent linewidth
on the excitation power. Of course, the true relative value between N and |P |2 might
diﬀer from the ﬁt because it depends on the set of parameters. Nonetheless, it does
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not aﬀect the main conclusion. Another indication of the lack of full coherence at low
temperature will be given in section 6.4 below.
Figure 6.12 – (a) Simulated photon intensity |E|2 as a function of excitation power for
increasing temperature. (b) Simulated exciton population N = |P |2 + Nincoh for the
same conditions as in (a). (c) N and |P |2 as a function of temperature. The full lines
correspond to the populations for the initial resonant laser power whereas the dashed
lines correspond to the values at the onset of the upward threshold.
Table 6.2 – Value of the parameters of EBE with reservoir (equations 6.3) used for the
simulation of the Temperature experiment for a laser detuning of Δ = 0.3 meV (see
ﬁgures 6.2, 6.11, and 6.12). The density is arbitrary and is ﬁxed to one.
Parameters Value units
Δ 0.3 meV
Ω0 3.33 meV
δ 0.2 meV
γc 0.012 meV
Γx 0.03 meV
g0 0.012 meV/Density
g′ 0.02g0 meV/Density
gR 0.26g0 meV/Density
g′R 0.3g0 meV/Density
gpae; g
R
pae 0 meV/Density
α 0.0 1/Density
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6.3.4 GPE with reservoir
We have seen at the beginning of the chapter that there was a large diﬀerence between
the EBE framework and the coherent limit in terms of dephasing. Before concluding
this chapter it is worth verifying what happens in the coherent limit if we include the
reservoir. Such a model is similar to the one used to simulate non-resonantly excited
polariton condensates (as described in section 1.5, equations 1.49). The main diﬀerence
here is that we replace the gain term from the reservoir (describing bosonic stimulation)
with a loss term for the RID. We are taking the coherent limit of equations 6.3 while
keeping the reservoir-exciton blue shift and dephasing. Strictly speaking, the RID in
GPE acts as a reservoir induced loss since every exciton in the system is coherent.
Figure 6.13 (a), shows the threshold powers that were obtained for the HeNe experiment
(blue) and the coherent limit simulation (red) using the same parameters. As expected
from the previous comparison, the bistability in the coherent limit evolves oppositely
compared to the experiment (represented here by the EBE simulation). The increase
of bistability width between both cases is due to the decrease of the coherent exciton
linewidth since g′ = 0 in the coherent limit.
Figure 6.13 – (a) Simulated bistability thresholds as a function of reservoir density
using EBE with reservoir (blue), and its coherent limit. The parameters used are given
in table 6.1, and represent the ﬁt of the HeNe experiment. (b) Simulated upward and
downward threshold power for diﬀerent reservoir parameters for the coherent limit. Case
1 is a simulation when gR is set to zero. Case 2 includes gR, and α = g′R = 0. Case 3
is the same as case 2 but for α = 0.013, as for the EBE ﬁt. All other parameters are
kept constant in all cases. The dashed red curve is the coherent limit shown in (a). (c)
Intensity above threshold for the cases described in (b) as well as the EBE simulation.
The diﬀerence between both models mainly comes from their opposite behavior when the
coherent exciton linewidth is increased. This is clearly seen In ﬁgure 6.13 (b) where we
decompose the eﬀect of RID and reservoir induced blue shift. The latter as almost the
same eﬀect in both models (see ﬁgure 6.9 (a)), but it is the RID that work in opposite
ways. Even if we add the leveling oﬀ (α parameter), Pup is still barely aﬀected by the
reservoir, in contrast to our experiment. This divergence is also noticeable in the intensity
above threshold as shown in ﬁgure 6.13 (c). Even though the reservoir induced blue shift
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does decrease the intensity, the combined eﬀect is never as strong as in the experiment.
Figure 6.14 – (a) Simulated upward and downward threshold power as a function of
reservoir density for a diﬀerent set of parameters. All the parameters are the same as
in table 6.1 except that gR = 0.43g0, g′R = 0.17g0, and g
′ = 0.12g0. The red curve
shows the EBE ﬁt of the data.temperature for diﬀerent reservoir parameters. Case 1 is
a simulation when gR is set to zero. Case 2 includes gR and g′R = 0. Case 3 is the ﬁt
shown in ﬁgure 6.2 (d) where all eﬀects are included. For case 4, we only include the
exciton redshift (gR = g′R = 0). All other parameters are kept constant in all cases. (b)
Simulated intensity above the upward threshold for the same cases as in (a).
Furthermore, the simulated behavior is not parameter dependent. To demonstrate this, we
purposely chose another set of parameters and lowered the eﬀect of RID (see ﬁgure 6.14).
The red curve represents another EBE simulation that gave a good ﬁt to the experiment.
In this case, instead of using the asymptotic decrease of gR as stated in equation 6.7, we
impose that gRNR becomes constant passed a cutoﬀ value of NR. When we turn to the
coherent limit, we see the rapid collapse of the bistability if we include only the reservoir
induced blue shift without the saturation (case 1). For case 2, we add the RID but using
g′R at half the value used for the EBE simulation. Again, the variation of Pdown is too
strong and the collapse occurs too quickly. In order to ﬁt the data using the coherent
model, we also need to translate the curve to lower reservoir density to ﬁt the initial
variation of Pup. This pushes the bistability collapse at roughly half of the reservoir
density compared to the experiment.
The eﬀect is event worse if we turn on the saturation based on the EBE simulation. Right
after the saturation, Pdown continues to increase since it is no longer aﬀected by the
reservoir induced blue shift whereas Pup stays ﬁxed for the same reason. This also causes
a strong modiﬁcation of the intensity as seen in ﬁgure 6.14 (b) in strong disagreement
with our experiment. Our discussion shows that, using only the simplest parametrisation
of the system, it is not possible to ﬁt the experiment in the coherent limit. It might be
possible to ﬁt the experiment by varying the reservoir parameters at each step of HeNe
power, but it would be diﬃcult to draw any conclusion from it. Even for this case, a
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reservoir dependent loss will be mandatory to ﬁt the variation of Pdown. The need of a
reservoir induced loss therefore makes the transition to the EBE framework a necessity.
6.4 Spatial multistability and dephasing
In the previous chapter, we showed that the multimode GPE accurately reproduces the
cross interactions between polariton modes. However, we also noticed that the simulations
overestimated the full amplitude of the multistability. Fortunately, the EBE simulations
presented above showed that any type of dephasing caused a decrease of the photon
intensity compared to the coherent limit. Hence, we have another indication that the
resonantly excited polariton system is never fully coherent.
Figure 6.15 – Multihysteresis curve of the spatial multistability experiment. The gray area
is the experimental results presented in ﬁgure 5.6 while the blue curve is the simulation
done with the multimode GPE (equations 5.15) and presented in ﬁgure 5.10. The red
curve is a simulation using the multimode EBE (equations A.33) where all parameters
are identical as the blue curve, and we include and EID coupling matrix g′ij = 0.05 gij
where gij is the exciton-exciton interaction matrix.
To conﬁrm this, we compare our experimental data and simulations presented in the last
chapter with another simulation where we use the multimode EBE (see appendix A).
Simply put, the multimode EBE changes the parameters g′ and gpae to coupling matrices
g′ij and gpij , the same way we change from g0 in the single mode coupling to gij in the
multimode GPE. Figure 6.15 shows the experimental data in gray, the multimode GPE
simulation in blue and the multimode EBE in red. For the later, the same parameters as
the GPE simulation were used, and we added a small EID matrix g′ij = 0.05gij . Under
these conditions, we can accurately simulate the multistability amplitude. Of course,
the other parameters should be adjusted to ﬁt perfectly the experimental data which
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is not the goal here. We can easily expect that by adjusting the 15 exciton-exciton
interaction strengths gij , 15 EID terms g′ij , and 5 exciton/photon linewidths (γxi/γci)
that the accuracy of the ﬁt will be good, without aﬀecting the main conclusions of the
last chapter.
6.5 Conclusions
We have demonstrated the drastic eﬀect of an incoherent reservoir on a coherent polariton
system. Comparing experiments with simulation evidences that a reservoir population
can be generated at low temperature, even if the excitation laser is tuned below the
reservoir energy. This reservoir either originates from a population transfer of polaritons
by means of an acoustic phonon absorption as suggested in [144] or from exciton-polariton
scattering.
We have shown that a loss of coherent population |P |2 does not imply a loss of population
N of the full system. This explains the decrease of the upward threshold power when
the reservoir population is increased since the energy blue shift is mostly deﬁned by the
total exciton population N . We also showed that the transmitted intensity is an indicator
of the coherent polariton population whereas the blue shift is an indicator of the total
exciton population. When the coherent population decreases, the optical response of
the system is dominated by the incoherent population. This implies that evaluating
the polariton density using the emission intensity will always underestimate the total
polariton density present in the system. Since the latter determines the amplitude of the
blue shift and the saturation of the oscillator strength, it should be considered carefully
especially when trying to diﬀerentiate between polariton condensate and photon lasing
thresholds.
Finally, we have shown that the downward threshold power is an indicator for the RID.
Its value increases when the RID is more important on the system than the reservoir
induced blue shift. This eﬀect will need to be considered in schemes using polariton for
high ﬁdelity quantum light source and quantum information processing. Of course, due to
the small binding energy of excitons in InGaAs and the small Rabi energy of our system,
the eﬀects described here occur at amazingly low temperatures. Similar eﬀects will also
show up, possibly at higher temperatures, in other polariton systems with a larger Rabi
splitting.
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7 Polariton lattices and beyond
In this chapter, we present ideas for future work based on multimode polaritons. We
have discussed multimode polariton physics from the point of view of exciton coupling,
and light conﬁnement. The next step is to couple polariton modes themselves, which can
be achieved by coupling the conﬁned polariton modes of adjacent mesas. In the ﬁrst part
of the chapter, we present the work that we started for the study of polariton lattices. In
the second part, we propose experiments that could be done based on the results obtained
in this thesis (recommendation for the non-resonant condensation was already discussed
in section 4.5).
7.1 Polariton lattices
The idea behind polariton lattices is to use 0D polaritons as building blocks for more
complex structures. The advantage of using polariton over other photonic structures
is the possibility to have interactions, hence to move toward the simulation of lattice
Hamiltonians with interactions. For example, it was shown that spin-obit coupling can
be engineered using micropillar microcavities arranged in a hexagonal molecule [205].
Hexagonal lattices were also realised using the same micropillars, showing the usual Dirac
cones of the graphene band structure [206], edge states [207], and polariton condensation
in the bulk [206]. 1D arrays of mesas [208] and square lattices [44] have also been studied
above the condensation threshold (mesa structure with GaAs/AlAs QWs).
Recently, a number of theoretical works have discussed the possibility to create topological
edge states using lattice polaritons under a magnetic ﬁeld, the so called topolariton [209–
211]. Contrary to edge states in a honey comb lattice, topolaritons have chiral edge
modes, where clockwise (counter clockwise) propagation only occurs for spin up (down)
polaritons. These states are of great interest because they are topologically protected
from disorder, hence disorder should not prevent their propagation.
In this section, we present preliminary work aimed at realising topolaritons experimentally.
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We begin by a review of the clean room process developed to create polariton lattices
before presenting some typical band structures measured as well as ﬁrst results on square
lattice under magnetic ﬁeld.
7.1.1 Clean room process
We have discussed in section 1.3.2 the principle behind 3D photon conﬁnement in
microcavities, and presented two studies based on that principle (chapter 5, and 6). In
this section, we give an overview of the clean room process needed to achieve fabricate
mesas, that can also be used to realize lattices or more complex structures. The basic
principle is the same as the one used for sample 1485, although the whole process was
reoptimized, partly because of a new mask aligner (MA6), and also because of the poor
reproducibility of the previous process. All this sample processing work, and optimization
was done jointly with A. F. Adiyatullin.
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 7.1 – Scheme of the photolithography and wet etching process (not to scale). The
light gray represents GaAs, the dark gray is the AlAs etch stop, the purple layer is the
photoresist, and the gold layer represents the mask. (a) Initial step after spin coating of
the photoresist. (b) After removal of the exposed resist. (c) After the wet etching, and
(d) after the removal of the photoresist and etchtsop layer.
For the process, we use a half cavity (24 bottom DBR, λ-spacer with a single QW) where
the top of the spacer is completed by six mono layers of AlAs followed by 6 nm of GaAs,
as depicted in ﬁgure 7.1. First, we spin-coat a photoresist on top of the sample (resist
S1805, 500 μm thickness). Using a photolithography mask, we expose the photoresist
with a UV lamp (1.9s exposure on vacuum contact, to get the best resolution; exposure
should be checked from time to time since the lamp intensity can change). The exposed
photoresist is removed by dipping the sample is a developer solution (MF-319, 30-35s
while stirring the beaker). This allows to transfer the patterns from the mask to the
photoresist, as shown in ﬁgure 7.1 (b). We perform a wet etching to remove the exposed
part of GaAs (see the clean room lab book for more detail on the procedure) using a
1:500 NH4OH:H2O2 solution (15 s etch, while the solution is set in rotation at 700 rpm).
This solution was optimized to have a selectivity of about 1:500 between AlAs and GaAs,
which allows to stop the etch with only the six monolayers of AlAs. After the sample is
rinsed in water, we let it exposed to air for 3 min. This part is crucial because it allows
to oxidize the AlAs layer properly before we remove it in a single dip in a 1:1 HCl:H2O
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mask design can be seen mainly for the hexagonal lattices where the lattice seem to be
stretched in the y direction.
Although a resolution of 0.5 μm can be reached with photolithography and a proper
mask, a higher resolution should be achievable with e-beam lithography which implies
replacing the ﬁrst part of the process.
7.1.2 Measured band structures and real space distributions
We measured the band structures of our polariton lattices using the magnetic ﬁeld setup
and Fourier imaging while exciting non-resonantly (see section 4.2). By translating the
lens in front of the spectrometer, we are able to scan the momentum space (ﬁrst (FBZ)
and second Brillouin zone), and extract the energy dispersion either along kx, or ky or to
plot the momentum space for a given energy. The procedure is identical for the real space
imaging except that we remove the lens L3 from the detection path (see ﬁgure 4.1). The
sample studied consist in a 20/24 top/bottom DBR λ−cavity with a single In0.06Ga0.94As
QW (F-043b-II, see appendix B). We present here the results for a square and for an
hexagonal lattice of 2μm mesa. The lattice constant is a = 3 μm (center to center), and a
small link (∼ 0.5x1 μm) remains between the mesas, as can be seen in ﬁgure 7.2 (a)-(b).
Square lattice
Figure 7.3 (a) presents the band structure along ky measured for a 16x16 square lattice.
The dispersion nicely shows the S band, and part of the P band. At higher energy, we
see the polariton upper branch, which is almost identical to the 2D upper branch and
corresponds to the 2D continuum (better seen in ﬁgure 7.7). This is an indication that
the coupling seem to occurs between the conﬁned polariton modes, and not between a
photonic band and a QW exciton. If the latter case occurred, we would expect to have a
lower and upper branch for both S band and P band, similarly to strong coupling inside
a single mesa. For example, a photonic S band would couple to the exciton, the same
way a 2D cavity dispersion is strongly coupled. In fact, the band structure measured
can be seen as a 2D polariton dispersion with a gap opening at the edge of the FBZ
(kx,y = ±π/a).
We can estimate the coupling strength by ﬁtting the S band with the well-known analytical
solution for the energy dispersion of a square lattice obtained in a tight-binding model
with nearest neighbour coupling:
E(k) = −2J (cos(kxa) + cos(kya)) . (7.1)
The ﬁt is shown by the black curve in ﬁgure 7.3 (a), giving a coupling strength of
J = 110 μeV. We can have a better look at the band structure of the lattice by plotting
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the momentum space for speciﬁc energy positions as shown in ﬁgure 7.3 (b)-(c) for the
S band, and (d) for the bottom of the P band. We notice that the maximum of the S
band along kx or ky does not correspond to the maximum energy of the band, which is
found instead at E=1.45915 eV. This is easily explained with equation 7.1; the maximum
bandwidth occurs for cos(kxa)=cos(kya)=1, hence on the kx-ky diagonal.
Figure 7.3 – (a) PL intensity of the band structure of a polariton square lattice measured
along the y direction. The lattice sites have a diameter of 2 μm, and a center to center
distance of 3 μm. The full black line is a ﬁt using equation 7.1, and the dashed line shows
the position of the QW energy. (b)-(e) Measured PL in momentum space for increasing
energy, as indicated by the white arrows in (a). (b)-(d) corresponds to the S band while
(e) is at the bottom of the P band. The color scale is logarithmic for (a)-(b), and linear
for (c)-(e) because of the small intensity measured.
We can obtain additional information on the system by performing the real space tomog-
raphy. In ﬁgure 7.4 (a), we show the real space proﬁle of the PL intensity for a given
slice taken along y at the center of the beam (dashed black line in ﬁgure 7.4 (c)). We
notice that the PL intensity is located in two bands and that the distribution follows the
periodicity of the lattice. Furthermore, the diﬀerence between the S band and P band
is clearly seen if we follow the intensity at y = 0 as the energy increases. Since the S
band has an even symmetry, the maximum of intensity is at the center of the lattice
sites while it is a node for the P band due to its odd symmetry. This is clearly seen by
comparing the real space distribution of polaritons in the S band (ﬁgure 7.4 (b)-(c)) to
the distribution in the P band (ﬁgure 7.4 (d)-(e)). These ﬁgures also highlight that the
polariton emission occurs in an area much larger than the excitation spot (located only
of the central site). The intensity distribution is Gaussian which indicates minimal eﬀect
from disorder (from the lattice or optical). This would create inhomogeneous patterns
with respect to the expected gaussian distribution.
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Figure 7.4 – (a) PL intensity of the real space distribution of a polariton square lattice
measured along the y direction. The lattice is the same as in ﬁgure 7.3. (b)-(e) Measured
PL in real space for increasing energy, as indicated by the black arrows in (a). (b)-(c)
corresponds to the S band and (d)-(e) to the P band. The black circles have a diameter of
2μm and represent the position of individual lattice sites. The dashed black line indicates
the position of the energy distribution shown in (a). The color scale is logarithmic and
identical for each panels.
Hexagonal lattice
Figure 7.5 (a) shows the band structure measured for a hexagonal lattice along ky,
ﬁgure 7.5 (b) along kx. Again, we can use the standard analytical solution for the band
structure of graphene to ﬁt the S band, and evaluate the coupling strength of our lattice.
These equations read [206,212]:
f(k) = 2cos(
√
3kya) + 4cos
(√
3
2
kya
)
cos
(
3
2
kxa
)
, (7.2)
E(k) = ±t
√
3 + f(k)− t′f(k), (7.3)
were t, and t′ correspond to the nearest and next nearest neighbour coupling constants.
The ﬁt is given by the black curve in ﬁgure 7.5 for both ky, and kx which gives t = 150 μeV,
t′ = −0.047t. These values are somewhat smaller compared to the ones obtained for
the micropillar case (t=250 μeV, t′=-0.08t). Nonetheless, our value of t′ agrees with the
range of t′ expected theoretically for graphene (0.02t ≤ |t′| ≤ 0.2t) [212]. This indicates
that our polariton lattice gives a reasonable simulation of the band structure of graphene.
The most important feature of this band structure is the crossing of linear dispersion
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giving rise to the so-called Dirac points. In our case, the intensity reaches a maximum
exactly at those points, as for the micropillar case [206]. The Dirac points are better seen
in momentum space as shown in ﬁgure 7.5 (c). For comparison, ﬁgure 7.5 (d) shows the
momentum space at the bottom of the band. These results indicate that we obtained the
desired band structure, even though our photolithography mask was not optimal.
Figure 7.5 – PL intensity of the band structure of a polariton hexagonal lattice measured
along the (a) y direction, and (b) x direction. The lattice sites have a diameter of 2 μm,
and a center to center distance of 3 μm. (c)-(d) Measured PL in momentum space for
decreasing energy as indicated by the white arrows in (a).
In ﬁgure 7.6 we present the real space distribution for speciﬁc energy position within the
S band and P band. We observe similar features as for the square lattice. In ﬁgure 7.6 (a)
we clearly see the transition from symmetric to antisymmetric wave functions as we move
from the S band to the P band. Figure 7.6 (b)-(c) shows the real space proﬁle taken
at the bottom of the S band and at the energy of the Dirac points respectively. In the
ﬁrst case, the intensity seem to be located dominantly in pairs of mesas along the x
direction while it follows a more circular proﬁle for the latter. Comparing ﬁgure 7.6 (b)
and (d) shows again that the intensity of the S band is located at the center of the mesas
while it is the opposite for the P band. As we go to higher energy in the P band, the
situation is even more clear as there is a minima of intensity at the center of the lattice
sites (ﬁgure 7.6 (e)). Similarly to the square lattice, the intensity distribution is gaussian,
over a spot of diameter of ∼ 30μm and there is no evidence for considerable disorder of
the sample.
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Figure 7.6 – PL intensity of the real space distribution of a polariton hexagonal lattice
measured along the (a) y direction. The lattice is the same as in ﬁgure 7.5. (b)-(e)
Measured PL in real space for increasing energy, as indicated by the white arrows in (a).
(b)-(c) corresponds to the S band and (d)-(e) to the P band. The black circles have a
diameter of 2μm and represent the position of individual lattice sites. The dashed black
line indicates the position of the energy distribution shown in (a). The color scale is
logarithmic and identical for each panels.
7.1.3 Square lattice under magnetic ﬁeld
In ﬁgure 7.7, we present the polariton band structure for the square lattice when increasing
the magnetic ﬁeld from B=0 T to B=5 T. All measurements were performed at the
center of the lattice, and analysed either in σ+ or σ−. As both polarization gave similar
results (band shifted due to the Zeeman splitting), we present only the dispersion from
the σ+ polarization. All measurements were taken with the same excitation power and
acquisition time. The weak interference pattern on the high energy background is caused
by our spectrometer’s grating.
Starting from the upper branch, we see the eﬀect of the exciton diamagnetic shift which
moves the exciton energy by ∼ 2 meV. The most striking feature comes from the evolution
of both S and P bands with increasing magnetic ﬁeld. From B=0 T to B=1 T, we see
almost no variation of the bands except for the eﬀect of the exciton diamagnetic shift. At
B=3 T, we start to see intensity coming from energy positions away from the bands: on
the top of the S band, and on both sides of the dominant intensity of the P band. At
our maximum magnetic ﬁeld of B= 5T, the new states measured appear even brighter,
although the intensity starts to decrease at the bottom of the S band.
The fragmentation of the bands is better seen in ﬁgure 7.8, where we compare both
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bands measured at B=0 T, and B=5 T. We do not measure any structure at zero ﬁeld,
within almost three orders of magnitude of PL signal, while the new structure at high
magnetic ﬁeld is roughly ten times weaker than the brightest state. The fragmentation also
occurs within the bands themselves, particularly in the P band. The energy splitting seen
(ΔEPband = 130±20 μeV) does not correspond to the interference background seen at high
energy (ΔEback = 230 μeV). There is a slight decrease of linewidth for both bands at the
edge of the ﬁrst Brillouin zone of ∼ 30 μeV, starting from FWHMSband−FBZ = 200 μeV,
and FWHMPband−FBZ = 230 μeV (the linewidth of the bottom of the S band stays
constant at FWHMSb−k0 = 130± 5 μeV).
Figure 7.7 – Dispersion of a polariton lattice along ky (kx = 0) for increasing magnetic
ﬁeld measured in σ+ polarization. (a) B=0 T, (b) B=1 T, (c) B=3 T, (d) B=5 T. All
images have the same log color scale, and were taken for identical acquisition times.
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Finally, we present in ﬁgure 7.9 the momentum space at B=5 T for two energy positions
for both bands. The signal is saturated on purpose to emphasize the weaker signal. These
ﬁgures indicate that the measured fragmentation within the FBZ seems to correspond to
an interference pattern in k-space, speciﬁcally for the S band.
Figure 7.8 – Comparison of the dispersion at B=0 T, and B=5 T. (a)-(b) Close up of the
P band at ky > 0. (c)-(d) Close up of the S band. Figures from the same bands share
the same log color scale.
Although these are preliminary results, we can list a number of points to investigate
in order to determine the nature of this eﬀect. First, we measure the same kind of
fragmentation on hexagonal lattice but not for 2D polariton, 2D exciton, and for 0D
polariton. This implies that the eﬀect seen on the polariton lattice is either a consequence
of the periodic potential, the ﬁnite size of our lattice or both. As the photon is not
aﬀected by a magnetic ﬁeld, the eﬀect must come from the exciton. The two known eﬀects
for the exciton (Zeeman and diamagnetic) come from its relative motion wave function
(1S), while its center of mass part should not be aﬀected. The fact that the polariton
is delocalized over the lattice implies that the exciton center of mass wave function is
delocalized as well. This should not modify its binding energy, meaning the polariton
lattice should not aﬀect how the exciton reacts to a magnetic ﬁeld, although our results
seem to indicate otherwise.
It is clear that the observed features go beyond a simple diamagnetic shift, or a Zeeman
eﬀect on the exciton, transposed to a polariton lattice. This would split the bands into
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Figure 7.9 – (a) Dispersion of the polariton lattice along ky (kx = 0), for B=5 T (as
in ﬁgure 7.7). (b)-(e) PL intensity in momentum space for the positions indicated by
the dashed lines in (a). The intensity is shown in log color scale, and is saturated to
emphasize the weaker signal.
two spin polarized bands, without creating new bands or states. The slight decrease
of linewidth measured at the edge of the FBZ can be due to the diamagnetic shift,
which increases the oscillator strength. The fragmentation of the bands cannot be due
to the optical disorder of the sample; this causes an inhomogeneous broadening of the
bands, and is independent of the magnetic ﬁeld. Finally, it is not believed that the
structures appearing in the band gap correspond to edge states, as there measurements
were performed in the bulk.
The question is to understand whether these states are always present in the system and
are evidenced with increasing magnetic ﬁeld, or if the ﬁeld changes the Hilbert space of the
system, and increases the number of eigenstates. For the ﬁrst case, we should investigate
whether the ﬁnite size of our lattice can induce variations of the band structure compared
to the inﬁnite case. Intuitively, the ﬁnite size of the lattice is equivalent to cutting a Bloch
wave function at the edges of the lattice. Mathematically, this is done by multiplying a
plane wave with a rect function. The Fourier transform of the resulting wave function will
create a sinc function centered at the k-vector of the plane wave. However, the periodicity
of the sinc function is of the inverse of the lattice size (π/(16a)) which is much less than
what we see in momentum space. Numerical simulations of the band structure of our
ﬁnite size system should be done in order to conﬁrm this.
Another possibility is that these states appear as a consequence of the lattice disorder due
to inhomogeneity of the photolithography mask. Assuming that the states are already
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present, this would imply that some phonon-polariton scattering increases by about two
orders of magnitude from zero to 5 T while phonon-polariton scattering on the S and
P band stays roughly constant. This hypothesis seem unlikely at the moment. Another
possibility would be that we observe these states because the linewidth decreases with the
ﬁeld. However, the splitting that appears with the magnetic ﬁeld is comparable to the
linewidth (at the FBZ), hence the small decrease of linewidth is not enough to explain
that we suddenly start to measure them. The linewidth pass the FBZ does increase for
the P band, meaning that there could be more than one state even at zero magnetic ﬁeld.
This could explain the fragmentation of the band, but not why new states appear in
forbidden regions inside the P band.
Last, a change of Hilbert space with the ﬁeld could be envisioned in a similar way as
the band structure of a charged particle in a lattice is aﬀected at large magnetic ﬁeld
(Hofstadter/Harper hamiltonian) [213,214]. In this regime, the ratio between the magnetic
ﬂux passing through a plaquette of the lattice, and the ﬂux quanta dictates the number of
eigenstates. Hence, this number varies with the ﬁeld, but requires a large magnetic ﬁeld
since the area of a unit cell is quite small (∼ 5.6x5.6 Å2). In principle, this should not
occur in our system because we are dealing with neutral quasiparticles. However, if the
phase acquired by the electron, and the hole is not exactly the same, then the total phase
might be considerable since the area of a single plaquette is relatively large (3x3 μm2). A
more complete theoretical model should be developed in order to see if this hypothesis is
reasonable.
7.2 Proposals for future experiments
In the following, we give a brief description of experiments that could be done to follow
up on the results obtained in the main chapters of the thesis. Recommendations for
polariton condensation using InGaAs QWs were discussed in section 4.5. The topics are
in the same order as the chapters.
7.2.1 Multimode interactions with coupled quantum well polaritons
We have seen in chapter 5 that, in a multimode polariton system, we must consider
polariton-polariton cross interactions when we go beyond the linear regime. This was a
consequence of the nature of the interaction (contact interaction), and the small energy
diﬀerence between the polariton modes that allowed them to be excited all at once. In
principle, such interactions should occur in the coupled quantum well polariton system,
for instance in a pump probe experiment using femto-second pulses at positive detuning.
Apart from the apparent complexity, there might not be that much interest for this study.
Where this system might prove more interesting is for studying polariton Feshbach
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resonances [175], which occurs when the lower polariton energy comes into resonance with
half of the biexciton energy. Two polaritons of opposite spin can create a biexciton which
changes the interaction from repulsive to attractive as the lower branch becomes resonant
with the biexciton. In the case of multiple QW polaritons, we can expect more than one
biexciton channel, hence possibly more than one polariton Feshbach resonance. Another
possibility would be to work at lower detuning in a situation were a two polaritons from
diﬀerent branches can form a biexciton. In this case, both the biexciton absorption, and
cross interactions should come into play.
Figure 7.10 – Scheme for parametric scattering using coupled QW polaritons. (a) phase
matching at k = 0. (b) Phase matching close to the magic angle.
Another use for these multiple polariton modes could be for parametric scattering
experiments [5]. In the single mode case, parametric scattering occurs when exciting
at the magic angle. Other schemes were proposed, and investigated using a triple
cavity [21, 197] or multiple modes in a polariton microwire [215]. In the former case,
the energy and phase matching conditions were tuned by changing the detuning of one
cavity with respect to the other. Similarly to the triple cavity, it is possible to get phase
matching with our sample either with all beams at k = 0 or for two degenerate paths at
a given ±k (see ﬁgure 7.10). Here, the phase matching will occur at a speciﬁc position
on the sample i.e. negative detuning for k = 0 scattering, and more positive for the
other scheme. However, as for the triple cavity experiment, it is doubtful that entangled
photon pairs can be achieved using the second scheme, mainly because of dephasing, and
creation of a reservoir either by the same scattering discussed in chapter 6 or because of
relaxation for the upper branches to exciton in the bottleneck.
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7.2.2 Crossover between spatial multistability and polariton lasing
In chapter 5, we have used a large mesa to study the eﬀect of polariton-polariton cross
interactions. In this experiment, the system was mainly governed by the interactions;
phonon relaxation between the modes was almost absent. A previous study (also discussed
in that chapter) investigated polariton lasing [163], in the same experimental conﬁguration
but using a small mesa (3 μm). The study showed that, after the upward threshold
originating from the highest energy state, there was a population transfer between the
lower polariton modes, that was explained in terms of bosonic stimulation. Hence, it seems
that in this case, the system is mainly driven by phonon relaxation, and cross interactions
have less eﬀect. The system was simulated using a single GPE for the resonantly driven
mode, while the others were Boltzmann equations, which included bosonic stimulation.
However, the eﬀect of cross interaction was not properly considered on the lower polariton
modes, which, as we have seen, aﬀects the population of each modes as well. It would
be interesting to see how the system evolves between these two limits. This could be
achieved, by designing a series of mesas while increasing the diameter from 3 μm to 9 μm
(in steps of 1 μm). By repeating the same experiment on each mesa (at approximately
the same cavity detuning), it should be possible to see this crossover between the two
regimes. This experiment could also be useful to help build a theoretical model which
takes into account coherence, interactions, and phonon scattering all at once.
7.2.3 Biexciton, exciton reservoir, and RID
In both experiments on polariton bi-multistability in mesas, we have purposely avoided
eﬀects of spinor interactions by exciting the system with circularly polarized light. Two
eﬀects have been shown to come into play when spin is involved, namely the appearance
of a multistability when the degree of polarization of the excitation laser is scanned [148],
and the eﬀect of biexciton formation [158] (see also [160]). The latter work showed that
the multistability was diﬀerent if the polariton ground state was either slightly above the
biexciton or few meV below. Losses seemed to be induced if the laser energy was set closer
to the biexciton energy for the positive cavity detuning case. As the study was limited
to two cavity detunings only, it would be interesting to study in a more gradual way
the eﬀect of getting into resonance with the biexciton (similar to the polariton Fesbach
resonance [175]). This could be achieved either by scanning a number of mesas while
keeping the laser detuning ﬁxed. Conversely, if the polariton ground state is slightly
below the biexciton resonance, and within less than Δ/3 from it (where Δ is the laser
detuning, see section 5.1), we should cross the Feshbach resonance as the polariton ground
state blue shifts, and before reaching the upward threshold. The eﬀect could be seen by
comparing bistability curves for circularly or linearly polarized excitation.
Based on our work on dephasing it would be interesting to see how the GPE with biexciton
reservoir formalism compares to a spinor EBE. As the latter includes direct and cross
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EID terms for both exciton spin polarization, a spinor EBE might mimic similar eﬀects as
the biexciton losses. Increasing the population of the orthogonal spin (say σ−) compared
to the other (σ+) will change the EID, which will cause an increase of the population
N±. This population can act as a reservoir with a longer lifetime, the same way as the
biexciton equation in the spinor GPE (equations 5.8). Of course, the idea here is not
to doubt on the eﬀect of the biexciton resonance, but to investigate in greater detail
two diﬀerent sources of dephasing. We saw in chapter 6 that there was a considerable
discrepancy between the GPE and EBE formalism when dephasing is scanned. We can
hope to see similar eﬀects regarding the biexciton, which might be visible if we plot the
threshold power, and intensity as we cross the resonance either in a single blue shift or
because of the cavity detuning.
7.2.4 ”Synthetic” gauge ﬁelds in polariton lattice
This last proposition is inspired by recent results obtained using cold atoms in an optical
lattice [216,217]. The idea is to use neutral particles in a lattice to simulate a charged
particle in a strong magnetic ﬁeld, which give rise to the so-called Hofstadter butterﬂy [213]
(see chapter 2 of ref. [214] for a clear overview on the subject). A charged particle acquires
a phase when moving in a closed loop in a high magnetic ﬁeld (Aharonov-Bohm eﬀect). For
a charge particle in a lattice, the band structure follows the self-similarity characteristic
of the Hofstadter butterﬂy if the magnetic ﬂux within a given plaquette is comparable to
the magnetic ﬂux quanta Φ0 = h/e. The principle is to prepare cold atoms in an optical
lattice in such a way that they acquire a considerable phase shift as they hop between
sites in a closed loop. If this phase shift is identical for each plaquette, then the system is
equivalent to a charged particle in a strong magnetic ﬁeld.
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Figure 7.11 – (a) Scheme of two plaquettes for an square lattice with oval sites. (b)
Corresponding phase (from the ground state polarization) acquired for the two plaquettes
in (a). The triangle indicates a potential that might be used to compensate the staggered
ﬂux. (c) Image of the mask where the design was transposed, with an unwanted position
oﬀset between half of the lattice sites.
The idea for polaritons would be to use the phase shift associated to a change in
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polarization to create the synthetic gauge ﬁeld. The idea is to use a square lattice with
rectangular sites instead of circular as it is shown in ﬁgure 7.11 (a). The use of an
rectangular mesa causes the polariton ground state to split into two linearly polarized
states. If we consider only the ground state, then creating a square lattice following the
pattern in ﬁgure 7.11 would mean that hopping from one site to an adjacent one causes a
π/2 phase shift. The trick would be to use a real magnetic ﬁeld to change the polarization
from linear to circular by the Zeeman eﬀect. That way, we scan the phase shift from 2π
to 0, which is the complete span of the Hofstadter butterﬂy. Of course, this means that
we need a real magnetic ﬁeld to create a synthetic magnetic ﬁeld.
There are a few important aspects that need to be addressed to see whether the simulation
described can actually work. The ﬁrst problem is that we obtain a staggered ﬂux if we
look at the phase shift for a complete lattice. If we acquire a phase shift of +φ when
hopping from a horizontal site to a vertical one, then hopping in the same direction from
vertical to horizontal yields a phase shift of −φ (see ﬁgure 7.11 (b)). In the cold atom
system, this was compensated by using a titled optical lattice such that there was an
energy shift associated to the phase shift. Combining both allowed to recover the same
phase shift for each plaquette. For the case of polaritons, this could be done either by
engineering the cavity wedge such that the energy shift occurs naturally from the sample.
However, since the wedge is usually ﬁxed by the growth conditions, this might not be
so practical. Another possibility is to use a large gaussian beam focused on one side
of the lattice to excite quasi resonantly the whole lattice. That way, we can create an
asymetric energy shift using the polariton-polariton interactions. In this case however, we
would need to look for weak signal below the laser energy to measure the band structure.
Finally, all of this resides in a single particle hopping formalism. Proper simulation of the
system might be necessary to verify whether the eﬀect can be measured at the mean ﬁeld
level in our polariton system.
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Conclusions
This thesis was been devoted to the study of multimode polaritons in samples based on
InGaAs QWs. Multimode coupling, and interactions can occur in a variety of contexts:
by coupling many exciton states to a single cavity mode, by creating a number of cavity
modes due to lateral light conﬁnement, or even by coupling spatially separated conﬁned
polariton modes. These systems have been investigated in the linear and non-linear
regime, both experimentally, and theoretically. The work was separated in two main
parts, the ﬁrst one focusing on non-resonant excitation of 2D multimode polaritons, and
the second on resonant excitation of 0D conﬁned polariton modes. In the following, we
recall the main results and conclusions for each of the studies presented.
In chapter 3, we studied in the linear regime the properties of a microcavity sample with
embedded stacks of three swallow InGaAs QWs. We ﬁrst demonstrated using PL, and
PLE that the QWs were coupled with one another, giving rise to a series of excitonic
states. These levels correspond to bound states of electrons, and holes delocalized over
the whole QW stack. Numerical simulations allowed to compute the electron and hole
wave functions, and the relative oscillator strengths of the optical transitions. When
placed inside a microcavity, we observed a series of polariton modes corresponding to the
strong coupling of all excitonic states with a single cavity mode. Having access to the
wave function allowed us to evaluate the relative coupling strengths of each mode, and to
ﬁt our data using a coupled oscillator model. We demonstrated that the Rabi splitting of
the highest coupled exciton state of the QW stack was less than the one obtained from a
single QW in a λ-cavity. Finally, we compared the relative coupling strengths to the ones
obtained by ﬁtting them manually. We showed that the binding energy of the diﬀerent
exciton states was not the same, hence that the spatial extension in the growth direction
had an eﬀect on the Coulomb interaction that binds the excitons.
In chapter 4, we investigated the non-linear properties of InGaAs QW based microcavities
when excited non resonantly. For all samples tested, we measured a single intensity
threshold corresponding to VCSEL lasing. We have investigated samples with low In
content (3-5 %) with stacks of 3 QWs, with either 9 or 12 QWs in total, and 20/24
DBRs. We also tested microcavity with high In content with 12 or 15 QWs in stacks of
two or three respectively. This way, we reduced the inter well coupling, and improved
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phonon scattering, but did not obtain polariton condensation. In order to hopefully reach
condensation with InGaAs QWs, the optical disorder of the top DBR should be improved,
and the placement of the QWs inside the spacer should be optimized to reach the highest
coupling strength. It should be interesting to compare the Mott density between GaAs
and InGaAs QWs to understand whether the latter system is limited by the saturation
density of individual QW. This could help for future microcavity designs or to understand
if we need a larger number of QWs in the microcavity, which will inevitably decrease the
coupling strength.
In chapter 5, we studied laterally conﬁned 0D polariton excited quasi resonantly. We
performed an experiment where ﬁve conﬁned polariton modes of a 9 μm mesa are excited
with a cw laser. As we cycled the power, we measured a series of intensity thresholds
of the transmitted laser, leading to a polariton multihysteresis curve. For each of the
stable states on the curve, the transmitted laser had a well-deﬁned spatial distribution,
each time corresponding to one of the conﬁned polariton modes. Therefore, we created a
spatially multistable system, where the transverse spatial proﬁle of the transmitted laser
can be switched simply by changing its power. We demonstrated experimentally that
the main ingredient for the eﬀect to work was the repulsive cross interactions between
the polariton modes. These cross interactions forbid the system to have more than one
polariton mode locked to the laser at one time. Finally, we developed a multimode version
of the GPE in the exciton photon basis to show the occurrence of polariton-polariton
cross interactions. We successfully simulated our system with this model, and conﬁrmed
that the observed multistability was a consequence of these cross-interactions.
Finally, in chapter 6, we investigated the eﬀect of dephasing in 0D polariton system. We
used the polariton hysteresis generated by exciting resonantly a single polariton mode
conﬁned in a 3 μm mesa as a sensitive tool to study the eﬀect of dephasing. We measured
the polariton bistability under two experimental conditions: as a function of temperature,
and at a ﬁx temperature while exciting non resonantly the sample with a second laser. In
both cases, the upward threshold decreased signiﬁcantly while the downward threshold
was almost unaﬀected until the collapse of the bistability. The transmitted intensity also
decreased steadily until the collapse. We simulated accurately this behavior using the EBE
formalism, including terms to simulate an exciton reservoir. We showed that the stability
of the downward threshold with temperature or non-resonant excitation was a clear proof
of reservoir induced decoherence. Furthermore, our theoretical investigation demonstrated
that the upward threshold power was an indicator of the total exciton population of the
system while the transmitted intensity above threshold was an indicator of the coherent
population. Our results have an important implication for the investigation of polariton
systems in general: the exciton density will be underestimated if it is evaluated only using
the coherent emission.
We believe the results obtained in this thesis have paved the way for a better understanding
of the rich physics of multimode polaritons. As the research of microcavity is aiming
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more and more on the study of complex structures, the eﬀect of multimode coupling, and
interactions should inevitably be considered in future works. In that regard, we have
proposed in chapter 7 some ideas for the continuity of the work presented.
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A Derivation of multimode EBE and
GPE
In chapter 5, we made a derivation of the multimode exciton-photon Hamiltonian based
on the multiple modes of the mesa. If we express for the exciton-exciton interaction
strength as a simple mode dependent coupling constant (we do not use the expression
given by equation 5.16, which is speciﬁc to the mesa), this Hamiltonian is:
H = H0 +Hlm +Hc +Hsat (A.1)
H0 =
∑
i
Exix
†
ixi +
∑
i
Ecic
†
ici (A.2)
Hlm =
1
2
∑
i
Ωi
(
x†ici + xic
†
i
)
(A.3)
Hc =
∑
ij
gijx
†
ix
†
jxixj (A.4)
Hsat = −
∑
ij
gpij
(
x†ix
†
jxjci + x
†
ixixjc
†
j
)
(A.5)
where H0 is the single particle energy, Hlm is the light-matter part, Hc is the exciton-
exciton interaction and Hsat is the eﬀect of phase space ﬁlling on the exciton-photon
coupling. This Hamiltonian represents any case of multimode coupling between exciton and
photon. For instance, if i, j = 1, 2, this gives the spinor interactions with g11 = g22 = α1
and g12 = g21 = α2. The mean ﬁeld of this Hamiltonian will give in the coherent limit the
spinor GPE presented in section 5.1.3, equations 5.8 [158]. Another possibility is to assume
that each indices correspond to an exciton state along its dispersion. In this case, the light-
matter coupling will be zero if the state is above the light cone, but cross interactions and
saturation can be expected from these states. This scenario correspond to the interaction
of polaritons with an exciton reservoir. Of course, extra care should be taken to assure
momentum conservation between states i, j as well as considering the dependence on
the momentum exchange of the exciton-exciton interaction [57]. None of these eﬀect are
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explicitly considered in this eﬀective Hamiltonian. For an eﬀective interaction with a
reservoir, we can simply assume two exciton modes, one in strong coupling, and the other
representing the eﬀective reservoir population. This is the approach used in chapter 6 to
derive the reservoir terms included in EBE (see equation 6.3), and from this perspective,
the density dependent coupling is well justiﬁed within this approximation.
In the following, we give an extended derivation of the mean ﬁled equations, that will
give the multimode EBE and multimode GPE in the coherent limit. First, we need a
series of multimode bosonic commutation relation for the exciton polarization equations:
[
a†i , am
]
= −δim (A.6)
[ai, aj ] = 0 (A.7)[
a†iai, am
]
= −amδim (A.8)[
a†ia
†
jai, am
]
= −2a†mamδijm − a†jamδim =j − a†iaiδjm =i (A.9)[
a†iaiaj , am
]
= −amδijm − ajamδim =j (A.10)[
a†ia
†
jaiaj , am
]
= −a†jajamδim =j − a†iaiamδjm =i (A.11)
where δijm and δim are Kronecker deltas. Second, the ones needed for the incoherent
population: [
a†iai, a
†
mam
]
= 0 (A.12)[
ai, a
†
mam
]
= amδim (A.13)[
a†i , a
†
mam
]
= −a†mδim (A.14)[
a†iaiaj , a
†
mam
]
= a†iaiamδjm, ∀i (A.15)[
a†ia
†
jai, a
†
mam
]
= −a†iaia†mδjm, ∀i (A.16)[
a†ia
†
jaiaj , a
†
mam
]
= 0 (A.17)
These commutation relations already show the cross interaction terms (of the type
a†iaiamδjm) that will occur in the mean ﬁeld equations. We begin with the derivation of
the equation of motion for the exciton operator in a given mode i:
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−ih¯x˙i = [H,xi] (A.18)
= [H0, xi] + [Hlm, xi] + [Hc, xi] + [Hsat, xi] (A.19)
=
∑
j
Exj
[
x†jxj , xi
]
+
1
2
∑
j
Ωj
(
cj
[
x†j , xi
]
+ c†j [xj , xi]
)
+
∑
jk
gij
[
x†jx
†
kxjxk, xi
]
−
∑
jk
gpij
(
cj
[
x†jx
†
kxk, xi
]
+ c†k
[
x†jxjxk, xi
])
(A.20)
ih¯x˙i = Exixi +
Ωi
2
ci + 2
∑
j
gijx
†
jxjxi
−
∑
j
2αgpijx
†
jxjci −
∑
j =i
gpijcjx
†
jxi (A.21)
Here α = 1 if i = j and zero otherwise. For the exciton number operator of a given mode
i:
−ih¯ ˙x†ixi =
[
H,x†ixi
]
(A.22)
=
[
H0, x
†
ixi
]
+
[
Hlm, x
†
ixi
]
+
[
Hc, x
†
ixi
]
+
[
Hsat, x
†
ixi
]
(A.23)
=
∑
j
Exj
[
x†jxj , x
†
ixi
]
+
1
2
∑
j
Ωj
(
cj
[
x†j , x
†
ixi
]
+ c†j
[
xj , x
†
ixi
])
+
∑
jk
gij
[
x†jx
†
kxjxk, x
†
ixi
]
−
∑
jk
gpij
(
cj
[
x†jx
†
kxk, x
†
ixi
]
+ c†k
[
x†jxjxk, x
†
ixi
])
(A.24)
ih¯
˙
x†ixi = +
Ωi
2
(
cix
†
i − c†ixi
)
+
∑
j
gpij
(
x†jxjxic
†
i − x†jxjx†ici
)
=
(
cix
†
i − c†ixi
)⎛⎝Ωi
2
−
∑
j
x†jxj
⎞
⎠ (A.25)
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Lastly, for the photon operator:
−ih¯c˙i = [H, ci] (A.26)
= [H0, ci] + [Hlm, xi] + [Hc, xi] + [Hsat, xi] (A.27)
=
∑
j
Ecj
[
c†jcj , xi
]
+
1
2
∑
j
Ωj
(
x†j [cj , ci] + xj
[
c†j , ci
])
−
∑
jk
gpij
(
x†jx
†
kxk [cj , ci] + x
†
jxjxk
[
c†k, ci
])
(A.28)
ih¯c˙i = Ecici +
Ωi
2
xi −
∑
j
gpijx
†
jxjxi (A.29)
We then deﬁne the mean ﬁelds as:
Ni = 〈x†ixi〉, (A.30)
Pi = 〈xi〉, (A.31)
Ei = 〈ci〉. (A.32)
As we mentionned in section 5.5, we use the following approximations which keeps the
number of particle within each mode: 〈xˆ†i xˆixˆj〉 ∼= 〈xˆ†i xˆi〉〈xˆj〉 and 〈xˆ†i xˆ†i 〉 = 〈xˆj xˆj〉 = 0
∀ (i, j). Applying these mean ﬁeld conditions on equations A.21, A.25, and A.29 and
adding the modes linewidths gives the multimode EBE:
ih¯N˙i = −iΓxi − 2Im(PiE∗i )
⎛
⎝Ωi
2
−
∑
j
gpijNj
⎞
⎠ , (A.33a)
ih¯P˙i =
⎛
⎝Exi − iγxi +∑
j
gijNj
⎞
⎠Pi +
⎛
⎝Ωi
2
−
∑
j
2αgpijNj
⎞
⎠Ei, (A.33b)
ih¯E˙i = Eci − iγci +
⎛
⎝Ωi
2
−
∑
j
gpijNj
⎞
⎠Pi, (A.33c)
where we have used E∗i Pi − P ∗i Ei = 2iIm(PiE∗i ) and a factor 2 is included in gij . The
term α = 1 if i = j and zero otherwise. If we include a real and imaginary part to the
exciton-exciton interactions, we get the following exciton linewidth which include EID
from all modes and pure dephasing γ∗:
γxi = Γxi/2 +
∑
j
g′ijNj + γ
∗. (A.34)
It is easy to see that we recover EBE with the reservoir (equations 6.3) if the summation
is over two modes, one exciton in strong coupling, the other being an eﬀective reservoir
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with no coupling to light. In the coherent limit these will give the multimode GPE
(equations 5.15). The single mode limit gives the EBE (equations 1.46) and the GPE
(equations 1.47) presented in section 1.5.
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B Description of the samples
In this appendix we summarise the structure of all of the samples presented in this thesis
as well as the section where they are ﬁrst mentioned. The ﬁrst table is for QW samples,
the second for the microcavity samples. All samples were grown by F. Jabeen except for
sample 1485 that was grown by F. Morier-genoud and processed by O. El Daif. All the
values given are the theoretical thicknesses that were expected for the growth.
Table B.1 – Description of the QW samples. T is for QW thickness and S is for spacer
thickness.
Name In content (%) Number of wells T (nm) S (nm) chapter
D-03 4.5 1 9 – 2.2.2
D1-12-10-13C 3 3 12 10 3.1
D-13 5 1 9 – 4.3.4
D-15 5 3 9 8 4.3.4
D-34 9 1 7 – 4.4.1
D-35 9 3 7 12 4.4.1
D-36 9 3 7 6 4.4.1
D-37 9 3 7 10 4.4.1
D-39 13 1 7 – 4.4.1
D-40 11 1 7 – 4.4.1
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Table B.2 – Description of the microcavity samples. The number of DBR pairs are
noted top/bottom, T is for QW thickness and S is for spacer thickness. The number in
parentheses in the QW/stacks indicates the total number of QWs.
Name DBR spacer In (%) # stacks QW/stack T (nm) S (nm) section
D-49 20/24 λ 5 1 1 8.5 – 2.2.3
D-55 20/24 λ 5 1 1 8.5 – 2.2.3
E-65 20/24 λ 10 1 1 9 – 2.2.3
D1-12-12-14C 20/23 2λ 3 3 3 (9) 12 10 3.1
D1-13-02-15C 20/23 2λ 3 3 3 (9) 12 10 4.3
B-31 20/24 5λ/2 5 4 3 (12) 8 12 4.4.2
F-40b 27/30 7λ/2 10 6 2 (12) 8 12 4.4.2
F-46b 27/30 5λ/2 10 5 3 (15) 8 15 4.4.2
1485 21/22 λ 4 1 1 8 – 5.2.2
F-43b-II 20/24 λ 6 1 1 10 – 7.1.2
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de Montréal (CAN) 
Conception of a tool for visualising the geometry of nuclear reactor cells 
using the meshing data for neutron transport calculation from the software 
DRAGON. 
Supervisor: Guy Marleau 
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Professional Experience 
From september 
2010 to july 2011 
Research assistant at Scribens laboratory, École polytechnique de 
Montréal (CAN) 
Transposing pattern recognition paradigm to different physics problems 
Supervisor: Réjean Plamondon  
 
Teaching assistance (EPFL) 
? General physics II: Thermodynamics (23h) 
? General physics III: Waves and electromagnetism (69h) 
? General physics IV: Geometric and wave optics, quantum mechanics (69h) 
? General physics II-IV: exam preparation and correction 
 
Informatic Skills 
? Software: Matlab, Origin, Mathematica, Maple, Nextnano 
? Programming languages: Labview, C++, Fortran 
? OS: Windows, Mac OSX, Linux 
 
Technical Skills 
? Optical spectroscopy techniques: Photoluminescence, Magneto-photoluminescence, 
Reflectivity, Imaging, Fourier optics, polarization optics 
? III-V Semiconductor: Design, simulation and characterization of planar microcavities and 
quantum wells 
? Cryogenics: Experience working with He-cooled cryostats (cold finger, He-bath, closed 
circuit) 
? Clean Room: Process optimization for photolithography, wet etching, metal deposition 
and lift-off 
 
Conference contributions 
2016 ‘’International Conference on Spontaneous Coherence in Excitonic 
Systems’’ (ICSCE8) in St-Andrews, UK 
Poster presentation titled : Spatial multistability induced by cross interactions of  
confined polariton modes 
C. Ouellet-Plamondon, G. Sallen, F. Morier-Genoud, D. Y. Oberli, M. T. Portella-
Oberli, B. Deveaud  
 
2015 Polatom2015 in Bad Honnef, Germany  
Oral presentation titled: Multiple polariton modes originating from the coupling of 
quantum wells in planar microcavity 
C. Ouellet-Plamondon, G. Sallen, F. Jabeen, D. Y. Oberli, B. Deveaud  
 
2015 EuroMBE 2015 in Canazei, Italy 
Oral presentation titled: Polariton modes arising from coupled quantum wells in  
planar microcavity 
C. Ouellet-Plamondon, G. Sallen, F. Jabeen, D. Y. Oberli, B. Deveaud 
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2010 APS March Meeting in Portland, USA 
Oral presentation titled: Single nitrogen dyad magnetoluminescence in GaAs 
C. Ouellet-Plamondon, S. Marcet, J. F. Klem, S. Francoeur 
 
Publications  
2017 Periodic squeezing in a polariton Josephson junction  
A. F. Adiyatullin, M. D. Anderson, H. Flayac, M. T. Portella-Oberli , F. Jabeen,  
C. Ouellet-Plamondon, G. Sallen, B. Deveaud 
Submitted  
 
2017 Reservoir-induced decoherence of resonantly excited confined polaritons  
C. Ouellet-Plamondon, G. Sallen, F. Morier-Genoud, D. Y. Oberli,  
M. T. Portella-Oberli, B. Deveaud  
Phys. Rev. B, 95, 085302  
 
2016 Spatial multistability induced by cross interactions of confined polariton modes 
C. Ouellet-Plamondon, G. Sallen, F. Morier-Genoud, D. Y. Oberli,  
M. T. Portella-Oberli, B. Deveaud  
Phys. Rev. B, 93, 085313  
 
2015 Multiple polariton modes originating from the coupling of quantum wells in planar
 C. Ouellet-Plamondon, G. Sallen, F. Jabeen, D. Y. Oberli, B. Deveaud 
Phys. Rev. B, 92, 075313  
 
2013 Spontaneous self-ordered states of vortex-antivortex pairs in a polariton condensate
F. Manni, T. C. H. Liew, K. G. Lagoudakis, C. Ouellet-Plamondon, R. André,  
V. Savona, B. Deveaud 
Phys. Rev. B, 88, 201303 (R) 
 
2011 Excitonic fine structure of out-of-plane nitrogen dyads in GaAs 
C. Ouellet-Plamondon, S. Marcet, J.F. Klem, S. Francoeur 
J. Lumin. 131, 2339 
 
2010 Charged excitons and biexcitons bound to isoelectronic centers 
S. Marcet, C. Ouellet-Plamondon, G. Éthier-Majcher, P. Saint-Jean, R. André,  
J. F. Klem,  S. Francoeur 
Phys. Rev. B, 82, 235311 
 
2009 Single nitrogen dyad magnetoluminescence in GaAs 
S. Marcet, C. Ouellet-Plamondon, J. F. Klem, S. Francoeur 
Phys. Rev. B, 80, 245404 
2009 High spatial resolution confocal microscope with independent excitation and  
detection scanning capabilities  
S. Marcet, C. Ouellet-Plamondon, S. Francoeur 
Rev. Sci. Instr. 80, 063101 
 
 
Personal Interests 
Jazz guitar and composition, improvised music, biking, hiking  
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